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ABSTRACT .
Although contact between a sophiaticatcc civiliz,tion
and a primitive culture often leads to the disintegration
of the vre~I.':er India-1 tribe, the culture of the Swampy

Cree

of the Moose River drainage basin appears to have reached
its optimal period or cultural climax during the fur trade
from their contact with European technology .

A complementary

perception of the resources of the region permitted a symbiotic
division of labour by each culture which strengthened and
materially benefitted the other without a loss in cultural

:identity .

Cultural disintegration for the. Creee only occurred

in the twentieth century when the European culture altered
its goals and relationship to the land and intrcaduced a
cultural clash through encroachment on Cree hunting grounds,
the imposition of European laws, and the suppression of native
Crce custoLss and practices .
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Chapter I .
Introduction .
The effects of contact between a sophisticated civilization and a primitive cu-1_ture has provided a theme for
many writers .

Most are inclined to agree with the noted

Canadian historian, George Stanley whose analysis of the
Metis of Western Canada has revealed that the "impact of
a superior civilization upon the native Indian tribe"
inevitably to "moral and physical decline of the native"
and ultimately to "disaster" for the weaker .

The economic

position of many Canadian Indian communities to-day seems
to provide ample testimony for the truth of this analysis .
The disintegration of the weaker culture before
civilization need not occur immediately or be inevitable .
Duff Wilson, author of a history of the British Columbia
Indians argues that the white culture in British Columbia
for a period of time tended to revive and strengthen many
aspects of the native Indian culture .
To the native culture the new wealth, new materials
and new ideas brought by the maritime traders . . .
The arts and crafts,
provided a potent stimulus .
trade and technology, social and ceremonial life were
The climax
all brought to new peaks of development .
was
reached
well
after
the
arrival of
of Indian culture
the white man . 2
Arthur S . Morton in his monumental history of the
Canadian [Nest has suggested that the ideal age for the
1 . Stanley, r~cora_e . The Bi r~lh or Western_ Canada . p . 194 .
_The_Inciia n Iiiscor:r o r British Columbia
2 . Wilson, Duff .
Vol . 1 . The Impact ofthe White `-Ian . p . 53 .

Canadian Indian was during the first one hundred years of
the fur trade .
The vices of the European had not taken root among
the savages, and the whole situation dictated happy
The Indians
relations between the two parties trading .
came voluntarily_ all the way down to the posts on the
Ante undue severity or malpractice on the part
Bay .
of the factor and his assistants would diminish the
numbers coming .
The white men learned to treat the
natives with'mingled kindness and firmness, and thev
reaped their respect and trust in return .
In addition the natives obtained such items as guns, ammunition and iron implements to increase their efficiency in
hunting and trapping, all of which improved their adaptation
to the wilde raess habitat .

Iron permitted the development

of spearheads allowing the spearing of sturgeon in boreal
rivers or encouraged the use of ice chisels which allowed
the Cree to cut the beaver out from their frozen pools .
The light durable nature of copper kettles increased Cree
mobility while woollen blankets provided woollen clothing
which did not dry stiff and brittle as did leather .

In

times of famine the Cree were served by Europeans a thick
oatmeal porridge, or peas,

or

salted geese to prevent the

starvation which otherwise would have occurred .

Europeans

even travelled into the woods with food for starving Indian
families ~.nd the Hudson Bay Company doctors treated sick
Indians to improve their chances of recovery .
In . another assessment of t}ze interaction of civilization
1 . Morton, A .S . , A History of the Canadian west to 1870-71 .
p . 155 .

3.

with the Indian culture, John Anderson, former factor of
the Hudson's Bay Company post at Moose Factory contends that
a optimum period existed in the dealings of any primitive
culture with the white man .

"This might be described as a

period of time when the aborigines have sufficient of the
white man's material civilization to ease the burden of life,
--but yet not enough to disrupt their way of life ."
This thesis extends the ideas of Duff, Morton and
Anderson to suggest that the cultural climax or optimal
adaptation of the Swampy Cree of North Eastern Ontario to
the habitat appeared to originate during the time when the
material aspects of the Cree culture came into contact with
and benefitted from the superior and more efficient technology
and material objects of a sophisticated European culture
which shared congruent goals with the simpler culture .
The optimal period is identified by the voluntary adoption of
European technology by the Cree to improve their material
situation and chances of survival in a harsh habitat
without a forced disruption and decline in cultural selfidentity .

The interaction of the w'zite and Indian culture

both of whom shared a similar perce -otion and relationship
to the land and its resources permitted a division. of labour
by each culture which complemented and materially benefitted
the other .

The relative sophistication of the cultures took

1 . Anderson, John .

Fur Trader's Story . p . 58 .

4.

second place to the mutual respect and common ends shared by
both cultures .

In essence the sharing of common goals

permitted both cultures to thrive together in prosperity, peace
and harmony to the mutual advantage of each .
Cultural disintegration of the weaker culture only
occurred when the superior culture altered its technology,
perception and relationship to the land so that a clash in
goals occurred between the two cultures .

For the Cree it

appeared that the increased speed of European technological
change in the twentieth century introduced abrupt change
which cause' a cultural clash ar ,..l brought a rapid end to the
optimal period .

This abrupt change was induced by encroach-

ments by white settlers into Cree hunting grounds, the
imposition upon the Cree of outside laws, the suppression of
native Cree customs and the persuasion of the Cree by missionaries to alter their customs

and beliefs .

Through a historical and anthropological study of the
Swampy Cree situated within the territory drained by the
Moose River an attempt has been made to examine the Cree
material and non-material culture during three sequences :
the aboriginal period, the early fur trading period and the
present era of land settlement and industrial development .
Goals of the Indian culture are compared with goals of the
white fur trading culture during the fur trade period to

5.

. of the Crae and Europaari
illustrate the compatible nature
fur trading cultures .

The goals and progress of European

industrial development in North Eastern Ontario is outlined
to illuminate the conflict of purposes between the Cree
and the Europeans which emerged from land settlement .
The imposition of kEuropean institutions upon the Cree is
presented to show the results of conflicting goals upon the
weaker Cree culture .

An examination of the characteristics

of the Cree culture during the fur trade period tends to indicate
an improvement in material conditions without a decline in
self-identity .
trialization thf
to improve .

With European land settlement and indusmaterial situation of the Cree continued

However it appears that the rapid acculturation

and arialgamation of the two cultures has led towards the
assimilation of the Cree into the Anglo-Saxon culture with
the loss of a clear Cree identity .

The optimal period of

the traditional Cree culture it is argued seems to have been
reached during the fur trading period .

The Environn ental Croundolan .
Human :,-esponses to the environment deFend on the
perception cr images of the environmental reality determined
by the level of technological achievement and resource

6.
exploitation apparent in the material aspects of a culture .
The material and non-material aspects of the Cree culture
with its heavy orientation towards survival in a Sub-Arctic
habitat largely limited their perception of land resources
to hunting animals, gathering berries, and catching fish .
The early European fur trader's perception of the habitat
was moulded by the economic demands of the European fur markets
during the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries .

While the

aboriginal Cree perceived all animals as potential sources
of food, clothing and shelter, Europeans perceived only
the pelts of certain fur bearing animals as of real value
for sale in Europe .
As European technology advanced during the early
twentieth century, capitalists in Ontario expanded their
technology and vision to see new sources of wealth .
White water for hydro-electricity, black spruce for pulpwood
and newsprint, minerals for industry and fertile soil for
agricultural settlements were all perceived in the land of
the Cree .

These resources had - earlier passed unnoticed to

the Cree and European fur trading cultures .
The groundplan of North Eastern Ontario contained
many potential resources which were perceived over time by
the Cree aid European cultures and which affected the goals
and streng'hs of both cultures .

The shared perception of

the fur resources during the early fur trade strengthened
the traditional Cree culture .

Conflicting perceptions of

resources extending from the rapidly advancing and broadening
technology and populatioi : of, the European culture was by
the twentieth century to alter the wilderness habitat of the
Cree .

In the wake of landscape change came a forced and

painful alteration in the Cree perception of resources,
causing a disintegration of the older cultural practice of
harvesting fur resources .
Geographical Regions .
The retreat of pleistocene glaciation and the completion
of the complex glacial-fluvio processes which followed
revealed three distinctive physiographic regions in the
1
Moose River drainage basin which influenced the location
and patterns of flora, fauna and mineral locations

The

nature of these resources in turn exerted a marked influence
upon the location and characteristics of early man and the
speed and degree of the development of this region by
twentieth century capitalists
The Hudson Bay Lowlands .
The level expanse of the Hudson Bay Lowlands which
emerged from the slow retreat of the Tyrrell Sea northward,
revealed a poorly drained muskeg ssaj-mp of sphagnum and other
ericaceous plants, underlaid by a thick layer of paleozoic
limestone .
l.

Tn the drainage basin of the Moose River

Bostock, 11 . S, "Physiographic,Subdivisions of Canada ."
in Douglas . SeolocJy and. Economic Min:rals of Canada . p,

12 .

8.
approximately 40 to 50,10 of the Lowlands is well drained,
while the remaining 20 to 300 consists of large shallow
lakes with no clearly defined drainage pattern . l

Wet

azonal bog soils of low fertility support sparse halophytic
vegetation including marsh grasses, _ferns and berries
along the James Bay coast . 2

Such flora sustains ducks and

geese during the migratory months of March and September in
such

numbers

numbers . 3

that the rivers appeared white with their

Such an abundance of fowl encouraged seasonal

hunting by the Cree along the coast while moulting geese
offered an easy source of food to the Cree and Europeans
alike .
Numerous varieties of bog inland interspersed by dark
parallel lines of dwarfed black spruce perched on sandy sea
ridges of former Sea Tyrrell provide an unattractive habitat
for game and man . 4

The better drained banks of the Moose

River, permitting the growth of white cedar, white birch,
trembling aspen, balsam-poplar and -jack pine, offered. food
for numerous bark and twig eating animals . 5

Caribou, moose,

beaver, muskrat, otter, hare, mink, marten, fox and fisher
1 . Coombs, D . B . "The Physiographic Subdivisions . . ."
The Geogr aphical B u ll etin . 1954 . p . 2
2 . Department of Lands andForests . map 3269 . Vegetation
Patterns of the Hu,son Bav Lowla n ds .
3 . Swaine, T . An A cc3unt of_a Voya g3 . . . p . 50 . Hanson, H .C .
" The Kill of~gild ~eese ." ArctLc . passim .
4 . Savite, D .B .O . "Land Plants" in3eals.S6-fence, History
and Hudson Bav .nassim
Also Juc~d, L9 .TJ . A Naturalist Guide to Ont ario . p . 26,
5 . Sharpe, J .F . andRrocae . J .A . T e Forest Resources of
Ontario . r~ . L47 . Johnston, R .V. Re port on the James Bay
ForestSurvey, Moose Riv er , Lower Basin . passim .

9.
all . provide d food and fur for the Cree Indian .

Other access-

ible forms of food alone the Moose River were found in
partridge and ptarrAgan, or such fish as carpin, suckers,
northern pike, walleye, brook trout, whitefish and occasionally the belugia whale .

These sources of food combined

with the unattractive nature of the Lowlands confined the
Cree to travel on,the river arteries of the Lowlands .
By the twentieth century European travel of these
rivers had

revealed outcrops of gypsum, lignite, kaolin,

and silica sands .
The Uplands .
From eighty to one hundred and fifty miles south of
James Bay, the Moose River basin's uplands, covered by
twenty to fifty feet of drab coloured clay from glacial lakes
Ojibway-Barlow, appears as flat or rolling country some
750 to 1,100 feet above sealevel .

Broken by occasional

sand and gravel eskers, egg shaped drumlins, sandy kames and
hilly moraines, 2 the clay soil is generally quite fertile
although its swampy, shallow, infertile peat bogs created a
belief among some early explorers as to the lands unsuitability for agriculture .

This discouragement of European

agricultural interests encouraged the continuance of the
Cree trapping culture as late as the twentieth century .
Modern chemical fertilizers and farming technology of the
1 . Lower, A .R .M .
A Rep ort on the _Fis h a n d Fisheries
of the West Coast o fJamF~s Bav .
passim .
2 . See D`~part- n~ofLanesand Forests . Llap 5365 .
Alg oma Coch rane Sure: icia l Ceo locfy .

the early 1900's converted the wilderness into an attractive
farming bonanza which stimulated rapid European agricultural
settlement, bringing an end to the traditional Cree culture .
Early water transportation necessary for the success
of the fur tra()e was provided throughout the uplands on
numerous rivers and lakes .

The clay belt is arairied in

the West by the Missinaibi River dnd its tributaries .
The central region is arained by the Kapuskasing, Chapleau,
Groundhog ana Mattagami Rivers and their tributaries .
The eastern region is drained by the Abitibi, Little Abitibi
and Frederick House Rivers .

The source of the rivers are

large, shallow and turbid lakes in which are found a range
of fish similar to the lowlands .
The nature of water transportation in North Eastern
Ontario influenced the rapid development and intensity of
the fur trade .

The connection of the English sea empire

of Hudson Bay with the French riverine empire of the St .
Lawrence by the Moose River

system placed the Cree in the

customer position between conflicting fur companies .

The

Moose Rive-_ itself is navigable by canoe for some seventy
miles inland from James Bay .
River,

Its tributaries

are the Abitibi

navigable without portage for forty seven miles,

the Mattagami River for ninety miles and the Missinaibi River
1 . For anallysis of types of settlements see meinig, D .W .
"A Macrogeography of T,lestern Imperialism : Some "Morphologies
of %lovincr ''rontiers of Political. Control ." in Gale, 1" .
Se ttlement and Enco unter . pp . 213--40 .

for some one hundred and twenty five miles .

1

Navigation is

disrupted inland by a fall line in the Precambrian S'.zield,
causing the rivers to tumble down from the upper plateau
to the lowlands .

This fall line provided the greatest

challenge in transportation . 2

Nevertheless the portages

are short and many rapids could be run by a twenty four foot
canoe .

Portages over the height of land are easy because

of the low and ill defined divide between the watersheds of
the Moose River and the Lake Superior, Lake Huron and
Ottawa River drainage basins .

Missinaibi Lake, for instance,

is separated from Dog Lahe by a sixty yard ridge .
A barrier to early Indian horticulture in the North
was the closed boreal forest, predominately of black spruce,
which appeared to stretch endlessly .

Perceived by twentieth

century entrepreneurs as a source of wealth, the Cree _found it of
value

as

a

source

of summer food and medicines from a

wide variety of northern berries and shrubs, including
blueberries, raspberries and Labrador Tea .

Also in the

uplands a source of food and fur was found in the beaver,
particularly common

along the numerous small streams

and lakes of the region .

Hare, porcupine, lynx, groundhog,

stripped skunk, black bear, wolf and moose also abounded .
For the Cree these animals became of value for barter of fur
pelts for iron implements of the Europeans .

Lesser forms of

1 . Black . "Navigable Inland Wateraays ." in Beals . Scie nce,
Hist ory anC,_ Hucl9 on Bav . Vol . II, P . 846 .
2 . Dyer, W .S . "geology and Economic Deposits of the Moose
O .D .^-1 . A .R . 1928 . p . 14
River ."

food were found in the fifty six varieties of birds
inhabiting the boreal forest including thirty one song
birds, nine hawks and owls, and eleven varieties of water
birds including loons, osprey and mergansers .
The Height of Land .
The headwaters of the Mattagami and Missinaibi Rivers
flow northward into the clay belt from the infertile PreCambrian Shield bedrock covered by shallow sandy soils .
This infertile crescent extends in a massive arc encircling
the North shores of Lake Superior., Lake Huron and the lower
sections of Lake Timiskaming .

Glaciers, like giant rasps,

have levelled this ancient rock and cleared it of its
Paleozoic rock overlay leaving glacial melt waters in a
mosaic of small lakes draining Southward to the Great Lakes .
These lakes became popular tourist areas in the late nineteenth
century .

European familiarity with this region discouraged

agricultural settlement northward into the land of the
Cree l but the ease of prospecting the bare rock and the
discovery of gold, silver and copper along the Great Lakes
led to exploration and the twentieth century development of
the mining industry .

The mixed coniferous-deciduous forest

with massive white pine also attracted European lumbering
interests as early as the 1820's .
1.

Livingston, John . Birds of the Northern Forest . passim .

The Climate .
Elements of climate influenced the adaptative activities
carried on by both the Cree and the Europeans .

Classified

as humid continental with long and very cold sub-arctic winters
and short cool summers, l the region South of James Bay possessed
a temperate climate which caused heavy winter coats on fur
bearing animals and which restricted agriculture .

Fur

clothing was essential for the Cree to withstand the biting
cold, and consequently the Indians were skilled in hunting,
trapping and the tanning of skins .

The cool short summers

which tended to discourage horticulture among the Cree and
European agriculture in turn encouraged the popular myth of
the North as a cold, inhospitable, barren wasteland .

This

myth indirectly encouraged the pursuit of the fur trade and
the continuation of a nomadic, hunting, trapping, fishing
and gathering culture of the Cree by discouraginq European
settlement in the North .

By the twentieth century a new

mythical belief in long warm summers in Northern Ontario
which proeuced flourishing crops brought

a rapid influx

of eager settlers who distinctly altered the lives of the Cree .
1 . On cl.ir ate see Department of Lands and Forests . Ontar io
Resour _-,e At las . pp . 4 & 5 . Warkenton . Cana da, A
Geca raph .icalInterpre tation . p . 285 . Kimble, Il . ,eocrraphv
of the Northlands .
Passim .
Bvers, D . "The Environment
Chapman, L .J . "The Climate
of the 1lorth East ." p as sim .
of Northern Ontario ." C .J .A .S . 1953 . passim .

In actual fact the clay belt growing season is relatively
short with frequent Spring and Autumn frosts which damage
such crops as grains and vegetables .

1

Conclusion .
The geology and geography which emerged from the
Wisconsin glaciation some 10,000 years ago provided the
potential for many forms of resource exploitation in
North Eastern Ontario .

Geology determined the mining and

industrial potential .

The climate and soil determined the

possibility, location and economic success of farming .
Vegetation, fauna and waterways were major factors in
determining the location of Indian camps and early European
fur trading posts .
The human reaction to these resources rested upon the
cultural perception of the possible value and use of such
resources .

Both Europeans and the Cree shared complementary

views as to the value of the fur resources from the midseventeenth century to the early twentieth century .

By the

latter date the changing perception of the northern habitat
by the Europeans was to create a conflict of goals between
the two cultures which ended the native wav of life of the
Cree Indian .

1 . See the Canada Land Inventory . T1?--- Cl im ates of C an ada
for Agriculture . pa ssim .
Also the Department
Agriculture, Canada .
_t;ea ther _of the ~ro~ :incr Season in
the Clay Belt of Westernnuebec andNorthern Ontario .
Publication 1234 .

of

15 .
Chapter II .

The Abo rig inal C ree C u lture .

An analysis of the thesis that the,native way of life
of the Cree Indian reached its cultural climax or optimal
period during

its

early dealings with the Europeans when

both cultures shared similar goals, demands a clear definition
of terms .

From an anthropological viewpoint reference to

the "native way of life" raises the question of culture and
the problems associated with cultural definition .

Reference

to the dealings of the Cree with tile white man raises the
question of acculturation, its definitions and processes .
The suggestion that there was an optimal period or cultural
climax introduces the temporal element, and the necessity
for an analysis of cultural goals .
Culture .
A multitude of definitions of culture abound .

The

simplest suggests that culture is "regular behaviour of
members of a particular society defined as a group of
people who interact with one another more than they do with
1
_
outsiders ."
The Cree culture developed traits for survival ;
--to meet the challenge of the habitat, defined as the natural
setting of human existence, the phy= ;iographic features of
the landscape, its climate and geographical features . 2
Material objects of human manufactu=re, techniques, social
orientations, points of view and sanctioned ends were all
l . BaglDy, P .H . "Culture and the Causes of Culture ." A .A .p .
2 . Herskovits, M . J . Cultural Anthropology . p . 95 .

541 .

developed throug'z a trial and error process by the Cree to
meet the fundamental requirements of biological life .
These collective habits were passed on through a process of
learning from generation to generation .

Individuals were

',

spared from independently developing with tragic results
the skills necessary for survival .

The Cree culture in effect

acted as a buffer which adapted the Indian to his habitat . 1
The Cree culture was dynamic in the sense that to achieve
its goal of human pre^ervation, and to relieve

tensions and

anxieties related to survival, adaptation to the changing
habitat constantly occurred .

Innovations, variations or

cultural borrowing which improved the relations between man
and the habitat competed with older habits and were constantly adopted as older less effective practices were abandoned .
New habits were progressively adapted or integrated to form
a habituated whole .
Acculturation .
Acculturation was defined by Redfield as a comprehension
of "those phenomena which result when groups of individuals
having different cultures come into continuous first-hand
contact, with subsequent changes in the original cultural
patterns of either or both qroups . " 3

Degrees of acculturation

l .Milan, F .A .
The Acculturation of the Contemporary_ Eskimo
of Wainwrig ht , Ala ska_ . p . 6
2 . '~Iurdock, George n .
"How Culture Changes" in Shapiro, H .
Men, Cult ure an d S ociety . p . 248 .
3 . Rcdiield, R . "iemorandu:n for the Studs of Acculturation ."
American Anthropologist . 1936 . p . 149 .

have been establis=hed o:- a continuum i ;. terms of identity .
The Cree culture appeared to pass through a four stage
sequence . There was the native group with its orientation
towards the unmodified aboriginal Indian past .

The native

modified Cree emerged during the fur trade, nativist in
orientation but supporting European modifications in their
material culture which improved their adaptation to the
habitat .

To-day European-modified Cree continue to think

of themselves as Indians but are culturally integrated with
the white life stv]e .

Very few Cree at Moose Factory have

yet reached the fourth stage, the European marginal identity
which consists of Indians who have cut themselves off from
their Indian culture and who no longer consider themselves
1
as Cree .
The rate of acculturation determined the success or the
Cree in accepting and adapting white technology and customs
to their life style .

Casual contact between the Cree and

a few Europeans, both with similar interests and both
holding a predisposition for change, slowed the rate of
Cree acculturation by permitting the pursuit of traditional
goals and a maintenance of a clear cultural identity .
During the fur trade, contact by the European fur traders
oriented the Cree along lines of their traditional hunting,
trapping and nomad?_c society .

This type of contact caused

1 . Siegal, B . Acc,. " lturation : Critical. Abstracts . p . 221 .

18 .
the Cree to reach a culturally optimal period by permitting
the voluntary and willing adoption by the primitive culture
of more efficient and effective methods for dealing with
the habitat .

No fundamental change in the non-material Cree

culture occurred, while improved game exploitation techniques
provided a more reliable food surplus which strengthened
the culture .

Rapid acculturation of the twentieth century

Cree caused by the conflicting goals of numerous Cree and
Europeans in frequent continuous contact built up stress,
confusion, anxieties, tensions and frustrations among the
Cree who were forced to adapt to the European way of life .
A rapid disintegration of the old ways and cultural identity
followed .
Cultural Sequences .
In order to locate the period of cultural climax of the
Cree, an interdisciplinary approach is used which draws on
historical sources and ethnographic facts and examines the
sequences of Cree acculturation .

Wagner recommended that :

First it is necessary to . ,obtain as concise a picture as
possible of the native culture prior to contact .
Secondly the nature of the various contact agencies
must be determined .
The third problem will be the
functional analysis of the present stage of the
cultural process that is resulting from the contact .
. . . A knowledge of this intact process as a whole . . .
can only be gained by following all three approaches . 1
The importance of the historical documentation of the Cree
in providilig this time perspective is stressed Ly FIerskovits
1 . Beals, R . "Acculturation ." p .

387 .

That all actual historical documents bearing on a
given situation should be exhaustively analyzed goes
without saying .
Especially in the case of contact
between European and non-European peoples will material
of this sort prove important in indicating the manner
and intensity of the contact . . . . The light such
materials shed on changing custom, the strictly
ethnological data that they can supply --since early
travellers -,,ere far keener observers than ethnologists
generally credit them with having been and the sense of
sureness and,time depth afforded, are of the greatest
value . 1
In using historical sources documentary analysis and the
critical methods of the historian have been employed .
Historical sources reflect and represent the biases, Goals
and ethos of the time .

The historian or observer who wrote

reports generally placed distorted stress on the factors
which favoured his interests .

For instance, Edward Umfreville

stresses the plight of the Cree Indian 2 not necessarily because
they were maltreated during the fur trade period but because
he oppos(>d the fur trade charter of the Hudson Bay Company
and wished to launch an investigation into the validity of
their charter .

george Simpson, Governor of the Hudson Bay

Company on the other hand, stressed the beneficial role of
the Company and its good works for the Cree Indian in order
to preserlye the Hudson's Bay Company's charter .
reports

Missionary

tended to concentrate on the favourable role of the

Church among the Indians and tended to paint exaggerated and
grotesque pictures of Indian drinking habits in order to
l . Herskovi_ts, %1 . J . Acculturation : Th e_ Study of Culture
Con tact . p . 2'0 . See alsoPeals, R . "Acculturation ." p. 392 .
2 . Umfreville, Edward . The Presen t State of Hudson Bay . p . 34 .

20 .
obtain financial and political support .

Popular novels

on the Cree tended to concentrate on unique 'barbaric', 'primas
itive,' or 'pagan' traits such conjuring or cannibalism
to encourage the sales of books .
By using these methods, it is apparent that an
anthropological examination of the aboriginal Cree followed
by a historical analysis of the Cree culture during the fur
tracing and later land settlement periods will reveal three
cultural sequences which may be compared in terms of cultural
opti-mality .
Ecological Factors .
In examining early records for a description of aboriginal
patterns of culture the researcher must remember that
much of what might be considered aboriginal in the Cree
culture may actually be early stages of acculturation .

It

is also dangerous to describe aboriginal culture by simply
recording the acculturated culture and removing the influences
that are obviously of European origin .

These European

influences often permeate and alter many less obvious aspects
of culture .

A third approach to aboriginal study is ecological,

a much abused term which here is used to refer to the interaction between man and the environment and the external factors
that contril survival and population density .

Since

the goal of the Cree culture was an adaptation to a sub-arctic
habitat to permit survival, ecological, biological and

geographical influences are of paramount importance
in analyzing the characteristics of their pre-contact
culture .

Vegetation areas, reflecting the total geographical

environment, determined fauna existence and activity .
This in turn determined for the pre-contact Cree such things
as nutrition, a factor synergistic with the disease
environment . )

Similarly climate affected the need for

shelter, dress and agricultural possibilities .

Since

certain aspects of the habitat forced a division of labour
and an organized response to the environment, it was an
2
active integrated part of the cultural system .
Although the habitat was a limiting factor on the
Cree culture with regards to population size, the Cree
culture altered the fruitfulness of the natural setting through
such

technological developments as bows and arrows .

A reciprocal relationship and a dialectic exchange between
the physical environment and culture was maintained,
based on the effectiveness of the Indian technologv which
determined the size of the Cree population .

Particular

relevance was assigned by the Cree to certain features of
the habitat and the culture moulded itself to exploit
these conditions to maximize life chances .

Technological

elements of the Cree culture were more responsive to the
1 . Newman, M .T .
"Ecology and Nutritional Stre_s in Man ."
A .A . 1962 . p . 22 .
2 . Saunders, PI . "Cultural Ecology in Nuclear MesoAmerica . "
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habitat than other cultural aspects such as dance and
religion . These technological adaptations were consistently
undergoing alterations to improve their effectiveness at
increasing life chances in the habitat .

The simplicity of

non-material culture reflected the total orientation of the
Cree society towards exploitation of the environment .
The Native Group : -- Origins, - Archaeolocrv and Language .
The remains of the upland glacial lakes with their
fish, aquatic vegetation and wildlife were natural gathering
places for the early Archaic culture as shown by finds of
flint arrowheads, pottery, flint knives, scrapers and other
cutting tools on several islands of Lake Abitibi . 1

The

early boreal Archaic culture of North Eastern Ontario was
replaced by a totally new cohesive and nomadic Woodland
culture which bore no relation to the preceding Archaic
occupation .

This new culture, forebearers of the Cree

Indian, was identified by its distinctive "dragged stamp",
corded or dentated stamped pottery whose sherds have been
located in Abitibi Lake campsites and dated circa 700 B .C .
Linguistic studies of words for flora and fauna in
proto-Algonkin indicate that the Woodland Indian originally
For archaeological reports see Ridley, 7 . "An Archaeological
Reconna:~.ssance of Lake Abitibi, province of Ontario ."
P .A . XX71 . I, 1956 . pass im_ . Ridley, r .
"The Ancient
Sites o - Lake Abitibi ." C .r .-T . LXTV . March . pass im .
Ridley, Frank . "Archaeolog-,.° of Lake Abitibi,OntarioQuebec ." A .J .C . Vol . 2, No . 4 . passi m .
2 . Wright, J . V.The Lau rel Trad it ion and t h e 11iddle YToodlan_d
Period . p . 128 .
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centered in the Upper Ottawa Valley and the Sault Ste . Marie
area around 1,200 B .C . and in 900 B .C . gradually spread
1
North .
It has been hypothesized that there was a single,
universal proto-Algonkian language, which was spoken
throughout Northern Ontario .

One writer believes that

Swampy Cree approximates this original Algonkian language .

2

To-day the Swampy (Woods, or Maskegon, or ~Zuskeko) Cree
dialect, known as the "N" dialect, is heard from the Manitoba
North eastward through the muskeg and forest covered lands
of Northern Ontario to James and Hudson Bav .

There are two

divisions, --the Winnipego-waq or 'Coastal Creel and the
Nutcimiu-iiu or

Southern Inlanders .

3

The Cree at

Moose Factory are coastal and possess their own dialect of
Cree .

Speakers of different Cree dialects can readily

understand each other and Howse, compiler of a Cree dictionary
found that Cree was "the leading native language of all
tribes belonging to the British Settlements in North
America .

It is the language, indeed of a nation . . . ."

4

Father LaCombe has also noted ' the universality of Cree as the
spoken language of the fur trade th-oughout North Western
Canada .
1 . Siebert, F . T . "The Original Hom_ of the Proto-Algonkian
People ." passim .
Also
2 . Logan, R . The Cree Lanq_uage as i -'__Anvears to Me .
Cree
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.
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.
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La langue des Cris est belle, riche et peut-etr_e
la plus facile de toutcs les langues sauvages de
1'Amerique du Nord . On peut dire que les Iris est pour
le Nord-Quest ce que le fran+ais est pour les pays
civilises . 1
The name "Cree" probably came from Kenistinok, a name
given to the Cree by the Sauteux .
the Nehethonuck .

The Cree called themselves

It is probable that the Sauteux name was

simpler, and was easily shortened to Kris, or Cree in English .
The appearance of the Cree as described by Ballentyne was of
medium sized wiry men .
Their jet black hair generally hangs in straight matted
locks over their shoulders, sometimes ornamented with
beads and pieces of metal . . . . They are . . . wiry men,
not generally very muscular in their proportions but yet
capable of enduring great fatigue .
Their average height
.
.
.
3
is five feet five inches .
David Thompson added that the Cree were :
. . . of middle size, of spare make, the features round,
or slightly oval, hair black, strong and lank ; eyes
black and of full size, cheek bones rather high,
mouth and teeth good, the chin round ; the countenance
grave yet with a tendency to cheerful . 4
Cree Aboriginal Population Characteristics .
Although no information is available as to aboriginal
population size and density, some information is available
on population numbers during the fur trade period .

The

constant nature of the climate and ;:he habitat suggests

. Dictionnaire de la L_angue des Cris . p . XI .
1 . LaCo:nbe,
2 . Lo c C it .
3 . Ballentyne, R.M . Hudson Bay . . . p, 67 . See also Rev .
David Anderson . The vetin the B iy . p . 147 . Also Rich .
(Ed .) James Ishanti's Obser_v ations,_. . p . 79 . Ellis . A Voyage .
p . 181 .
4 . Tyrrell, J .B . (Ed .)
David Thonp son' s Nar rati ve . . . p . 80 .
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some similarities between the two time periods .

The

Moose River Cree, unlike the Prairie Cree, lacked the
advantage of a large accessible food supply such as the
buffalo on the Plains, which permitted the development of
large Indian bands .

Unlike the Iroquois their habitat

possessed a climate unfavourable for horticulture .

The

Cree were unable to grow or store maize, squash, and beans
for times of need .

The lack of a large food surplus pre-

vented the development of villages, caused famine during
the winter months, and forced the dispersion of the population .
Although the Swampy Cree obtained food from a wide
variety of sol.irces, the crucial period for survival was
during the mid-winter months when thev often faced starvation .

During the winter, ducks, geese and other

migratory birds were absent .

The thick winter ice defied

attempts to break in order to spear fish or net beaver .
The amount of meat which could be obtained from a thirty
pound beaver scarcely made the strenuous work worth the
time as is indicated by Father Le Jeune, who reported
that the Indians "all but starved on beaver ."

Bear too were hard

1 . quoted by Leacock, Eleanor . "The ?4ontagnais-Naskapi
Band ." in Dam as, D . ContributionE to Anthropology :
Band Societies . p . 3 .
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to find in winter and w: ;_- e dangerous beasts to attack with
primitive weapons .'

Even when they were killed, hibernating

bear were said to be so thin that they provided very little
sustenance .

Moose, the animal from which the most use was

made and the most food obtained was by universal agreement
very difficult to kill .

The winter ice prevented the animal

from being killed while helpless in the water, and the long
legs of the Moose permitted it to travel through snow at
great speeds .

David Thompson noted that the watchful nature

of the Moose with its large sensitive ears and sagacity for
self-preservation made it difficult to approach, while the
frightened Moose would travel long distances at twenty-five
to thirty miles an hour . 1

The wolf was almost impossible

to kill as it was one of the wildest and shyest of all
animals with very sensitive hearing, and the ability to
run twenty-five miles an hour . 2
The greatest danger of starvation was caused by the
cyclical nature of the fur bearing animals combined with
their ecological interdependence .

The decline of squirrels

and hares which seemed to occur every few years because of
overabundance, disease and a scarcity of food, caused a
similar decline in predators of these animals .

Consequently

when an epidemic struck squirrels and hares, predator animals
1 . Tyrrell . (Ed .) David Thomnson's Narrative . . . p . 96
Also see Rich, E .E . (Ed .) L J ames Isham's Observations . . . F .
153 .
Also Tvrrell, (Ed .) Hearne, Samuel . Journey to the
Northern Ocean . p . 259 .
2 . Mer , Davi . The Wolf . passim .
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including marten, weasel, fox and lynx also declined .
There are numerous examples of animal cycles recorded in the
Hudson Bay Company Journals .

In 1770 at Moose Factory a

trader complained that the Indians were starving because
Moose, usually common in the region, were scarce . 1
Kenogamissee Post in 1813 reported that the country was so
scarce of hares, the usual diet of the Indians, that the
Cree lacked meat to bait their traps and were dying of
starvation . 2

Flying Post recorded in 1831 that the Indians

living primarily on hare, were dying of starvation since
hare had almost entirely disappeared along with all the other
3
game .
David Thompson's statement that famine was periodical
is generally supported by the Hi.ldson Bay Company Journals . 4
The animals are by no means numerous and only in sufficient numbers to give a tolerable subsistence to the
natives, who are too often obliged to live on very
little food, and sometimes all but perish with hunger .5
It seems probable that ecological conditions which were
true during the fur trade period also influenced the level
of population during the aboriginal period .
Another factor, the difficulty of beainnina a fire
during adverse weather conditions, occasionally in winter
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hudson Bav Connanv Archives . Feb . 6, 1770 . B135/a/48 .
!bid ., 12 May, 181 3 . B175" a 95 .
Ibid ., B124/a/8 .
See also Ibid ., B135/b/5 .
Tyrrell, J .B . (Ed .) David Thompson's Narrative . p . 110 .
Also Rich, E .E . (Ed .
James Isham's Observations . . . p . 81
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caused the death of an Indian hunter through freezing
1
An
because of his inability to start a fire quickly .
injury to a key hunter caused the death of. whole families
who had relied upon him and who were unable to procure
2
sufficient food for subsistence .
The ability of animals at avoiding hunters, the ecological
cycles of game, and the nature of the long cold winters
all forced the aboriginal population to be widely scattered
and small or otherwise the limited food sources would
become quickly exhausted .

In the eighteenth century the

Kaministika area possessed sixty hunters and the area north
of Nipigon had another sixty . 3
the Abitibi Cree at 140 . 4

In 1763 the French estimated

It is impossible to estimate

Cree numbers in these areas during the aboriginal period .
Similarly it is impossible to describe the exact
location of the Indian bands of the Cree in the Moose River
drainage basin during aboriginal times .

Ecological factors

suggest that during the summer months that there was a band
on Abitibi, Frederick House, Night Hawk, Kenogamissi,
groundhog and Missinaibi Lakes because of the good and
reliable fishing and the freedom from mosquitos .

It is

also hypotlesized that there would be few Cree in the Hudson
1 . see ih?tfreville, E . The Present State of Hudson's Bay_ . p . 13 .
2 . cf :. Hudson Bay Companv Archives . 1824 . B 4 a
Ibid ., May 12,
793 . Bl/e 6, and B145/a/l .
3 . Morton, A .S . A History of the Canadian West . . . p . 11 .
4 . Geographical Board of Canada . Handbook of Indians . . . p . 14 .
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Bay Lowlands because of the large amount of swam) and scarcity
of game .

During the early fur trade when competing fur

companies sought to locate their posts as closely as possible
to Indian bands, Hudson Bay Company posts were establish-~d
at the large inland lakes, because these areas represented
the foci of Indian activities .

Post locations consequently

offer a reliable clue as to aboriginal locations which
confirm ecological findings .

The fur trade did not appear

to alter the aboriginal hunting regions of the Cree .
Social Structure .
The cyclical nature of animal resources and the harshness of the climate forced the Cree to adapt their culture
as functionally as possible for survival in their habitat .
In social organization David Thompson wrote in the 1790's
that the Cree were "separated into many tribes or extended
families,'" 1 while one hundred years later E .B . Borron
found that the fur trade had not altered the extended band
structure of the Cree .

He reported that the "Indians are

not divided into bands, nor do they have any chiefs, --f
ties are the principal bond of union ." 2

These extended

families focused around good hunters, since poor hunters
stayed with family relations who were good hunters or
starved .

Cree family groups were functionally small to

1 . Tvrrell, J .B . (Ed .) David Thomnson's Narrative . P . 78!
2 . Borron, E .B . Report on that Part of Hudson's Bay_ . . . 1890
p . 75 .
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fit the scarcity of game in the habitat, to permit rapid
mobility in search of game and to prevent the depletion of
game .

Such families were ideal units suited for survival

in a relatively wide area which did not produce a surplus
of food since they readily shifted their location to follow
game movements .
There is some question as to the definition of a band .
Speck's classical definition was :
. . . a group inhabiting a fairly definite territory
with more or lessstable number of families, possessing
paternally inherited privileges of hunting within
tracts comprised again within boundaries of the
territory .,
Leacock outlines the multi-family lodge or tribe as a group
with some ten to twenty people .

The aggregate of several

lodge groups was a winter band with size ranging from
thirty-five to seventy-five people .

The average band ranges

from one hundred and fifty upward to three hundred . 2

During

the fur trade period in the Moose River basin the average
Cree lodge or tribe possessed ten hunters with women and
3
A number of tribes would gather to-gather on
children .
large lakes during the summer months to create a summer
band .
The Moose River domain was divided into large districts
1 . Speck, F . G . and Eiseley . "Significance of Hunting
Territory Systems of the Algonkair in Social Theory ."
p . 269 .
2 . Leacock, E . "The Montagnais-Naskapi Band ." n . 9 .
3 . 'Hudson Bay Comnanv Archives . 1824 . B145/e/1 3 . New Brunswick
Post lists 9 hunters, 6 women, 8 boys & 10 girls .

which were distinguished by the name of some notable lake .
These districts were inhabited by a band with its own
particular dialect .

For instance the Hudson Bay Journals

frequently refer to the Abitibi Indians around Abitibi Lake,
Kenogamissi Indians around the headwaters of the Mattagami
River, the Missinaibi Indians near Missinaibi Lake and the
Moose or Home Indians at Moose Fort .

The complete dependence

of these Indians on game during the winter, forced each
family group to choose particular areas in order to develop
a knowledge of the land and its -esources .

it was quite

essential that "the hunter know every beaver colony on the
estate ; the pine ridges where the marten dwells, the labyrinthine mazes of wild creeks, where the emigrant family of
wild moose have taken up their winter quarters ; the signs
of the sky, the prints on the snow ; the mysterious sounds
of the night . . . ." 1

A lack of familarity could mean a

failure in hunting and starvation .
Aboriginal marriage patterns also suggest some
relationship to ecological and cultural factors .

Exogamy

was practiced as well as a tendency towards cross-cousin
marriage .

Polygamy was common since the hunter multiplied

his wives in proportion to his success in killing food,
1 . Moosonee and Keewatin Mailbacq . July, 1911 .
2 . Flannery, R . "Cross-Cousin Marriage . . ." P .M . passim .
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in order that the food, a scarce resource, would never be
wasted .

More women were also necessary to treat and prepare

the hides for warmth in the Sub-Arctic winter .

Fur trade

sources occasionally refer to the continuance of polygamy
1
Post
by reference to the murder of one wife by another .
marital residence was ambi-local . Descent was through the
husband . generally stress was placed on individual initiative
since survival was to a great extent a personal matter
between the individual and the environment .
Political Organization .
Since the family was the only really functioning economic
and political unit devoted primarily to obtaining an
existence from the land, band organization lacked any
powerful political or social mechanisms for control .

The

aboriginal band was very loosely organized and commanded
only a weak sense of allegiance and identity .
Hunting and fishing were individualistic occupations depending
on individually developed skills . The political structure
of the Cree reflected this individualism, by its pronounced
egalitarian structure .

A chief was simply a good hunter

who earned the respect of lesser hunters .

His authority

was real in the sense that his food might prevent other band
1 . Hudson Bay Comp any Archives . B99,1a/17 . July 13, 1817 .
Anc:rew ,_c aham's observations . . .
See also Glover .
Ed .
2
because of polygamy . p .
reference
to
murder
for
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hunters from starving .

However, he had no formal authority,

and received no formal recognition .
this tradition continued .

During tI.e fur trade

Most early writes found tha- the

Chief gained obedience only through his esteem, and consequently there was no common authority to solve murders, only
1
private feud .
At New Brunswick Post a trader wrote that
the Chiefs did not exact, nor did their followers pay
2
them any mark of,respect .
Material Culture .
Exploitative Activities .
The aboriginal Cree culture illustrated a wide range
of technological activities highly adapted to the boreal
environment and aimed at improving their exploitation of
food resources from the habitat .

Subsistence activities

centred on fishing, gathering and hunting, or travelling to
new areas to perform these activities .
nets and fish weirs were used .

For fishing gill

Gill nets were fabricated

by women from such readily available resources as reeds,
and the ends of the nets were tied to both shores of the creek .
Floaters of wood were easily_obtained and were tied to the
upper end and sinkers to the lower end . -

During the fur

trade period the nets were set under the ice .

Several holes

were cut in the ice, each close enough to be reached by
4
the end of a pole . The line and net were then stretched.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Swaine . An Account of a Vovaae - p . 230 .
Hudson Bay Comnanv Archives . 1f,124 . B145/e/13 .
Tyrrell, J .B . David Thompson's Narrative . . . p . 111 .
Henry, A . Travels an Adventures in Canada . . . p . 55 .
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out from hole to hole . It is not known whether this was also
an aboriginal practice but the difficulty of breaking the
ice and constructing a flexible net makes this technique
doubtful . Fish weirs were constructed to utilize the
resources of the habitat .

Constructed with stakes approx-

imately an inch thick and five to six feet long, these
weirs were actually stake fences across small streams . The
Abitibi Post Journal noted in 1777 that the Indians dazraned
a creek all summer with willows and obtained plenty of fish,
although the Cree by this date also obtained fish net twine
from the Europeans . The Crown Land Report of Ontario in
1900 wrote that Riviere Barriere near Abitibi Lake gained
2
Spearing with a
its name from the Indian willow dams .
fire hardened stick was another aboriginal means to gain
such fish as sucker, pike, trout, whitefish and pickerel .
Once the fish was caught it was dried on long poles laid
horizontally and supported by vertical stakes .

A supply

of fish was usually prepared for travel or for winter by
3
drying .
Gathering of berries and vegetables was a common food
source for the Cree during the summer .

Edible berries and

plants included strawberries, raspberries, blackberries,
blueberries, currants, cranberries and gooseberries .

Pine

1 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . B135/b/6 .
2 . Crown Land Report . Ontario . 1900 . p . 47 .
3 . Henry, Alexander . Travels and Adventures in Canada . p . 6 ;'.
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needles,. nuts, acorns, and the inner barks of fir, larch,
spruce, and poplar were also edible .

Wintergreen, sunflower,

wild goats beard, nut qrass and a wide variety of other
1
plants and herbs could also have been eaten .
Wild rice
was found along the marshy James Bay coastline, and less
frequently along the shores of interior lakes .

Such rice

was harvested by beating with a stick into the canoe .
Trapping was an important aboriginal means of obtaining
meat .

The wide varieties of snares, deadfalls and other

`traps reflected an integration of the technical culture
with the habitat .

Snares were used only for animals with

heads larger than their necks . Such animals included grouse,
rabbit, fox, lynx, moose, bear, weasel, mink and marten .
Beaver and otter could not be snared .

The oil sack fluid,

Castore=, from the female beaver was used as a scent to
lure smaller animals to the snare .

A wide varietv of snares

was known to the :Moose River Cree .
Spring Pole snares were used to lift the game out of
the reach of predators . The rabbit spring pole consisted
of a rawhi.de noose situated on a rabbit runway .

The noose

was tied by a slip knot to a horizontal pole lashed between
two trees, to take the strain of the bent sapling . The noose
was jerked tight to lift the arjim al into the air . David
Thompson found that "on a fine moonlight night the hares
1 .: Leechman, Douglas . "Edible Wild Plants ." F .

& O.

1949 .
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move. about freely, and from eighteen to twenty are caught
in a right, but in bad weather three, or four or none . . . .

oil

The zndians would set as many snares as they needed for food .
Sometifiies a hundred would be checked in a single day .
Lynx were caught with a choke spring pole . Rather than
one horizontal cross bar, two were used with a rawhide noose
runn :.ng between . When the slip knot was released, the lynx was
pulled by the sapling against the horizontal bars, and was
strangled .
Anoi;her type of snare used the tossing pole principle .
A heavy pole was lashed horizontally to a standing tree or
was supported by a tripod arrangement . The heavy end of the
pole wa.s left free to exert a downward force . The light
end performed the same function as the sapling in the spring
pole sure . The animal could be either freely tossed into
the aim, or choked by two choke bars .
A: perch snare was used to catch birds . The bird was meant
to land on the wooden perch . The perch was so constructed
as to- fall out under the bird's weight .

The snare wire was

released by the removal of the perch, and the snare cord
was jerked tight to entangle the bird's legs .
Clog snares were used for heavy animals such as moose
or beair . The snare noose was not jerked tight by a pole,
but was tied to a log .

When the animal walked into the

snare, the snare cord was tightened by the animals movement .
1 . Tyr.-ell .

(ed .) David Thomnson's Narrative . p . 44 .
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The loa at the end. of the snare cord impeded the animals
movement_
A second type of trap was the deadfall . This tvDe of
trap pe=itted a heave log to fall on the animal to crush
it against a second heavy loa on the ground .
a variety of deadfall triggers .

There were

A common one consisted of

a vertical piece of wood set on a small horizontal bait
stick . Four vertical stakes served as the fall log guide .
The bed log was usually three feet in diameter and the gall
log was about ten inches thick .
Muskrat pitfall traps were also used . Here a hole was
sunk in -the ground with a wall of stakes to prevent the
muskrat from climbing out .

A beaver funnel trap was also

commonly constructed from a hoop of sticks which were set
slanting into the water at forty five degrees . The lower end
of the trap was under water .

The beaver entered the funnel

and became stuck at the lower end and drowned . The trap
was set =Awbere the dam water flowed over the dam . 1
All these snares reflected the utilization of easily
obtained materials to permit the Cree to secure essential
food and :_ur resources . During the fur trade period skill
in the cc :struction of these snares did not die out among
the Cree .Ln spite of the

introduction of iron traps by

the Hudson Bay Company in the 1770' s .

Unlike the bow and

1 . On traps see Cooper, John . Snares, Deadfalls and Other
Traps of the Northern Alaon cans . . . pas sim
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arrow which was replaced by the more effective gun, the
effectiveness of snares caused this mode of trapping to remain
a cultural trait of the Algonkians until the decline of the
fur trade in the 1920's .
Hunting for moose, bear, beaver, porcupine and birds
also illustrated the use of a specialized functional
technology, adapted to the habitat . Bows and arrows were
the pxincipal aboriginal weapons .

Clubs and pointed sticks

were other weapons which were easily obtained from the boreal
:forest . . Bear and porcupine were killed by clubbing . Beaver was
obtained by driving the animal from the lodge and then
blocking the lodge entrance with stakes .

In winter beaver

could:be hooked, netted or clubbed as it appeared at the
breathing holes . l

Beaver were also netted at the mouth of

the house with moose thong nets .

To hunt geese on James

Bay decoys constructed from mud, and willow blinds were
frequently used . Owls, ptarmigan, and ducks also formed
important food sources . 3
Food Preparation .
The. harshness of the environment and the lack of
leisure tine was reflected in the highly functional
preparatioa

ofE

food .

Food was eaten raw, or was prepared

. 60 .
1 . Lahontan . New Voyages to North America .
2 . Swaine . An. Accoun t of a Voyage . . . p . 177 .
3 . Jenkins . F anking Territories of th e=. Abitibi Indians . P .
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by broiling, drying, or boiling . Broiling was accomplished
with a stick over'the fire . 1 In the summer meat was dried
in the sun and wind, or smoked with a smudge fire .

Moose

meat was occasionally smoked and dried for preservation .
The meat was removed from the bone, was cut in thin strips
and was hung over cross bars of a wooden grill . Two to three
f

hours of smoking would cure the meat sufficiently for two to
three days . For longer preservation a smoke tepee was
constructed . 2

Boiling was accomplished in vessels of birch

; or spruce bark or woven spruce roots, sometimes lined with
clay_ 3

These were filled with water and hot stones were

placed in the water . Fish was baked by burying it in the
hot ashes . Preparations included shaggamite, a fish broth
which was served, 4 and a favourite dish was a mixture of
blood mixed with half digested food found in a deer's
stomach and .fermented . Hearne noted it's "agreeable acid
taste ." 5

Birds were boiled with the feathers, and then were

skinned and roasted . 6

Muskrat and rabbit brains and the

intestines of bears were regarded as exceptionally good .
During the fur trade period, food preparation by the Cree
retained its functional unsophisticated aboriginal char1 . Swaine . An Account of a Voyage . ._. p . 215 . Ellis . A Voyage .
p . 185 .
2 . Skinner . Eastern Cree . p . 29 .
3 . Tyrrell, Ed . David Thompson's Narrative . . . p . 116 .
4 . Rich, E . (Ed .) James Isham's Obs ervations . . . p . 146 .
Also Swaine . Op . Cit ., p . 58 .
Hearne, S . A Journey to the Northern Ocean .
5 . Tyrrell . (ed .
p_ 263 .
6 . Augustin, L . "Indian Cooking in Northern Canada ."
Rod and run . p . 664 .
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teristics .
Tools and Weapons .
Sub-Arctic aboriginal technology was well adapted to
the available, wood, rock and animal resources of the North .
The functional nature of the technology is apparent in its
complete orientation towards survival, tanning skins for
warmth in winter, creating means of travel for hunting in
summer and winter, and creating hunting weapons themselves .
For cutting flint and bone blades were used .

Wood working

for canoes was accomplished by knives, axes and wedges of
stone . Logs were split by driving wooden wedges into the
trunks . Tanning for clothes was accomplished by fleshing,
scraping and smoking .

For fleshing a moose leg bone,

sharpened to a fine cutting edge, was used . The skin was
rubbed with a mixture prepared by boiling moose brains and
1
When the skin was soft, it was smoked . Lines
moose grease .
for sewing or fishing were of babiche cut from partially
tanned hides with a width depending on the purpose of the
line . Sinew from the back of a moose was used for sewing .
3
Willow bark line was sometimes used for fishing nets .

2

Spruce root lines were used for the construction of canoes
and tepees . Sewing of clothes was accomplished by using an
awl to pierce the skin . Containers for food were of tanned
1 .Tyrrell . (Ed .) Hearne . A Journey to the Northern Ocean . p . 263 .
2 . Ibid ., p . 265 .
3 . Loc . Cit .

skin,, bark and visceral organs .
Weapons for hunting consisted of stone axes, wooden
clubs and bows and arrows . Bows were of fir with the central
portion of the bow thicker than the ends and reinforced with
sinew to keep it from breaking . In length Swaine noted that
2
rrows were
they were somewhat taller than the hunter .
from willow, plumed with feathers and equipped with bone
or stone tips . 3

Fire was very important to the aboriginal

Cree in a Sub-Arctic habitat, when a lack of warmth meant
death.. . Fire was also important for providing light at night
and heat for cooking .

Cree methods for beginning fire were

inefficient and unreliable . Pyrite or quartz stones were hit
together over touchwood, usually the dry underbark of a
dead- tree .

The difficulty of beginning a fire by this

method caused the Cree to carry coals or fire with them in
the farm of a smouldering pole whenever possible . Fires
were seldom allowed to go out and tinder was always carried .
The birch bark canoe was highly adapted to the habitat,
a land'. of lakes and rivers .

The canoe was capable of being

paddled easily by one person, a valuable feature for the lone
hunter.

A unique feature of the canoe was that it permitted

the paddle- :- to face the direction of travel, to spot game
1 . Swaine . An Account of a Vovage . . . p . 215 .
2 . Ibid . , t? . 49 .
3 . Loc . Ci t .
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along the river banks and to watch for obstacles in the
generally shoal waters of the northern rivers .

The canoe

was sufficiently light that it could be carried overland over
rough trails, a necessity because of the frequent waterfalls
and rapids .

Yet'the canoe could carry heavy loads in

shallow water and be built and repaired from the birch
trees of the forest without special tools .
The bark for the canoe was peeled from the white birch
in the Spring when the sap was running . Black spruce roots
provided thread to sew the bark . White cedar, which split
easily, was used for ribs . This wood bends easily when placed
in boiling water . Spruce gum was obtained by girdling the
tree in spring, and gathering the resin in summer . Trees
were felled with a stone axe made from chipping flint, asper
or quartz . The wood was split with a maul and a stone wedge .
Drilling was by means of a bone awl or by a stone drill
point .,

Rood was boiled in birch bark kettles into which

hot rocks were dropped .
To construct the canoe the birch bark was first sewn
together . The ribs were placed inside and held by moose hide
thongs . Vie bow and stem were then fitted . To tighten the
bark the planks were fitted under the ribs as the final
stage . The canoe was then ready for launching . During
use, extra birch bark was usually carried since repairs to
the canoe were frequent . l
1 . Adnev, E . T . Bark Canoes and Skin Boats of North America .
passim .
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Winter travel over deep snow in order to hunt called for a
specialized technology .

Snowshoes were essential since

the north=ern snow was too deep to permit normal walking .
Ash, birch or tamarack were cut and split . The wood was bent
by boiling so that the shoe was rounded at the fforetip . The
two ends were tied at the back . The shape of the snowshoe
differed depending on the condition of the snow . Narrow shoes
were used for hard snow while huge rounded snowshoes were
employed for soft snow .
`woven as the filling .

Soaked and stretched babiche was
The size of the mesh again depended

on the density of the snow . The harder the snow, the wider
the mesh- i
For carrying supplies over the snow while hunting, two
types of transportation were employe(' .

In the woods with

deep soft snow, toboggans were employed . The toboggans were
constructed by joining a dozen staves together with the
ends curved upward . The toboggan was built no wider than
the snowshoe trail so that it would ride easily on the broken
trail . One hundred pounds could be dragged by the hunter .

on hard o.oen snow the sledge was employed . Sledges rode on
runners which were iced with mud to slide easily .
During the fur trade period the less efficient Cree
practices involving the use of stone tools were replaced by
1 . Farr, C .C . "The Snowshoe ." R . & G . 1903 . passim .
Conuck . "Snowshoes : Their Real Use in the North ."
Saturday Night . Jan . 2, 1909 . passim .
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the use of iron implements . Such iron implements increased
the efficiency by-which the Cree continued their traditional
cultural practics involving building and using canoes,
snowshoes and toboggans . The fur trade increased the
ecological adaptation to the habitat .
Housing ..
Housing was highly adapted to the habitat since its
mobile nature permitted the Cree to move easily to follow
the movements of g

. Constructed from common materials

easily obtained in the bush, housing took the form of a
tepee erected with twenty or forty poles in a conical shape
and covered with brush, birch bark, or hides, sewn together .
Such str-uctures would hold twelve to fourteen people . The
floor was of brush and sometimes the ground was dug out for
six inches .

The design of the tepee permitted the central

fire to provide both light and heat, while the smoke, vented
through a hole at the top kept out insects, and permitted
the drying of clothing or smoking of food hung from horizontal
poles six or seven feet from .-the ground .

During the summer

the skin of the tepee could be raised along the bottom for
ventiliat .'_on .

An alternative type of tepee, less common

along the Moose River was the dome shaped tepee, constructed
over bent willow saplings .

In -transport, tepee frames were

left behind while four or five rolls of birch bark rolls or
skins were carried along . I

During the fur trade period

1 . Rich . (Ed .) James Isham's Observations . . . p . 88 .
Swaine . An Account of a Voyage . . . p . 184 . Also Renison .
One Dav At
Time . p . 48 .
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the mobile nature of the Cree society symbolized by the
tepee continued unaltered .
Dress and Adornment .
Cree clothing was highly functional, providing protection
from sub-zero temperatures in winter and insects in summer .
Large beaver
sides
.
Under
or rabbit skin blankets were worn open at the

Dress material was tailored and tanned skins .

these, frocks which reached to the knees were common .
Tailored moose skin leggings were worn by the men with a
breech cloth . There were three pairs of fur stockings in
winter ; for the instep, the ankle and the legs to the knee .
Footwear consisted of soft moccasins . In winter large beaver
mittens, caps and detachable sleeves were worn . 2

Moose Cree

families used rabbit skin blankets and smaller boys and
girls in winter were dressed in rabbit skin coats . The
blankets were made by twisting strips of rabbit skin into
strands or rope . These strands were fastened together until
an eight or ten foot rope was made,

They were then woven

diagonally through each other-into a blanket .

The blankets

were said to be extremely warm . Once weighing three or four
pounds would protect a person in the severest weather . 3
The Cree construction of such clothes

was notable for the

1 . Rich . (Ed .) James Isham's Observations . . . p . 186 .
Glover . (Ed .) Andrew Graham's Observations . p . 145 .
2 . Tyrrell . (Ed .) David T om-Dson's Narrative . . . n . 80 .
. An Account of a
85:Swine
Ellis . A Vovacte . . . p .
.
.
.
.
p
.
162
Voyage
"To Abitibi with Prospectors ." R . & G .1906 .
3 . Hyndman, H .R .
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lack of a long, complicated process of fabrication, or
the need for much 'Exuipment or specialized materials . During
the fur trade, Cree constructed clothing often continued to
be worn although the introduction of woollen blankets
simplified dressing .
During the warm summer months the Cree undertook some
R

simple artistic pursuits .

Cree bodies were decorated by

tattoing with charcoal on the breasts, backs of hands, arms
and faces with such figures as birds, beast- ,, fish, or with
flourishes and plain lines . 1

nuills were stuck in the nose

or ears and necklaces of stone beads, teeth, horns, claws
and shells were worn . 2

Hearne noted that quills were in

great request among women who neatly painted and fancifully
worked them into leather skins . 3

Such practices continued

during the fur trading period but were supplemented and
elaborated by European trading trinkets .
Non-Material Culture .
The Life Cycle .
orientation of the Cree life cycle towards an immediate
functiona'_ adaptation to the habitat is clearly apparent by
the practice of training children at a very early age to
became good hunters or skilled processors of food .

At birth

the child was kept in a cradle consisting of a three foot
1 . Glover . (Ed .) Andrew graham's Observations .
. 144 .
2 . Swaine . An Account of a Voyage . . . n . 185 .
Mackenz ie, Alexander . Voyages from "Montreal . . . p . 116 .
3 . Tyrrell . (Ed .) Hearne, S . A Voyage to a Northern Ocean .
p . 354 . Also Mackenzie . Ibid ., p .
16 .
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board, thirteen inches wide, three quarters of an inch
thick, and the child was held to the board by a rabbit skin .
Such. an arrangement gave the mother more time free from child
care to snare rabbits, prepare food and dress. skins for
clothing .

Soft moss was used around the baby .

Indian

youth was spent in imitation of adult behaviour preparing
for the moment when they, themselves, must exploit the habitat . 2
The girls aided the mother in food preparation while the
boys imitated the father by m akinr° miniature bows and arrows
and snares .

The young were continually encouraged to exhibit

resourcefulness and perseverance through adult reinforcement of
their kills through ceremony and praise .

Very little

punishment was ever given to the children since adults
exploited the habitat individually and believed that their
children should exercise responsibility for their own
3
survival at an early age .
With menstruation the females were put by themselves
for a. week or more in a small tent .
soon after puberty .

4

Child bearing followed

Isham reported that the girls were

"very frisky when young . . . . maidens are very rare to be
found at 13 or 14 years and I believe m'y safely say none
5
at 15 years . . . ."
Courtina was not elaborate and was based
1 . Rich . (Ed .) James Isham' s Observations . p . 103 .
2 . Swaine . An Account o -F: a Vovage . . . p . 213 . clover . (Ed .)
Andrew -7raham s Observations . P . 179 .
3 . Glover . Ed .
Ibid . , o . 150 . Rich . (Ed . ) Cp . Cit . , p . 93 .
Tyrrell
(Ed .) Dav id Thompson' s Narrative. . . p . 93 .
4 . Rich . Ibid ., p . 98 . Tyrrell . Ibid ., p . 177 .
5 . Rich . IFiE . , p . 80 .
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on a man's skill as a hunter .

Lahontan wrote that the

young Indian would come into the female tepee at night with
"If she blows out the light he lies down

a glowing stick .

by her, but if she pulls her covering over her face he
retires .'

Child bearing occurred in a separate tent .

2

P

Children were breast fed until two or three years of age .
Names were after parents of next of kin . Old age occurred
rather early and historical sources noted that the old were
occasionally put to death . 3

Such a practice was again a

Cree adaptation to a harsh habitat which placed a premium
on food and forced mobility .

The old and sic?, had to be

abandoned if the young and healthy were to survive .

Burial

rites were simple and the body was placed in a grave, with
some material objects . 4

During the fur trade period

this life-cycle of the Cree remained virtually unaltered .
Specialization .
The need for highly developed skills essential
for survival forced a division of labour among the Cree .
The man %as responsible for finding game and killing it .
The woman's position was to bring the carcasses home, to
prepare t;ie food, pound meat, dress and decorate

the skins,

make tents and clothing, nurse and care for the children and
1.
Lahcn'- an . :New Voyages to North Pmerica . 1703 . p . 37 .
2 . Tyrreli . (Ed .) Hearne, A Vovacae to the Yorthern Sea . p . 129 .
3 . E llis . A Voyage to Hudson'sBav . p . 192 . Tyrrell . Loc Cit .
p . l7.
4 . Glover . __M-T.7 Andrew Cra am s Observations . .
Anderson, Rev . D. The filet in the Bay . p . .48 .
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finally to carry baggage to the next camping location .
The women also exploited the habitat by catching small game
through fishing, snaring, and deadfalls . 1 The individualistic
nature of the society was apparent in the women's status .
Generally as Flannery has pointed out the Cree woman's
position was fairly equal to the man's in that she had free
disposal of food products, owned personal property, could
leave a husband who failed to provide her with food, and
she undertook an equitable share in the division of labour . 2
During the fur trading period trapping became of increased
importance as a male activity . Family specialization
nevertheless remained since the female continued to skin,
stretch and dress animal pelts as well as other traditional
activities .
Travel Patterns and Techniques .
During the aboriginal period the Cree adapted their
travel patterns to the movements of the animals .

Daily

travel patterns included dispersion into the woods to hunt
for game and to check snares and weirs . 3

Monthly travel

patterns might include occasional movemnts to new hunting
territories with greater concentrations of game .

There were

also seasonal movements . During the summer extended family
1 . Glover . (Ed .) Andrew Graham's Observations . . . Q . 177 .
Swaine . An Account of a Voyage . . . p . 211 .
2 . Flannery, R . "The Position of Woman Among the Eastern
Cree ." Primitive Man . 1935 . passim .
3 . Dobbs, A . An Account of the Countries . . . p . 41 .
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groups would gather as bands along the larger lakes such
as Abitibi and Missinaibi .

During the late fall the groups

would break up into families or extended families and return
tc' their winter hunting grounds . Le Jeune's group of thirty
five split up in December in order to hunt over a wider area .
Fur trade infomation indicated that the Cree travelled down
to James Bay for goose hunting .

This may be a later accul-

turative effect of Moose Factory but ecological factors
suggest that the abundance of fowl in the spring and fall,
combined with the ease of travel up and down the Moose River
and its tribu'caries would encourage seasonal migrations to
James Bay for goose hunting during the aboriginal period .
The fur trade did not alter the daily and seasonal travel
patterns of the Cree .
Travel techniques involved extensive practice . An
Indian had to learn the methods of handling a canoe, running,
poling and tracking rapids, portaging and repairing a canoe .
Graham found that frequently the women were more expert
at steering the canoe than men, since the men normally
sat in the bow to hunt while the women paddled . 2

During

the winter the techniques of snowshoeing and lighting
a fire had to be mastered .

These skills retained their

importance during the fur trade period .
1 . Leacock . E . "The Montagnais Hunting Territory . . ." p . 14 .
2 . Glover . (Ed .) Andrew graham's Observations . . . p . 172 .

Recreation and Art-. .
Since survival was the predominant activity of the
Cree which, because of the lack of a food surplus, took a
great deal of devotion, time and energy, there was little
leisure for recreative activity and art
oriented towards,survival activities .

which was not
Flannery's study of

Cree recreation has demonstrated the extreme poverty and
simplicity of the recreation and art of the Cree culture . 1
She noted the lack of team games, lack of strenuous competition
'and macsico-religious elements in play . Rather she found
that play was with miniature survival articles such as
paddles, bows and arrows and canoes .

One recreational game

which existed was called pin and bones . To a rawhide thong,
cupped anim~:l vertebrae were attached as well as a bone pin .
The player tossed the vertebrae and attempted to catch the
on the bone pin the vertebrae nearest to the end of the thong .
The lack of observances of the crises of life such as
birth, marriage and death, by religious and. magical rituals
was again an adaptation to the habitat, since the aboriginal Cree could not spare the time from hunting to devote
to activities not directed towards food gathering .

The

Cree did have "eat all" feasts in reaction to the frequent
scarcity of food, in which large amounts of food were gatherE .d
1 . Flannery, R . "Some Aspects of James Bay Recreative
Culture ." Primitive Man . pp . 50 to 55 .
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and eaten at one time .

Recreation ceremonies were devcted

to the habitat in that most ceremonies were aimed at conjuring
and appeasing the gods to bring food and aid for the hunter .
Isham noted that a rz:ttle and a drum made from a piece
of parchment was employed at dances for these activities . 1
Psycho logy and Conflict .
The ecological setting of the Moose River basin promoted
a tendency towards highly functional psychological patterns .
Chance has found that :
The non-assertive interpersonal aspects of this cognitive patterning were reflected in deep internal
controls over the expression of aggression, fear, pain,
An
hunger, and other threat-provoking stimuli .
personality,
'inward' rather than achievement oriented
lack of competition, boasting or any form of selfaggrandizement, quiet endurance in the face of
deprivation or_hardship, a fatalistic approach _/were
all apparent . /
2

Early travellers frequently commented on the apparent

hardiness of the Indians and their insensitivity to cold . 3
Much of this apparent hardiness probably steruned from their
psychology rather than from physical differences .

P7hen

faced with deprivations, hardships and famine in the Sub-Arctic
habitat, the ability to tolerate conditions without complaints was essential if tolerance and communications were
to be maintained in the social group .
1 . Rich . (Ed .) James Isham's Observ ation s . . . p . 75 .
2 . Chance, Norman . Conflict in Culture : Problems of
Development Change Amonct the Cree . 1968 . p . 21
Is t e Indian Hardy ." passim .
3 . Farr, C . C .
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Other qualities of the Cree also seemed to be related to
the habitat . Early fur traders found Cree characteristics
pleasant . Ellis wrote that the Cree were of "cheerful
disposition, good-natured, affable, friendly, honest in their
dealings," while Umfreville praised them as "mild, affable and
good natured . . . ." 1'

Swaine wrote that :

They are people of a good understanding, of a lively
imagination, easy conception, and good memory ; . . .
they condemn vice, are kind, affable, and humane to
each other ; pay a great respect to the aged amongst
them, and a deference to each other . . . . 2
Rev . David Anderson reported that :
The Crees in their pagan state are the most kindhear-Led and pacific of all the Indian tribes .
They
live together in great harmony, seldom differing or
quarrelling among themselves . 3
In the early twentieth century the chief trader at Moose
Factory still found the Cree :
. . .the most intelligent and progressive . I found them
an adaptive and co-operative people with whom one could
reason . . . . By and large the Crees were honest, orderly
and industrious people and this mainly because their
way of life was little disturbed by the white man .
Their honesty was remarkable . 4
Many writers have also commented or. the friendliness of the
Cree and also on their honesty .

The Report on the

Exploration and Survey of Northern Ontario in 1900 remarked
that an Indian encampment on Lake Mattagami possessed
1 . Ellis, H . A Voyage to Hudson's F ay . ._. p . 181 .
Also Umfreville, E . T e Present State of Hudson Bay . p .
2 . Swaine . An Account of Hudson Bav . . . p . 131 .
3 . Anderson, Rev . D . The Net in the Bay . . . p . 147 .
4 . Anderson, John . Fur Tracer's Story . p . 57 .

36 .
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cooking utensils, guns, traps and other items which were
left during their absence but were "as safe as though under
lock and key." 1

Many white canoeists reported having lost

guns and other equipment on portages and having Indians
traveI after them for days to return these items .

Honesty

was essential in,a Sub-Arctic habitat when the theft of
hunting weapons or a canoe could often mean death by
starvation .

Such characteristics of the Cree appear to

be constant throughout the aboriginal and fur trading period
: as long as the Cree culture retained its close connection
with the habitat .
Exchange, Finance and Property .
Ih the aboriginal society there was no exchange medium
other than food in time of scarcity . There has been considerable debate over the question of family or band hunting
territories . The debate centers on the question as to whether
the family or extended family habitually returned to a well
demarcated tract of land bounded by natural landmarks for
the winter months . Did the family possess exclusive
rights to the game resources in this area?
punished?

Was trespass

Cooper, Speck, and Eiseley reject the view that

family hurting territories were the product of the fur trade .
They suggest that family hunting territories were aboriginal .
The territory was used to exploit small game such as beaver,
1 . Report on the Ex-ploration and Survev of Northern Onta rio .
p . 64 .
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and other non-migratory, sedentary animals .

By proper

organization of land resources, the Indians would mitigate
hunting insecurity through conservation and exploitation of
resources on a sustained- yield basis . Radisson, for instance,
in the 166Q's found that the James Bay Cree who had never
before seen white-men were practicing beaver conservation .

2

Bishop and Knight suggest what seems to be the correct
analysis of hunting territories, since they relate hunting
territories functionally to the abundance of food as a
determining factor .

A growing population, depletion of

large game and dependence on small non-migratory game created
a situation which led to the guarding of the food supplies
of a demarked territory . However, the return of large game
led to a decrease of territoriality . 3

During aboriginal

times . huntins3 territories probably fluctuated by seasons,
or with the food supply . In general it is easier to hunt in
known. terrain .

It is probable that although the size of

hunting territories fluctuated, some roughly delineated area
based on some natural feature would be possessed by particular fanilies .

Acceptance of Cooper's and Bishop's

arguments would indicate that the impact of the fur trade on
family hinting territories of the Cree was minimal .
1 . Cooper, T .M . "Land Tenure Among the Indians of Eastern
& "Is the
and Northern North America ." P .A . 1938 .
Algonkian Family Hunting System _Pre-Columbian ." A .A . 1939 .
Speck, F . & Eiselev, L . "Significance of Hunting Territorv
Systems of the Algonkian Social Theory ." A .A . passim .
2.
Adams ._ The Explorations of Pierre Esprit Radisson . p . 146 .
3 . Bishop . "The Emergence of Hunting Territories . . ." E . passim .
Knight . "A Re-examination of , Hunting , Trapping and Territoriality . . ." in Leeds . The Role of Animals . . . 1965 .
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Supernaturalism and Disease .
Them, is, a danger in using historical information
as a basis: for knowledge of aboriginal religion because
the Cree frecruently told observers the monotheistic beliefs
that Chri.stians wished to hear . Nevertheless there is
sufficient agreemlant among historical accounts to obtain
some idea of" Indian aboriginal beliefs . The Indians were
believers in Manito, a 13reat Spirit who had created the
visible world with all its inhabitants . There were smaller
Manitos or- inferior Angels who were responsible to him . Each
Manito was responsible for a separate natural object such
as animals, trees, or rivers . These Manitos were regarded
as the living realities of the forest while humans simply
occupied it . f
The religion of the Cree reflected their full time
pre-occupation with developing survival techniques and
practices for dealing with their demanding environment .
Since the Indian lived in constant fear of accidents, disease
or famine,, his daily life was -one long round of sacrifices
to the uns,.aen forces of nature .

On killing an animal the

Indian thanked the particular "1anito by throwing some meat
into the fire as an offering . He also left little gifts for
the spirit"- and various rites existed to express respect
for the different 'masters' . Since the spirit of the
1 . Teicher, . M Wind=go Psychosis . passim .
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animal lived on and must not be offended, particular care
was exercised in the disposal of the bones, through burial
or burning .

Skinner noted that at Moose Factory beaver

bones were always thrown into deep water to keep them out
of the way of dogs so as not to offend the spiritua l
The Moose Factory Cree also held a ceremony after the killing
of a bear . Prior,to the killing, the Indian made apologies
to the bear spirit . After the bear was dead the Indian
retained a claw as a talisman . Part of the flesh including
part of the heart was burned as an offering . The head was
cooked and was passed around with the intestines . Everyone
but the women participated in the ritual of eating . After
the feast the skull was cleaned and painted . Eventually it was
hung up in a tree in the forest . Most animal skulls were
2
placed in trees as offerings to the Manitos .
These
sacrifices were individualistic in nature and were
made by any hunter

who

wished to ensure the good will of

the gods and the success of his hunting . At the same time
sacrifices of bones and skulls were larqely symbolic in nature
and did not cause a drain on food resources or endanger
survival .
In the Indian spiritual rituals, pictographs may have
played a role . Throughout Canada and on Missinaibi Lake,
Little Missinaibi Lake, Abitibi Lake and groundhog Lake
l . Skinner, Alanson . Notes on the Eastern Cree . . . p . 25 .
2 . Skinner, A . "Bear Customs of the Cree . . ." O .H .S .P .R .
1914 . passim .
See also Jenkins . "Hunting Territory of the Abitibi
Indians ."
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picto-raphs are found . The sites are generally on vertical
rock faces close enough to the water to be reached bv the
artist-.. A. permanent-stain, iron oxide reddish pigment was
Scine of the paintings are ".:-lieved to he between 150
1
The drawings were of moose, thunder
and 500 years old .
used ..

birds, bisons and serpents . Frequently offerings were
placed on. the rocks below the paintings . The origin of these
Indian paintings is unknown . The Mitawin or Grand Medecine
Society of the Ojibway Indians may have used the paintings
in rituals or as reminders of various stages of their complex
ceremony- Z

Perhaps the Cree were involved as well .

An import- ant Cree cultural theme was their belief in
an euil spirit, called Windigo which brought evil
and misfortune, and provided an explanation for misfortunes
that the Cree could not understand .

This evil spirt had much

greater influence on the actions of the Crees than Manito .
Wind go with such variations as Witico, Whittico, and Weetigo,
was believed to assume the shape of a super-humar1, man-eating
creature w--io lived in the dark forest preying on the Indians
to gratify his insatiable lust for human flesh . He was
described as an awesome and grotesque creature, some
twenty to thirty feet tall, of fearsome and blood curdling
3
characteristics .
He was said to wear no clothes, and to be
1.
Dewdnev, S . Dating Rock Art in the Canadian Shield Regi n .
assim .
2 . Dewdney, S . Canadian Ro ck Paintinqs of t e Great Lakes .
3 . Teicher, '4 . Windigo Psychosis . Chapter l . passim .
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impervious to the cold .

When a hunter failed to return,

the Indians accounted for this misfortune by explaining
that Windigo had devoured him .
to be dir icult .

To kill a Windigo was said

Umfreville reported that the Indians

sometimes ran out,of their tents and fired their guns in
order to kill him :'

The Cree also made him frequent offer-

ings to avoid future evils or to remove a present one .

The

Indians freauently imagined that they saw Windigo or signs
of his passing .
The Cree belief in Windiqo enabled the culture to
regulate cannibalism which occasionally occurred during
times of famine .

It was believed by the Cree that once

an individual had tasted human flesh he developed an insatiable dc?sire for more of it and became a Windigo .

The

cannibalistic Indian was usually murdered by his fellow
Indians who feared that once possessed bv Windigo, the cannibal would also eat them .

An entry in the Flying Post Journal

for March 25, 1828 tells of Piquationa, an Indian who had
eaten his family, and - had then been killed by a former
friend, Squipipine .
It appears that Piquatina's wife came to Squipipine's
tent .
She informed him they had eaten their children .
A not!-on prevails among the Indians that when once a
person. tastes human flesh, he will ever after seek to
l . Umfreville, E . The Present State of Hudscn Bav . p . 77 .
Also T-Tallace, W .S .
Ed .
John MacLean's Notes . p . 195 .
Tvrrell, J .B . (Ed .)
David Thompson's Narrative . . . p . 261 .
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kill and devour all who come in his way . Scruipipone
therefore determined to kill them, went to their tent
and shot Piquat ona, the woman had previously gone
away or she would have shared the same fate . l
The Rupert House Report for 1817-18 also noted that a girl
who had eaten her husband because of starvation was put
2
to death .
The insane were also killed because of the fear
that the Indian was possessed by Windigo . Unknown events were
usually ascribed to him .

For instance, at Flying Post when

an Indian was reputed to have been murdered, the Indians
refused to return to their hunting grounds, and indeed
crowded into a small house "being too much intimidated to
encamp without as usual for they ascribed the late murder
3
not to any human being, but to an evil spirit ."
Disease was believed to have been caused by Windigo
or by sorcery, or moral transgression .

To cure disease a

conjuror was hired, an Indian who pretended to Communicate
with Windigo .

The Conjuror enacted a ritual with dancing

and shouting which indicated his calling upon the spirits .
He then played juggling tricks on the patient to suggest
to the patient that he had been cured . Swaine for instance
described one example where the Conjuror pulled hawk claws
4
and partridge feet from the patient, or so it appeared .
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hudson Bay Company Archives . B70/a/4 .
Ibid ., B186/e/1
Ibid ., B70/a/2 . Sept . 18, 1826 .
See also
Swaine . An Account of a Voyage . . . p . 237 .
Is
am
s
Observations
.
.
. p . 98 .
Rich, E . (Ed .
James
t
a
Northern
Tyrrell, J . B . Ed .)
Hearne . A Voyage o
Sea . p . 230 .

A failure to cure the patient was blamed on supernatural
powers which were too strong .

The conjuror often invented

reasons for the illness . Hind wrote bf one conjuror who after
the conjuring announced that he had discovered the reason
for Manitou's anger .

In a dream the patient had promised

an offering to Manitou, but had neglected the pledge . The
1
penalty was to pay double the amount to the conjuror .
Another ritual known as the Shaking Tent involved the
conjuror's blackening his face and entering a very small
tent where he screamed, and shouted, and imitated animals
and birds .

During the ritual the tent shook violently .

This was believed to have been caused by the spirits whose
animal voices could be heard . The Indians outside maintained
a profound silence . The conjuror would then make predictions .
His reputation was determined by the accuracy of the
predictions .

Although certain men in the Cree society were

generally known as conjurors, it was generally recognized
that'all Cree men possessed the power to undertake this role .
Scapulimancy, the art of divination through a study of.
such things as the meaning of cracks which appeared in the
2
shoulder bone of a moose when heated, was also common .
The individualistic nature of Cree beliefs were apparent in
the sense that each hunter was a sh3,man and could make
1 . Hind, H . Y . Canadian Red River and Assinniboine and
oefition . 1860 . p . i13 .
Saskatchewan
2 . Honigmann, J . The Attawapiskat Swampy Cree . p . 40 .
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predictions which would better his chances for food . The
existence of aboriginal beliefs until the arrival of the
missionaries at Moose Factory during the 1840's, meant that
the Cree religious beliefs with their functional orientation
towards improving the Cree adaptation to the habitat remained
untouched and unaltered by the Europeans of the early fur
trade .
The Cree did not limit their medicine to conjuring
and religious beliefs .

Most Cree were aware of medicinal

characteristics of the flora in their habitat which
possessed specific powers for curing a number of various
ailments, illnesses and wounds . The Cree bartered for roots
and herbs, and used deer and buffalo fat and resin of trees
for wound: . Labrador tea was used for tea, burns, scalds,
and as, an emetic . Common thistle was a styptic . Cow parsnip
was used for tooth-aches, boils or to reduce swelling . Fungus
was used for a styptic or emetic . Wild onions served as
food . Large toothed aspen was taken for child bearing .
The root of the wild strawberry was boiled and drunk for
diarrhoea. The inner bark of trees was boiled, and the
mixture dr-cnk for tuberculosis . green tamarack was taken for
sore throat . The twigs of the hazel bush were boiled, and the
liquid drunk for menses . 1
1 . Beardsley, g . "`_Notes on Cree Medicines . . ." Pap ers of the
Michigan Academv of Science, Arts and Letters,
Flexion, C .
Some Medicines of the Swampy Cree . . .
Canadian Pharmacy Journal . 1897 .
Strath, R. ""2ateria
Therapeutica
of the Cree Indians . . ."
Medica, Pharmacy and
.
Leach,
F . "Indian Medicine
St . Paul Medical Journal . 1903
Men and t Heir Remedies ." Moccassin Footprints . 1966 .
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Sweat houses were constructed in a circular shape,
and were covered with skins .

The treatment was used for

febrile symptoms, chronic rheumatism, headaches, fast
pulse and sore muscles . l

Lahontan reported that in addition

to sweating, the Cree drank large amounts of broth, kept
themselves very warm, slept and drank much lake water .

Indeeed

the Cree illustrated a truer understanding of medicine than
the early Europeans in their astonishment at the European
practice of bleeding since they "considered that life
2
sinks when the blood is taken out ."
Conclus ion .
The Cree habitat was harsh and challenging in nature .
Cyclical animal cycles made game difficult to find .

Sub-

zero weather and deep snow made hunting difficult while
the interrupted river systems challenged transportation techniques .

The Cree culture developed as a middle term between

the Cree and the environment to adapt the Indian in a functional way to the specific challenges of the habitat .

Most of

the characteristics of-the Cree- culture dealt with the Crees'
'adaptation to the habitat to permit the difficulties of the habitat
to be overcom(

and turned to advantage for the purpose of surv:_val .

The functional adaptation of the resources for the exploitation
of the habitat is apparent in the highly mobile tepee shelter
1 . Beardsley, G . "Notes on Cree Medicines . . ." p . 489 .
2 . Lahontan . Ne w Voyages to North America . p . 50 .
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constructed from poles and birch bark .

The birch bark

canoe and snowshoe permitted travel in search for game in
a variety of climatic conditions . Boas and arrows were
manufactured to permit large game to be killed at a distance
while stone knives and bone tools permitted hides t(
processed for dress to provide

be

the necessary warmth for

survival .
All Cree cultural traits possessed another common
characteristic, the cultural practices were individualistic
in nature and must be mastered by each individual to allow
for survival .

Th s individualism was apparent in the extended

family social structure which depended on the ability of a
few key hunters .

In the political structure every man was

his own master and refused to be dominated by a leader
since each man possessed the ability to survive alone .
In religion each hunter exercised the power to pacify the
gods through sacrifices and to determine his will through
conjuring or scapulimancy . No religious hierarchy developed .
In technical culture all materials needed for survival could
be obtained by the individual from readily reached sources
in the habitat, and trade or reliance on other individuals
was unnecessary .
The effectiveness of the aboriginal Cree technology at
cultural adaptation is an indication of the degree to which
the Cree had integrated more efficient methods into the
society to replace less effective means of exploiting the
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habitat . This willingness to adopt the most effective
culture available . for exploiting the habitat was to permit
the Cree to adopt such European items as the copper kettle,
steel knife and hatchet, flint and steel, and the musket
without a disruption of traditional cultural practices . It
was the individualistic grasp of the value of such items
at improving Cree adaptation to the habitat, and the rapid
acceptance of such items which is indicative of the dynamic
changing nature of the Cree culture .

The alteration from

stone to an iron age culture by the Cree altered the effectiveness with which the Cree exploited the habitat for game
but did not alter the basic orientation of the culture to
the habitat itself .

Traditional Cree commodites such as the

canoe, snowshoe and tepee continued to be employed, but were
constructed with greater ease because of European technology .
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Chapter III .

Cultural Optimalitv and th e Fur Trade .

Introduction .
The cultural climax of the Cree was reached when the
material aspects 'of the Cree culture benefitted from the
superior and more efficient technology and material poss
essions of the Europeans who shared congruent goals with the
Cree .

The optimal period of their culture existed while the

Crc-e obtained improved commodities for their adaptation
to the habitat without an alteration in their life style
or identity .

The length of the optimal period among the

Cree is defined as the period of time when the Cree
was aided by the white man's material civilization
to adapt to their habitat without having a disruption of
their original life style .
For the climax of the Cree culture to have been
reached a number of prerequisite conditions needed to be
fulfilled . The perception of the European culture towards
the resou~- yes : of the land of the Cree must be' similar in
nature to the Crees'perception of these resources .

The

cheapest 5nd most efficient exploitation of the resources
must neceFsarily require the preservation of the
specialized and highly developed skills basic to the
identity of the Cree culture .

The exploitation of the
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resources had to be voluntarily undertaken by the Indian
culture because of their desire to obtain sophisticated
commodities which would ease the burden of survival by
stre=thening the culture's adaptation to the habitat .
For the achievement of these prerequisites a number
of other prerequisites were essential .

The common perception

of the resources must remain at the staples level, involving
a sim-le harvesting of traditional resources by the primitive culture according to habitual practice without the
necesfzity of the introduction of new or more complex
processing methods .
Secondly, to preserve the nature and identity of
the less

advanced culture it must be to the advantage of

the more advanced culture to employ specially trained and
skilled employees who understand and promote the traits
of the primitive culture, through learning and using the
native language and customs .

At the same time the advanced

culture must find it to its financial advantage to restrain
and discourage other representatives of civilization who have
<-- no interest in the Indian culture or who wish

to

alter the traditional aspects of. that culture .
Thirdly, to prevent the exploitation of the primitive
culture by the advanced culture there must be some type
of continuing competition for the resources being offered
by the less advanced culture to place that culture in a viable
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marketing situation .

Provided these conditions are realized

the symbiotic relationship between the two cultures will
strengthen the primitive bv aiding

its

traditional adap-

tation to the habitat through superior technology, while
preventing the introduction of an identity conflict .
The optimal period of the Cree culture occurred generally
between 1650 and 1900 .

During this period the above cond-

itions were fulfilled . The Cree obtained a more effective
adaptation to their environment and retained most aspects
of their traditional culture . In the fulfillment of the
elements necessary for a cultural climax or optimal period,
it will be shown that the European perception of North
Eastern Ontario was congruent with that of the Cree fur
trading interests .

A history of the fur trade will indicate

that European contacts with the Cree were limited to a
special breed of European who was highly familiar with,
understood and promoted the Cree customs and wav of life .
The Europeans were willing to learn the Cree language and
some adopted their life style .

At the same time the fur

trading companies discouraged settlers whose perception
of the land differed from the nomadic Cree, as well as
missionaries who attempted to teach the Indians agriculture .
It will be demonstrated that the situation in which
Cree-European interaction occurred placed the Cree in the
dominant position .

The success of the fur trade was based

G9- .
on the Creels well developed ability to haunt, trap and skin
wild animals and to bring the pelts to trading posts .
The fur trader's total dependence on the Indian carrying out
this function meant that the Indian became a valuable, skilled
and useful labour force whose status was to be preserved
and perpetuated .

Consequently the fur trader constantly

sought the good will and cooperation of the Indian by
treating them with great respect and fairness .

Furthermore

continuous competition for Indian furs placed the Cree in the
position of having twc or more possible purchasers for pelts .
These furs of the Cree were essential for the profit and
survival of competing trading firms who were forced by
competition to cater to the interests of the Indian by
offering high quality trading merchandise and competitive
prices .
A study will also be made to indicate that the European
need for the Cree culture permitted the Cree to obtain only
those aspects of the European culture which eased the burden
of the Crees' survival in the habitat, without affecting
other aspects of their culture in any seriously detrimental
way .

Since the fur industry did not directly or immediately

involve the processing of raw products into manufactured
articles or require a radically new type of transportation
system throuqh the forest, th .,

Cree did not become 'cottage
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labourers, nor did they need capital, regulations, supervision
or the adoption of a new life style which would have conflicted
with their culture .

The Indians continued to catch furs

at their own rates and were not subjected to control foreign
to their way of life . The industry was one which emphasized
and reinforced the nomadic hunting and trapping ways
of the Cree .
The History of the Fur Trade in North Eastern Ontario .
Early European perception of the resources of North
America was symbolized by Jacques Cartier in 1534 wi .o
traded iron implements for Indian furs on the gulf of the
St . Lawrence .

The European fashion of broad-brimmed top

hats, constructed of beaver fur on felt, representing wealth,
prestige and rank, provided a ready and lucrative market in
Europe for Indian fur coats .

The high value, low bulk

and weight, wide geographical distribution, cheap collection
and lack of capital necessary for processing all made the
beaver trade a popular and lucrative business for Europeans .
The non-migratory and,,monog amist nature of the beaver encouraged
their extinction and a constant rapid expansion of the trade
to the North and Westward .

The warri coats and tasty meat

of the beaver had already made the animal popular among
the Algonkians, and their aboriginal

trapping skills, their

sound knowledge of geography, transportation techniques and
mobility turned the Indian into an immediate labour force
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for obtaining and,transpc .Lt:.inq the pelts .
The Cree of North Eastern Ontario were soon to come
into contact with Europeans and their iron implements
during the seventeenth century .

The geography of Eastern

Canada led French explorers northward and westward along
the St . Lawrenco ; Ottawa, and Mattawa Rivers and Treat
Lakes towards the land of the Cree .

Champla_.n in his early

trip up the Ottawa to the Mattawa and French Rivers had
nearly reached the height of land separating the Cree from
the more southerly Huron and Ojibwa tribes .
With the introduction of guns to the Iroquois by the
Dutch of the Hudson River, the resultant wars of the Iroquois
in Southern Ontario, confined the French to using the Ottawa
River as a route to Lake Superior, along watersheds closely
adjacent to rivers of the beaver rich territories of the
Cree .

The Nipissing and Ottawa Indians by the 1650's

had come into close contact with the French end depended
upon their iron trading goods .

These bands obtained their

pelts from the Cree of the North by trading used iron implements
to the Moose River Cree in exchange for their pelts . 1

Such

trading probably familiarized the Cree of Japes Bay with
iron impl%ments ten to fifteen years before the arrival
of the first white man .
Jesuit missionaries, wintering among the Huron and
1.

Innis, H . A . The Pur Trade in Canada . D . 45 .
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and Ottawa Indians, obtained heresay information of the canoe
routes to the territory of the Northern Cree .

In 1654

Marie de 1'Incarnation wrote of an Indian's reference to
"a very large river, which empties into a great sea . . . ."

1

Father de Ouen and Father Druillettes in 1657 and 1658 were
the first to describe Indian routes to James Bay .

Two

routes were by the Moose River, for Druilletei wrote that
"tha Archirigouans, who live on a river emptying into the
fresh water sea of the Hurons, go in a few days to trade
with_ the Ataouabouskatouck, Kilistinons, / the Cree
who are on the seashore," and "the Nipisiriniens, /the
Nipi s::-ings, /

starting from their lake, --which is

called Nipisin, . . . reach the North Sea in fifteen days ;
that_ is, their lake is distant therefrom perhaps a hundred
and fifty leagues ." 2

A map by Creuxius in 1660, incorporated

the information and showed a river to Lake Superior from
James Bay which could have been the Missinaibi River, and a
river from Lake Huron and Lake Nipissing to James Bay,
probably the Spanish to Biscotasi Lake, and-the Groundhog
and !4~attagami Rivers .

A third route, running from Lake

Timiskaminc{ through a chain of lakes to the Abitibi River
and James Bay was not illustrated .
1 . Marshal ;'., Joyce .
Word from New 'Prance : The Selected
Letters of M arie de 1'Incarnation . p . 216 .
2.
Crouse, N . Contributions of the Canadian Jesuits . . .
Pioneer
143 to 147 .
See also Campbell, Rev . T . J .
Priests of North America . p . 101 .
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During the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries
the English were using the second entrance to the land of
the Cree by Davis Strait and Hudson and James Bay .

A series

of English sea captains, Frobisher, Davis, Waymoutr, Hill,
Hudson, James, and Poxe explored Hudson Bav but failed to
perceive the fur resources of the interior boreal forest .
Consequently the Cree were uninfluenced by the English during
this period .
Direct European perception of the fur resources of the
land of the Cree and of the value of the Cree Indian in
-xploitating these resources occurred

in the 1660's .

Two French Canadians ? Pierre Esprit Radisson and Medard
Chouart, Sieur des Groseilliers in the summer of 1659
had journeyed to Lake Superior where they met a party of
Cree Indians who spoke of their lands reaching "as afar as

the North Sea ."

In his manuscript Radisson claimed to

have accompanied the Crees from Lake Superior northward on

a great river "to the seaside", and described the wandering
Cree , dressed in beaver skins in winter, as the best huntsThis
awareness of large and
men in America . 1
profitable beaver resources in the interior boreal forest,
provided strong economic incentive for further European
exploration and exploitation into the land of the Cree .
1 . Adams, A . T . The Explorations of Pierre Esprit Radisson .
p . 146 .
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The French government financed a number of exploration
trips to James Bay in the 1660's and 1670's .

Father Dablon

and Eruillette attempted to reach James Bay by the Saguenay
River in 1661 but travelled only half wayl

By the 1670's

many French fur traders or coureur de bois were travelling
North down the Ruperts, Abitibi and Missinaibi Rivers to
trade with the Cree .
Radisson and Troseilliers, unable to obtain French
support to finance a fur trading expedition, excited English
entrepreneurs into financing a speculative fur trading
venture to James Bay in 1668 . The success of the Nonsuch in
returning to England in 1669 with a large cargo of Cree furs,
demonstratina the value of the sea approach, turned a
dangerous speculative enterprise into a promising commercial
investment .

Consequently a English charter was granted by

Prince Rupert on the second of May, 1670, incorporating the
Hudson Bay Company . For perpetuity the Company was granted
the trade, mineral, fishing and legal rights of all the
2
territory drained by'Hudson's Bay . This bought the Cree
Indian under the legal jurisdiction of the Hudson Bay
Company .
In 1671 Radisson traded with the Cree of the Moose
River for their beaver furs and found that this river system,
1 . Jesuit Relations . Vol . 46, p . 179 .
2 . See C ap am, John . Minutes of the Hudson's Bay Company
1671 -- 1674 . Introduction & Appendix .
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spreading its tributaries like a vast outspread hand,
deep into the beaver rich interior, offered many features
favouring the establishment of a post . The wide estuary
and channels of the Moose River at its mouth combined with
its islands offered a suitable site for a harbour .

The

location of the Moose River at the south end of James Bay,
between other large rivers made the '_Moose River the central
entrepot location for the James Bay Cree and other Hudson
Bay Company posts .

The widely spread !Moose River drainage

basin permitted many different Indian bands to travel with
equal ease to the river's mouth to trade .

Finally the low

height of land and the ease of transportation from the Great
Lakes over the watershed extended the hinterland of the Moose
River immensely .
For these reasons the Hudson Bay Company made the Moose
River the site of a post on James Bay, bringing the Cree
into permanent contact with the Europeans .

A temporary

house was built on a site about a mile from the westerly
2
end of Moose Factory Island. .
The Fur Trade : French--Enclish Conflict .
The development of the optimal period of the Cree
culture depended on continuous competition among European
1 . C lapham, J . Minutes of the Hudson's Bay Company . . . p . 22 .
2 . Morton, A. A History of the Cana 1an West . . . p . 73 states
that the first post was on Hays Island .
Dawson, K .C .A .
The Moose Fort Fur Post of 1673 . Unpublished Report,
Dept . of Lands and Forests argues that Hays Island of
1673 is Moo:-e Factory Island to-day .
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traders which forced up fur prices and provided the Cree
with a choice of buyers .

From'1668 to 1763 a continuous

conflict for the furs of the Cree occurred between the
Hudson Bay Company and various French fur trading companies,
which provided these conditions .
The establishment of English trading posts on Hudson's
Bay and the succc~-,s of their trade for the beaver of the
Cree stimulated French interest in the Cree at an early
date .

At the official level Fath:r Albanel and Louis and

Zacharie Jolliet were commissioned by the Governor of New
France to travel to James Bay in the 1670's via the Saguenay
River "to invite the Kilistinons, /the Cree

7

who are in

great numbers in the vicinity of that Bay, to come down to
1
see us, as the Ottawas do . . . ."
Following these explorers'
footsteps were the coureur de bois, men who joined their
resources, put their trading goods into a canoe and paddled
2
northward to trade for Cree furs .
By 1680 some 800
coureur de bois were estimated to be trading out of New
France, building small mobile posts 2t vantage points on
the Northern rivers and providing the Indians with European
commodities for beaver pelts?
1.

The knowledge of the tributaries

Campbell, Rev . T . J . Pioneer Pri ests of North America . . .
p . 136 e t seq .
Rich, E . E . T e Hudson Ba-" Company . Vol .
I, p . 175 . Burgesse, J .A . "Joll-;_et on James Bay ." The
Beaver, 1947 . p . 14 ff .
Rich, E . E . "Which Jolliet ."
TieBeaver , 1956 .
passim .
2 . As described by Mackenzie, A . Voy ages from Montreal through
the Continent of North Fmerica . p . 2 .
3 . Car ,
Minutes o the u son's Bay Co . . . Vol . VII,
p . XLII .
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of the Moose River system possessed by the coureur de b ois
is apparent in Jolliet's map of the Moose River and. Lahontan's
accurate description of the Missinaibi River system from
James Bay to Lake Superior . 1

The effects of the French

success in obtaining Cree pelts

were felt by the English as

early as 1670 . Gorst, a Hudson Bay Company trader at Rupert
River complained at this time that the French, who possessed
a post only eight days travel upstream from Fort Charles, were
obtaining many Cree furs to the detriment of the English . 2
The decision made by the French Governor Marauis de
Denonville to monolopize the trade for Cree furs on James Bay
led to the capture of Moose Factory by the French military
v 3
From
commander Chevalier De Troyes in the Sprinct of 186 .
1686 until the burning of Fort St Louis or Moose Fort in
1693, Moose Factory was operated by French Canadian traders
who conducted the fur trade with some profit .

Following

the Treatv of Utrecht of 1713, which returned Hudson Bay
to the Hudson Bay Company, French coureur de bois again
entered North Eastern Ontario to com":)ete with'the English
for the trade of the Cree . Governor .Kyatt of Fort Albany on
the Albany River reported that there were "Wood-runners up
1 . Lahontan . New Voy ages to North Am erica . 1703 . p . 214 .
3 . Caron, I . Journal e l Expedition du Chevalier de Troyes . . .
passim . Also Kenvon, W . A . and Tu:-nbu1 , J . R . The
Battle for James Bay .
Secondary sources include Rich, E .E .
The'Hudson's Bav Company . p . 245 . Crouse, Nellis . Lemoyne
d I erville, go1dier of New Francc- . p . 117 et seq .
Re
to
2 . Oldmlxon in Tvrreli, _~' j B .
Ed .
Documents lating
Hudson
Bay
.
p
.
386
.
In
1681
there
the Early History of
was a post one day from Fort Charles . See Taylor, E .
Copy-Book of Letters - Outward- .- 1680-87 . p . 28 .
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Moose River and also up the Albany River who do intercept
the The
Indians in their coming unto us to trade ." l
rate
of expansion by the French into the land of the Cree is
illustrated by Paul Guillet who enjoyed a license to trade
in the Abitibi region .

In 1720 he employed ore canoe and

three men .

In 1722-23, he employed two canoes and six men .
2
In 1724 four canoes and sixteen men were used .
Since the Cree were in contact with the French in the
Moose River uplands, they avoided riskingthe fog, wind, ice,
.tides, and shortage of water and food which needed to be
suffered in order to reach the English at Fort Albanv
a canoe trip on James Bay .

by

Consequently in 1728 Willia"n

Bevan surveyed the Moose estuary for the Hudson Bav Com;Danv
and in 1730 Moose Fort was re-establish>.d by the English, "to
draw all the . . . Indians that used to come to the Slude to
trade, and also all the Sackemy Indians which border the
mouth of the Moose :" 3

Competition for Cree pelts remained

since the French possessed a post upstream on the Moose and
also operated posts on the lakes at the headwaters of the
Mattagami, Abitibi and NZich'picoten Rivers . 4
1.
2.
3.
4.

The effectiveness

Glover, R . Letters from Hudson Bav 1703 --40 . p . 82 .
Morton, A . S . A Histortr of. the Cain
- adian West . . . p . 157 .
Glover, R . Op . Cit ., p . 123 .
Voorhis, E .
Histori c Ports and Trading Posts .-. .- p . 118 .
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of the French in trading for pelts forced the Hudson Bay
Company to penetrate inland . Henley House was built upstream
on the Albany River in 1744 .
The Hudson Bay Compan°,r versus the '_forth West Companv .
The defeat of the French empire in America by the
English in 1763 led to a continuation of competition in the
James Bay region bet_.een the Hudson Bay Company and traders
from Montreal .

From 1763 to 1821 competition for Cree furs

continued at even a more vigorous rate than had been exhibited
during the early French-English conflict .

The Cree obtained

an unparalleled market for their pelts and the range of
merchandise which was offered them was constantly improved
according to their likes .
climb;

The period represented the

of competition .

From the 1750's, the old Abitibi and Michipiccten posts
were occurr ed by free traders . 1

As early as 1754 the chief

of Moose Fort complained that the "Peddlars" or free trader numbers
were increasing and were trading with the uplands Cree,
preventing them from'reachinq Moose Fort . 2

In 1761 the chief

factor of Moose Fort wrote in his -,ournal that an Indian had
traded all his goods inland with the Peddlars and had dressed
his whole family in English manufactured cloth and some
French shirts and- coats . 3

The factor concluded his entry

1 . Voorhis, E . Historic Forts and Tradi ng Posts . . . p . 26 .
2 . Glazebrook, r . P . de T . Moose Fort J ournals . . . p . XXI
3 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . B13S/a/35 .
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by stating that he had been led to judge that the trade
coming to "loose Fort had been , reatly intercepted .

He

added that the free traders could leave either Montreal or
Quebec as the ice broke, quickly arrive above Moose Fort,
trade their furs, and return in the same summer . 1

The '_`Moose

Fort factor complained again in 1769 that by September 30
he had not seen one upland Cree who had been doG-:rn to trade .
Consequently he sent an Indian man and his wife inland to
Abitibi Lake to inform the Indians there of the Hudson Bay
Company's high prices . 2
In 1772 the Chief Factor of Moose Fort was again
protesting that his trade wa :- falling off .

The Cree bought

only their poorer and heavier furs to Moose Fort .
The Peddlars who were forced to travel lon.-j distances by
canoe, traded for the light and best quality pelts of the
Indians . 3
Much thoughtwas given to inland settlements in the
boreal forest by the Hudson Bay Company to offer competition
to the Peddlars .

The change'of hat treatment which created

a demand for the coarser fur of the warmer Lake Superior
region combined with the development of the York boat, and
an increase in traders familiar with inland travel were
reasons for establishing posts inland near the winter huntin~7
1 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . B135/a/35 .
2 . Ibid . , B135/a 48 .
3 . Clazebrook, (; . P . de T . Moose Port Journals . . . p . 196 .

grounds of the Cree .

By the 1770's the free traders were

so numerous and so effective that Moose Fort was simply
not obtaining pelts from the interior .
in supply, since

Furs were limited

fluctuations among both the fur animals and

among the Indian'numbers were common .

Furthermore Indians

trapped only when in direct need of European goods, and often
travelled only as far as the nearest trader .

It was becoming

apparent to the Hudson Bay Company that to obtain furs it
was necessary to reach the Cree before the opposition trader .
This realization by the mid-1770's resulted in a shift
from the concept of Moose Fort as a trading post to the idea
that Moose Fort was a 'factory' to manufacture canoes,
batteaux, and other necessary commodities for the numerous
interior trading posts .

The word 'factory' came to suggest

the central depot role of Moose Fort . The shift in view
marked the major alteration in Company policy from their
original seaside trading approach with the Cree to a policy
of expansion and active competition for Indian furs .
With the shift in policy by the Hudson Bay Company, the
free traders were forced to organize themselves into the
North West Company .

This company was initially the result

of nine distinct interestSwho, in 1779, joined together for
one year to lessen transportation costs to the North West .
In 1783-4, thev undertook a five year agreement as the
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North West Companv . 1

Nevertheless it took fifteen vears

for the North West Company to secure a solid front against
Hudson Bay Company . Since the constitution was renewable,
it left the way open for experienced traders, excluded
as partners, to step out as independent traders or to form
new companies . 2

Such independent traders were found trading

with the Cree in North Eastern Ontario until the early 1800's .
Reference is made in the Journals to

Thetiand and Company,

and to Mr . W . Duncan Cameron and Mr . Shaw who operated in
the region independently of the North West Ccmpany . 3
the Timiskaming area,

In

rant, Campion and Company operated

separately from the North West Company until 1795 . 4

The

use by the Hudson Bay Companv of the word "Canadians" in their
Journals rather than the use of the North West Company's
name, reflected the diversity of competitors for Cree furs .
The theme for the following fifty years until 1821 was
to be vigorous competition between the Hudson Bay Company
and a number of the rival traders for a limited supply of
furs . The competition took place in two ways . Fur trade
techniques weze developed by both rival European companies
to the highest degree of efficiency .

The Company which

obtained most furs by appealing more effectively to the
Indians was the Companv which dominated the trade .
1 . See Davidson, 17: . C . The North West Companv . p .
Campbell, 'A . W . The North West Co:nrnanv . passim .
2 . Morton, A . S . A Histo?-v of the Canadian West . . .
3 . Hudson Bay Comn Knv Archive-s-.--B-1-Y5--/--a792 .
4 . Mitchell, E . "The North West,Companv Agreement
1795 ." Canadian Historical Review . June, 1955 .

The
13 .
p.

421 .

of
passim .
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second means of competition was by gaining closest proximity
to the Indians .

Both the Hudson Bay Company an ", rival

traders attempted to erect small posts which would dominate
key rivers . The men of these posts intercepted the Indians as
they paddled along the river and attempted to trade for
their furs .

The opposition attempted to counteract this

move either by erectinq a post up or downstream from the
competitor's post, or by setting a watch post near the
competitor's post .

The history of the Moose River basin

~at this point became the story of the traders of these
numerous small posts who pursued the Indians anr, bargained
for their furs .
In 1774 John Thomas was sent by the Hudson Bay Company
with two canoes to explore the Abitibi River .

Travelling

by way of the French River, Thomas found the independent
Abitibi settlement on Lake Abitibi to consist of two Frenchmen, a French woman and a child, as well as two buildings
and a garden .

It was apparent that the post boasted of a

sound trade with the 'Cree .
Edward Jarvis in 1776 was dispatched from Henley Post
to travel up the Albany River, over to the Missinaibi River,
and to the height of land . He was to consider the possibility
of establishing a Hudson Bay Company post at Michipicoten .
There he met J . B . Nolin and his three assistants from
Montreal who operated a Peddlars post which in 1776 consisted
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of two log huts with shoddy trading goods .
In late summer, 1776, Thomas Atkinson of the Hudson
Bay Company was dispatched up the Missinaibi River towards
Missinaibi Lake . With freeze up in November he wintered at
Pivabiska or Wapiscoqamy Creekand constructed a post half
a mile above the creek . 2
In 1777 John Thomas travelled upstream to fi2issinaibi
Lake and Michipicoten from Moose Fort . Thomas recommended
that the most convenient place for the Hudson Bay Company
post was Missinaibi Lake .

The Michipicoten River, he

reported, possessed too many falls and shoals for easy
transportation .

Missinaibi Lake, he stated, was not more than

forty miles from Michipicoten permitting trade with the
Cree there, and the area abounded with ga=:a . 3
a log tent was constructed .

During the fall

Thomas wintered half of 1777,

but left in January of 1778 for lack of provisions .

He

returned in the summer of 1778 and found that the trading
articles which he had left behind for the Cree had been taken
and replaced by furs .

Durinq the summer of 1778, a squared

timber post was constructed .

Two men were posted at Missin-

aibi Lake, and Thomas returned to Moose Factory . His men
were supplied from Wapiscogamy Post .

The post burned

1 . Tyrrell, J . B . (Ed .) Journals of Samuel Hearne and Philip
Turnor . p . 290 .
2 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . B135/b/5 .
3 . Hudson Bav Company Archives . 19 August, 1777 . B135/b/5 .
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and was subsequently abandoned. by the Hudson Bay Company in
1786 .

7
In I~81 the Hudson Bay Company decided to increase

their_ geographical knowledge of the Moose River basin by
signing a 26 year old surveyor, Philip Turnor, to a five
P

Turnor in 1781 surveyed the Moose, Missinaibi

year contract .

and Michipicoten Rivers to Lake Superior .

Although the route

was well known, Turnor's survey was undoubtedly the first
accurate one of the

river .

Turnor warmly recommended that

the post on Missinaibi Lake should be re-established each
summer to stop the Canadian progress downstream towards
Moose Fort and to secure all the Indians "between it and
the Factory ." 1

He warned that a Canadian settlement on

Brunswick Lake would cut off the flow of _furs to Wapiscogamy House . 2
In the same year, 1781, Edward Jarvis, chief at Moose
Fort,, wrote the Governor and Committee in London that the
Canadians had a small house on the Abitibi River . He added :
"we hear they trade very hard with the Indians, but being
on the spot is a great advantage" since the Indians pref'
the closest trade . 3

Jarvis recommended that a

Hudson Bal Company settlement be located towards Lake Abitibi
1 . Tyrrell, J . B . The Journals of Sam uel Hearne and Philip
Turnor . p . 301 .
2 . Loc . Cit
.
. Hudson bay Company Archives . A . 11/4 4 fo . 120d .
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to offer competition .
the Abitibi River .

Consequently in 1782 Turnor surveyed

In 1784 Turnor established a post at the

junction of the Abitibi and Frederick House rivers since
this location, he stated, was almost in the centre of the
Abitibi Indians' hunting ground . 1

Because of the lack

of winter provisions, Turnor abandoned his "log tents" in
1785 and re-established Frederick House on the south-east
shore of Lake Waratowaha or Frederick House Lake . 2

This

post was located on a little sandy ridge which divided the
3
main body of the Lake from Barber's Bay .
Frederick House reported small returns for the trading
year of 1785-86 because of Canadian traders from a post
three days travel to the South who traded with the Cree on
all the rivers that led to Frederick House .

By 1788 the

Canadians had built two new posts near Frederick House, and
their men continually travelled about the country in search
of Indian furs . 5
In 1788 a Hudson Bay Company post was established on
Brunswick Lake and was called Micabanish House .

Brunswick

Lake had the advantage of being large, a spot where Indians
gathered to fist., hunt and avoid insects . The lake was midway
1 . Glazebrook . Moo se Fort Journals . . . p . 223 .
2 . Ibid ., pp . 250-1 . Also Tyrrell, -._ B . (Ed .)
Hearne and Turnor . pp . 79, & 85 .
3 . Tyrrell . Loc . Cit . Th e location is now next
N o rthland Railway bridge, two miles East of
4.
Hudson Bay Combanv Archives A . 11/45, fo .
5 . Ibid ., A . 11/45, fo . 110--lied .

Journals of
to the Ontario
Connaught .
72--72d .
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between Moose Factory and Michipicoten on the Missinaibi
River .

Its control by the Hudson's Bay Company was essential

to prevent the North West Company from establishing a post
on the lake above Brunsw .ck Post, to intercept the Indians
travelling down the Missinaibi to trade at Brunswick Post .
The location of the, post was on the northwestern shore on a
"splendid situation, being a clay bluff overlooking the lake ."

1

Moose Factory noted that the post was likely to become the
principal location for the Missinaibi River trade .

By 1792

-Micabanish was undertaking a profitable trade and expanded
its outposts southward towards the height of land and the
Pic River . 2 A1~:hough in 1793 the Canadians also established
a post on the lake, 3

Wapiscogamy Post was abandoned in

favour of "Zicabanish in 1795 . 4
In 1794 7eorge Gladman was instructed by the Hudson Bay
Company to establish a settlement at the head of the river
which emptied into Abitibi Lake since the location was good
for trade and would provide competition for the Canadians
who had been interrupting the trade at Frederick House . 5
on visiting Abitibi Lake, Gladm an found nine Canadians
and a well developed post with two dwelling houses and a
wholesale and retail store .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Report
Hudson
Ibid .,
Ibid .,
.,
Ibid

The Canadians were said to be

on the Survev and Exnlora+ion of Northern Ontario .
Bav Company Archives . B13 .5a 78 .
B135/a/80 .
B124/a/8 .
B135/a/80 .

1900 .
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good canoeists and to possess the loyalty of the Abitibi
Cree 1
Gladm an travelled southward and found the North
West Company settlement at Timiskaming to consist of a
wholesale and retail warehouse, and houses for the officers
and labourers . There was also a smith's forge, ice house, magR

izine and garden, signifying that the post was head of the
district .
During the same summer that gladm.an made his survey,
John Mannall, officer in charge of Frederick House, surveved
the Rivers and Lakes Westward and looked for the locations of
the Cree . Mannall returned from his expedition with the report
that there appeared to be an exceedingly good location for
a post on Kenogamissi Lake, "that being the road of many
Indians . . . to Sowawaminicau ." Most of the Indians that
visited Frederick House came from that region, and Mannall
felt that Kenogamissi Lake could be more easily supplied
from Moose Fort than Frederick House . 2
In 1794 the Hudson Bav Company decided that Frederick
House was of very little value and should be abandoned as
3
soon as a new post could be erected on Abitibi Lake .
During June, 1794 Mannall had explored Abitibi Lake and had.
come to the conclusion that the Lake was a good place to
1 . Hudson Bav Comnanv Archives . B135/a/81 .
2 . Ibid ., B135/b 24 . fo . 3 .
3 . Ibid ., A . 6/15, fo . 101 .
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erect a post as the Abitibi tribe was very large .
June 18,

On

1794 timber was cut to build a house two miles

from the Canadian post on Abitibi Lake . 2
During the summer of 1794 Mannall and his party travelled
to Kenoq crnissi Lake to commence a house on the West side,
about six miles from the entrance . 3

In early 1795 two

Canadians passed Kinogamissee Post on their way to Martowagummick or Mattagami to establish a post .

The new post

was about one and one half days travel upstrean from Kenogamissi
and was located at the head of a narrow, crooked deep lake
with the same name as the post . 5
Frederick House Post continued to be operated by{ the
Hudson Ba,7 Company as a result of a new post which was
6
In 1796
constructed there in 1795 by the Canadians .
Kenogamissi Pcst suffered heavy competition for the trade of
the Cree from the Canadian post of Sawewamir?cae, three days
journey to the South . 7

The same year Henry

'4o~e, a Hudson

Bay Company employee, established a small post at Michipicoten .
An outpost from Micabanish, the post was au ickly and roughly
constructed . Moze found that the Canadians had attracted most
of the local Cree from the area to Sault Ste . Marie .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Hudson Bav Company Archi ves . A . 6/15 , fo . 101 .
Ihdd . , 13135/a/81 .
., 399/a/l .
Ibid
IE?d . , 399/a/l . Also B99/a/4, fo . 41d .
Ihid ., B124/e/1 . pp . 1--2, 4 .
Ibid . , f135/b/24 . fo ., 40 .
d
Ib
., B135/a/83 .
I ~ .  B135/a/94 .
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In 1800 the first reference was made by the Hud :~on Bay
Company to Flying Post, a Canadian post situated at the
entrance of the M attagami River into Flying Post or Groundhog
Lake . 1

This North West Company post was situated to obstruct

the Cree from reaching Kenogamissi Post .
The Canadians in 1800 also commenced a post on Hazev
Island in the Moose River estuary .

Thirty men commenced

the post and eight men remained to run it . 2

A North West

Company post was erected and staffed on Missinaibi Lake
3
The Hudson Bay Company built a watch house
: the same year .
on Missinaibi Lake near the new North West Company post . 4
In 1801 the trader at Kenogamissi noted that the=
Canadians at Flying Post had in fact cut off the westward
Cree from trading .

He added the following winter that the

Canadians had built an outpost half way between Kenogamissi
5
and Flying Post .
George Gladm an at Moose Factory in 1801
wrote that the Canadians had established a post above Old
Brunswick Post (Wapiscogamny) at the mouth of the Pivaska
River6 The Canadians operated this post periodically for
six years .
In 1802 the competition of the North West Company at
Michipicoten and the expense of transportinq goods 325
miles from Moose Factory to the Michipicoten Hudson Bav
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B235/e/30,
Bay Company Archiv °s .
B135 /a/8 -1 .
B135/a/87 .
B135/a/87, Nov . 24, 1800 .
T5'id ., B99/a/7 . B135/b/27 .
'
IBid., B135/a/88 .
Hudson
Ibid .,
d .,
Ib
Ibzd .,

fos .

178--9 .

Company post led to a withdrawal . 1

On September 30th,

18o6, the North West Company Post on Hazey Island was
closed, because of the North West Company tranportation
costs and the loyalty of the Moose River Cree to the older
2
fur trading company .
In 181_1 the Canadians were proving to be better traders
than the Hudson Bay Company men at Abitibi and the Frederick
3
House posts .
An agreement was reached with the North West
Company whereby the older Company would leave Abitibi Lake
provided the Canadians left Frederick House . 4

The Hudson

Bay Company would not intercept Indians beyond Long Portage
A

on the Abitibi River while the Canadians would not come
farther than Cochegee .

Abitibi Post was closed by the

Hudson Bay Company on July 10, 1812 while the Canadians
abandoned their post at Frederick House Lake on the following
5
day .
During 1812-13, a massacre occurred at Frederick House
Post which was to lead to its - abandonment .

The Kenoqamissi

Journal for October 26, 1812 noted the arrival of Alexander
Belly, the Master of Frederick House who delivered two hens .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hudson Bay Company Ar c hives . B135/a/90 .
Ibid 3135/a/93 .
Ibid ., A135/a/95 . Also B135/b/30 .
Ibid ., B135/b/31 . pp . 8ff .
a ., B135/b/31 . pp . 35--36 .
The Frederick House Journal does not exist for this date
and all information is from the Kenogamissi Journal .
Ibid ., L135/b/31 .
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Belly imr^ediately departed to return to Frederick House .
On March 18, 1813-Richard Good at Kenogamissi Post sent two
men to Frederick House .

On "'larch 23, these men returned

with the news that Frederick House had been robbed and that
the three white inhabitants could not be found . The two
traders f=ound the outer door of the Frederick House dwelling
building torn off,' while the inner partitions of the
master's apartment had been knocked down and the warehouse
and food cellar open .
.missing .

European provisions and guns were

Two Indian corpses lay in the dwelling house . 1

On a later visit to Frederick House, the Kenogamissi
men located the corpses of the three white residents who
had been shot as well as five dead Indians .

i t appeared

that the murderers had laid in ambush and shot all the visitors
to the post during the winter .

Kettles filled with oatmeal,

Elour and pea soup indicated that the Indians had lived at
the post for some time . Belly and his companions were dressed
in the clothes of their visit to Kenogamissi and obviously
had been surprised by the murders .

Since the country was

short of. provisions that winter and famine among the Indians
was common, it appeared that starvation drove the Indians to
the post where they remained and murdered all other visitors
2
to protect their identity .
1 . Hudson Pay Comnanv Archives . B99/a/14 .
2 . !bid. , ?399/a/14 .
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In 1814 the Canadian trade at Mattagamy and Flying
Posts were providing severe competition to the Hudson Bay
Company Post at Kenogamissi .

About forty-three hunters

traded at Mattagami Post and the Canadians were obtaining
thirty bundles of fur yearly, a sizeable amount .

The Mattagami

buildings were in good shape and consisted of three dwelling
houses and a large store .

The Hudson Bay Company attempted

to intercept this lucrative trade by establishing an outpost
near Mattagami Post, thirty three miles upstream from
1
Kenogamissi Post .
The new post was not successful in
obtaining Cree furs, because of the Indian loyalty to the
Canadians .

The outpost was accide :)tly burned in 1814-,

rebuilt in 1815, and operated again in 1816 .

In 1815 the

Canadians retaliated by constructing an outpost two mile ::
from Kenogamissi Post . 2

Kenogamissi Post a month later

sent a man to winter near the Indians in the Night Hawk
Lake region .

The same year at Brunswick Lake, the North

West Company had begun a new pout to continue competition
with Micabanish House .

The Hudson Bay Company retaliated
3
by constructing a second watch post nearby .
1 . Hudson Bay Comnanv_ Archives . B99/e/2 .
.,,B 9 a 7 .
2 . Ibid
3 . IFicd. , B145/a/31 .
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The Kenogamissi outposts for 1816--1817 were Mattagami
and Night Hawk Lake . l

The North West Company also kept men

in tents three miles from these outposts .

The following

year and until 1820, Frederick House Lake was also used as
a Hudson Bay Company outpost, although it had been abandoned
since the massacre of 1812 .
1

By 1821, the high prices paid to --.he Cree caused by the
intensive competition presented the North West Company
with rising costs and diminishing returns .

The Company,

,forced into insolvency, united with the Hudson Bar Company
to form the Hudson's Bay Company .

The Hudson's Bay Company

obtained the supplies of th,-~ North West Company as well as
its posts and employees . 2

Major ?North West Company hosts in

the North Eastern Ontario region which continued to be used
by the Hudson Bay Company included Flying Post, Mattagami,
Abitibi, Timiskaming and Michipicoten .
The Decline of the Fur Trade .
With the coalition Flying Post was taken over and was
found to possess two acres of potatoes, six -or-seven head
of cattle, and forty Indian hunters .

Flying Post with its

four buildings and a garden, was operated by the Hudson Bay
Company as an outpost of Mattagami House . 3
1 . Hudson B ay Company Archives . B99/e/3 .
2 . I d ., F.135/b/42 .
3 . Ibicf., B124/e/2 . pp . 2--5, 7, 10 .
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In 1822 the Hudson Bay Company abandoned Kenogamm'ssi
Post in favour of Mattagami Post, which became the chic{ post
of the Kenogamissi District, tinder the jurisdiction of Moose
Factory .l
The Southern District of Moose Factory was extended in
1821 to include Timiskaming and Michipicoten .

Fort Mich-

ipicoten became an important Hudson's Bay Company centre and
supplied the interior post on Brunswick Lake .

The Missinaibi

and Michipicoten Rivers during the ninteenth century served
: as a mail route from James Bay to the Canadian post office
at Sault Ste . Marie .

Fort Timiskaming was to become the

headquarters of the Ottawa River region and was operated
until 1888 when it was abandoned in favour of Mattawa on
the Canadian Pacific Railway .
In spite of the legal monolopy of the Hudson Bay Company
and its coalition with the North West Company, fur trade
competition for Cree furs continued .

In 1822'Fort Timiskaming

was suffering from competition by an American Fur Trading
Company which had established a post three days paddling
distance to the West .

From 1824 to 1828, fur returns at

Abitibi, Mattagami and Flying Post showed a large decline
because of annual competition by American traders . 2

The

Ottawa River was a crucial area of competition . Easy access
1 . Hud son Ba -, Company Archives . B99/e/3 . fo . 1 . Also B135/k/1 .
fo .
2 . Innis, H .A . Minutes of Counc i l, Northern Department . p . LVI .
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from Lake Timiskam ing to Abitibi Lake had led to the steady
growth of lumbering, trapping and settlement in the area .
In particular the McConnell brothers had commenced a potash,
lumbering and fur trading operation in the Timiskaming
region in the 1820's . l

Similarly settlement was growing

of Lake Huron .
along the north shore
s

Competition from

independent American posts had reduced fur returns from the
Cree who followed canoe routes over the height of land from
Flying Post to Biscotasi Lake, and down the Spanish,
Mississagi, and Whitefish River systems to Lake Huron and
2
the American posts at Mississagi and Treen Lake .
Not only did the Cree possess a market for their furs
with independent traders ; but thev also found that the - Tiudson
Bay Company posts competed aqainst themselves for their .furs .
Since each post justified its existence by the numbers of furs
accumulated, traders enticed the Cree to their posts with
bargains . New Brunswick Post, for instance, complained in 1845
of Indians who had deserted their post to trade at Michipicoten .
The traderwrote that "such opposition between the Honourable
Company's posts is certainly most stupid and awkward but
3
it accounts great losses to the Company . . . ."
New outposts continued to be established by the Hudson
Bay Company in the Moose River dra~.nage to satisfy the needs
1 . ^,albraith, John S . The Hudson's Bav Company as an Imperial
Factor, 1821--1359 . . p . 25 .
2 . See Wallace, W . S . John McLean's Notes . . . p . 10 . Borron .
Report on that Part of Hudson's _Bay . . . 1883 . p . 5 .
3 . Hudson isav Com~:any Archives . July, 1845 . B70/a/19 .
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of the Cree Indian and to meet further competition .

In

1865 a post was established at Matachewan, to check free traders .
This post in 1866 became an outpost of M attagami .'
continued to suffer from competition .

Trade

An outpost during this

period was established at Night Hawk Lake, and was described
by Ontario's stipendiary magistrate, E .B . Borron, in 1889 . 2
During the 1860's, %iattagami!s trade improved owing to the
increase in beaver .

In 1867, New Post was established half

way between Moose Factory and Abitibi Lake at New Post Creek
3
By 1900 this post possessed four
-on the Abitibi River .
buildings ; a factor's residence, a second house occupied
by an Indian, a general trading store, and a storehouse .
A dozen tents or tepees indicated that about twelve hunters
were dependent on the post .
During the early 1870's, the Hudson Bay Company rebuilt
a post on the east shore of Missinaibi Lake near the outlet
of the River . 4

In 1879 Brunswick Post on Brunswick Lake

was abandoned and the name Brunswick was transferred to the
post on Missinaibi Lake .

-

During the 1880's the Canadian Pacific Railway was
completed, permitting easy access to Flying Post and ',Iattagali .
1 . Hudson Bay Company_ Archives . A . 11/46 , fos . 369d-70 ;
B134 c/101 .
2 . Borron, E . B . Report on tha t Part of Hudson's Bay . . . 1889 .
3 . Niven, A . unpublishe11 Diarv and vies ,'. Notes . . . 1898 .
4 . Schepanek, '`Z .7 . "Trading Posts o-F the "loose-nA .ichip icoten
Trade Routes ." Canad ian re orxraphical Jou rnal . 1971 . o . 69 .
5 . Hudso n Bay Ccra-aan%r Archives . B135/q/51 . fo . 4 ; B135/g/52 .
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Because of the railway, the Flying Post territory was
rapidly penetrated by traders who travelled into the region
when they heard that the Indians had accumulated furs .
Two outpostswere established from Flying Post to deal with
independent traders . One outpost was "Root Post" about
twenty miles nortri of Flying Post which watched an independent
post run by Murray's and Loughrin's Company .

The second

post was built in 1890 to watch a "Mr . Whiteway," an
independent trader who had established a post two miles north
. of Flying Post on the Indian trade routes .
In 1892 Kenogamissi. District was merged with the Lake
Huron District while the Matachewan post was detached

The

district suffered strong competition by independent trar.ers .
Abitibi Post, too, was in a similar situation since in 1898,
William Biederman, a trader and lumberman, established an
independent post on Abitibi Lake . 2

By 1906 Flying Post was

in urgent need of repair and was of somewhat minor importance .

Mattag ami Lake with its sandy beaches had become a

popular canoe route to James Bay and the Ontario Department
of Lands and wrests had erected a fire station near the post .
An Anglican Church had also been constructed and possessed
an unfenced cemetary behind .

Some twenty families were

l . Hudson Bay Companv Archives . B235/3/30, fos . 178-179 .
2 . Report on the Survey and Explora- --ion of Northern Ontario .
Ahbiti - .i With Prospectors ."
passim . Also Hyndman , H . R . " To
Rod a nd ;un . p . 435 .
3 . Macpie, John . "Mattagami Post ." Silva . 1958 . passim .
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dependent on the post .

J . Coutts on a canoe trip in 1906

found that only the old men and women and children were left
at the post in the summer since the men we-c freighting for
the Company . 1

Coutts also noted that by 1906 the Night

Hawk: Lake post had been abandoned and the buildings were
gone .

R

Abitibi Post, at this time consisted of a trading
house, a storehouse, several log cabins in a more or less
state of dilapidation, and a Roman Catholic Church . 2

There

was also a camp of several hundred Indians .
Brunswick House in 1895 consisted of seven buildings,
including a small Anglican Church .

Approximately one hundred

Indians, hunting in the region, camped at the post during
the summer .
The construction of the Canadian Northern Railway in
1912 encouraged

the fur trade by bringing an influx of

petty traders who bought furs at high prices to the advantage
3
of the Cree . Construction work in such railway towns as
Gogama, Peterbell, Chapleau, Missanabie, and Mattice
attracted the Indians from the woods .
Flying Post Taas closed .

Consequently'in 1914

By 1920 rival stores had been

established in Gog ama, and Indians tended to trade there since
1 . Coutts, J . "Exploring Towards Hudson Bav ." R . & r; . 1906, p, 883 .
2 . H~rndman, H, R . "To Abbitibi With Prospectors R, & " . p . 435 .
3 . Fudson Bay Company Arch ives .
Commissioner's Report on
the Fur Trade . nos . 17--21 ; A .R . from District Officers,
no . 2, fos 97--99 .
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they had a selection of merchandise .

During --he summer of

1921 a new Hudson's Bay Company post was built there .
Mattagami was used only as a "winter outpost" from gogama,
seventeen miles distant .

With the construction of a dam by

the Northern Canada Power Company, in 1924, the Hudson's Bay
1
Company was informed that the post site would be flooded .
P

Consequently on 'March 17, 1924, Mattagami Post was officially
closed and gogama became the principal post of the region .
At roughly t' - e same time Brunswick Post on T-lissinaibi
Lake was closed in favour of railway posts at Peterbell and
2
Mattice . Abitibi Post was cloyed in favour of La Sarre .
The decline of the fur trade trade in the interior of
the Moose River drainage basin was followed by a decline in
the importance of Moose Factory as a fur post .

Moose Factory

1900 was the headquarters of the Southern Department of
the Hudson Bay Company and was widely regarded by the James
Bay Cree as the 'capital' of the region . One writer found that
Moose Factory :
must undoubtedly` be considered the capital . The inhabitants
around the coast and in the interior look on a trip
to Moose in much the same light as tl-,, .e country
farme,~s in civilized life consider a visit to their
larger;t city .
It may be one of the events of a life
time .
'Che mission church, school, the larue numerous
warehouses and dwelling houses of the Hudson's Bay
Comp ally all whitewashed and arranged in symmetrical
order, and the field cannon underneath the flag-staff
all combine t<<-) make the place in some small degree
resemble a government or even a military institution . . . . 3
1 . Hudson B .-, y Company Archives . no . 8, fos 160 and 162 .
2 . Anderson, J . _Fur Trader's Storv . p . 160 .
3 . Melvill, C .D . Report on the East Coastal Fisheries . . . -; .
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Nevertheless in 1934 Moose Factory reverted to the status
of a fur trading post, and to-day Moose Factory is served
by a large Hudson Bay Company retail store . l
From 1904 to 1936 Moose Factory was opposed by a rival
fur trading firm,,the Revillon Freres .

A Paris based

Company, Revillon'Frere was established in 1822 by Louis
Revillon, and expanded to American in 1880 . In the early
1900's posts were established throughout Canada.

In North

Eastern Ontario posts were located on Lake Abitibi, Cochrane,
Cobalt, -Matheson, Timmins and Moosonee . The Company fell
into insolvency during the depression and was closed in 1936 . 2
From the establishment of Moose Factory in 1673 to
the decline of the fur trade by the 1920's, a number of
characteristics which favoured a cultural climax of the
Cree

is apparent .

The Europeans in the Moose River drainage

basin were fur traders whose livelihood depended upon the
success of the Cree's traditional hunting, trapping and
nomadic way of life .

It was frequently charged that "the

object which the Hudson's Bay Company had in view, was to prevent
the Indians learning that there was another pursuit whereby
they would soon become independent of the Company, and cease
to be their hunters . . . ." 3

Fur traders did have a vested

1 . Colter, J .L . "Moose Factory To-day and Yesterday . _B . t0 . 2 :. .
2 . Revillon 7 rere . Fur Trapping in the North . 1911 . Furs fron .
Earliest Time . 1911 . Oldest Fur House in the World . 1 .11.,
857 .
3 . Report of tie Select Cc7:mlttee on Hudson Bav . . .
Evidence gathered Tuesday, 26 May, 1857 .
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interest in maintaining the status quo of the Cree culturally
in order to preserve their livelihood .
Secondly the Europeans from 1672 were in constant conflict
with one another for the furs of the Cree .

This conflict

forced rival companies to compete for furs by raising
prices, treating the Cree fairly to obtain their loyalty,
and offering the qualitv of trading goods and types demanded
by the Indians .

As early as 1670 Gorst, writing from Fort

Charles had complained that the French paid the Cree high
prices for their furs and obliged the Hudson Bay Company
to lower the price of its trading goods . 1

The Hudson Bay

Company traditionally attracted the Cree by sending Tndians
inland to inform the Cree of their high prices for furs .
As customers the Cree could simply choose to trade at the
post of the Company which advertised the highest prices for
their furs .

Competition also forced the European traders

to be friendly with the Cree, to deal with them on a close,
personal and fair basis, to learn their names and language,
and to offer credit in times of need .

The .Cree only traded

with the Company which appeared to be a friend of the Indian .
Should this friendship appear to be violated by the Company,
Cree Indians would travel long distances to trade with riva7.
posts .

The means by which the Hudson Bay Company was forced

1 . Tyrrell, J . B . (Ed .) Documen ts Relating to the Early
History of - Hudson Bay . p . 387.
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to maintain the quality of its merchandise was apparent
during the late eighteenth century conflict .

The Crees'

preference for the strong, light weight, portable iron traps
which were sold by the North West Company, led to a decline
of the number of Crees who were willing to trade for the heavier
Hudson Bay traps which frequently suffered from broken springs .
The Hudson Bay Company solved the difficulty in 1800 by
copying the design of the North West Company traps . l
The Cree also expressed preference for the fashion
of the Canadian coats and womens' jackets . 2

Hudson Bay

Company traders also complained that the Canadians were
attracting the Cree with better powder, flints, calico,
French cotton shirts and pointed blankets .

Indeed the remainder

of the North West Company goods were said to be equal to
those of the Hudson Bay Company . 3

Consequently the Hudson

Bay Company improved the quality of their commodities to
compete with the North West Company .

There were few

complaints following 1800 as to quality . At Abitibi Post,
for instance, the Company tailor altered his design to
imitate the popular coats of the North West Company .
Such characteristics of the fur trade as these which emerged
from competition were partially responsible for the fur trade
period being optimal for the Cree culture .
1 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . B135/a/86 .
2 . Loc . Cit .
3 . I Sid, B135/a/82 . Jan . 12, 1795 .
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The Impact of the Fur Trade on th e Cree Indian .
Types of Contacts Between Euro p eans and the Cree .
There was a wide variation in the degree of contact
between the Cree and Europeans over two hundred years .
Contact between the Cree and the Hudson Bay Company was
initially limited solely to one European per post, the
Chief Trader .

Hudson Bay Company labourers were hired

cheaply on a long term contact, and these men were not
permitted to have contact with the natives . 1

The men, were

.not given, nor dice they desire the opportunity to learn. the
Cree language or to learn camping, canoeing and portaging
techniques which were essential for travel
Ontario habitat .

in -

the Northern

Indeed they seldom ventured more than two

miles from the post .

If asked to go inland they simply

requested a termination of their contract . 2

Rather than

sending Europeans inland, the James Bay posts sent Indians
inland with gifts to persuade reluctant tribes to trade
with the English .
Trading itself was a highly formal event which took
place through a hole in the fur post wall .

After 1774

there was more frequent contact by the Inr?ians with the employees of the Hudson Bay Company because of the creation of
1 . Joseph Robson's testimony in Report from the Committee
on Hudson Bay . 1 749 . p . 215 .
2 . Taylor, E ., .R .
Copy-Book of Letters outward, 1680 to
1686 . p . 72 .
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outposts, and small mobile tent posts .

However, trading was

still confined to the Chief Trader at each post .

With such

a situation there was little opportunity for the acculturation of the Cree .
Contact between the Cree and the French and North
West Company employees was more frequent since these competitors of the Hudson Bay Company were widely scattered
through the hinterland .

The coureur de bois and later the

voyageur with their nomadic type of life, skills of hunting
and trapping, and their possession of Cree wives, gave these
traders skills which differed in

style very little from

the Cree culture itself . Their concern for obtaining furs
caused th=eir contact with the Cree to be based on familiaritv
and good relations and reinforced the traditional Cree culture .
By the 1880's extensive paddling of supplies by the Cree
from and to inland posts for the Hudson Bay Company led to
the indocrination and education of the Indian voyageurs .
E .B . Borron reported :
The white servants and the natives work together, eat
together and associate together on equal terms .
Even
officers take part in the conversation and explain to
the Indians matters which they would otherwise know
nothing about . This association on their voyages and
at the posts, continued year after year for several
generations has had a very important influence on
the Indians as a means of education .
The discipline,
the steady labour, the necessity of working together
for the attainment of a common object, are all calculated to teach them valuable lessons .
They are, too,
keenly alive to the approbation and disapproval of the-irofficers and fellow voyageurs --a powerful incentive to
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good, and equally strong restraint from evil . l
Clearly such an education was one relating to the traditional skills of canoe travel and wilderness survival .
The C:ree themselves in the Moose River drainage basin had
no particular structure to direct their contact with the
whiteman_

There vas no development of the middleman trading

system which Henry Kelsey had noted among the Cree of the
2
West coast of Hudson Bay .
The degree to which competition
for furs brought Europeans in search of the Cree permitted
all Cree, to trade directly with Europeans .
Indians to posts, but did not trade for them .

Chiefsbrought
It was not

necessary- to be Tought to a post by a Chief to trade ,=and
many Indians came in singly .

The arrival of single Indians

to trade was generally characteristic of the individualistic
nature of the Cree society, and permitted rapid diffusion
of the effective iron implements of. the Europeans .
The native reaction to contact with Europeans was
favourable since their cultural adaptation to the habitat
was strengthened .

Furs which had formerly been useful only

for clothing now became of value to obtain many valuable
items which made hunting, fishing and cooking simplier .
Made Beaver, the fur trade term of currency, was paid not
1 . Borron, E .B . Report . . . on that Part of Hudson Bav_ Belonging
to the 'Prov i nce of Ontario . 1883 . p . 40 .
2 . Report -Fro- the Committee, An p ointed to Enquire into the
State and Condition of the Countries Adjoinina to iiucison's
Bav ant t_ e `trade Carried on There . i749 . p . 280 .
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not only for pelts but also for hunting, and gathering
birch bark for the Europeans or for carrying their supplies
and guiding . I

In overall perspective an indication of the

cultural climax or optimal period of the Cree culture is apparent
in the welcome extended to the Europeans as indicated by
F

the relatively few incidents of violence undertaken in
opposition to the Europeans .

In 1813 Frederick House was

broken into, and its three white inhabitants were murdered .
This act was not directed specifically against the European
culture since the Indians who visited the post during the
winter were also murdered . 2

In 1832 the Hannah Bay Hudson

Bay Company post was attacked and William Corrigal and- his
wife were murdered . 3

However an Indian and his wife at the

post were also murdered .

These were acts of random violence

caused by famine or insanity and were not aimed against the
Europeans in particular .

The overall success of the French,

the North West Company, and the Hudson Bay Company at living
in small tents and posts inland among the Cree f.or two hundred
years is proof :,of the Cree's acceptance of the European and
their desire to have trading posts near their hunting grounds .
This observation is particularly true when it is realized
that the European traders seldom numbered over three to a
1 . Hudson Bav Comnanv Archives . BI/a/11 .
were paid for an Tndian canoe .
2 . Ibid ., B99/a/14 .
3 . ITid ., R135/a/145 .

1805 . 6 fade Beaver
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post and could be easily overpowered and murdered .

Clearly

the Cree found European trading goods highly useful and
valuable .

At the same time the fur traders must have treated

the Cree fairly, since their reaction was not that of a people
being exploited and abused .
Situation in Which Acculturation Occurred .
Patterns of Dominance .
During the fur trade period there was very little pressure
or force applied to the Cree Indians to become fur trappers .
Trapping incentives were internal within the Cree culture
itself .

The Europeans did offer gifts to demonstrate the value

of European goods, but it was the Cree who voluntarily
directed their own activities along lines of fur trapping
in order to obtain useful European commodities .

Since the

Cree were by nature nomadic hunters and trappers, and since
trapped animals could also be used for food, European contact
reinforced the Cree culture .

The shift caused by European

contact was internal within the Cree culture towards a
voluntarv increase in trapping and decrease . i n hunting .
The Cree culture continued to maintain its autonomous nature
with its traditional internal controls and was consequently
capable oc the same growth and identity which it had exhibited
in the past .
An indication of the dominant position of the Cree Indian
in the trading structure is apparent in the system of loans
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or trust granted by the Hudson Bay Company to attract the
Indians .

Gifts and trust for the Cree were cultural

attributes ..

Ilifts were linked with trust . The Companies gave

the Ctee gifts so that they would take ^

it and continue

to trade with them . lifts indicated fri<_

i.-o while the

word 'trust' itself carried the connotat_

of the relationship

which. credit created .

An example will i'Llustrate the

relationship of gifts to trust . Nannashish's son was unhappy
with the Hudson Bay Company since he did not obtain a
covetted coat as a gift .

He did want to trade for a

three foot gun . He would buy the gun only if the Company
showed its friendship by granting the gift of . the coat . otherwise he would refuse to deal with the Hudson Bay Company,
and would trade elsewhere . 1

Gifts were means by which the

Indian. could increase the value of their furs .
trust: were not Company ideas .

lifts and

The practice created expense .

At Ab i.tibi Post, for instance, the Indians visited the post
merely, for what was given them, trading their furs elsewhere .
2
Refusal
The t ader was,,ordered not to trust or credit 'them .
to trust created problems .
good furs in the summer .

The Cree were unable to trap
Consequently equipment was lent

in the Autumn for winter trapping and was repaid by the Cree
during the following Spring .

Refusal by a Campany to operate

l .Huds on Bay Comnanv Archives . B135/a/90 . Sept .
.,b135/b 21 . 14 July, 1791 .
2 . id

14, 1
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this way led to a loss of valuable Cree hunters .

Abitibi

Post in 1796 found that all its trade was from trusted
Indians . It was limited to those Cree trusted in the Autumn
since other Cree traded with the competing Company . Had
the Hudson Bay Company trusted more, they would have obtained
more furs, since , 'I no Indians visit us except those we trust ."
In 1800 at Abitibi Post it was noted that some of the Cree
were very much affronted because the post had no orders to
trust .

The Cree reported that "they'd never bring the post

another fur ." 2
Trust was costly .

In addition to the danger of the Indian

trading with a rival company while in debt to the Hudson
Bay Company, there was also the problem of the death of an
Indian while in trust .

In addition, the Hudson Bay Companv

was forced to circulate lists of indebted Indians among its
inland posts to prevent Indians in debt to one post, from
travelling to another Company post for additional 'trust' .
In general it is apparent that 'trust' and 'gifts' did not
place the Europeans in a dominant authoritative position .
Rather competition favoured the Cree with a choice of buyers,
so that the Companies were forced toy extend gifts and trust
for the Crees' benefit .

The Cree were in the privileged

position, and their culture benefit4.ed from the fur trade .
1 . Hudson B ay Company Archives . B135/a/86 . 19 June, 1796 .
2 . Ibid., B135ja%86.

Only occasionally was European dominance in the form
of actual force used to obtain furs from the Cree . For
instance :
. . .The Canadian master came up to them and presented
a gun to the Cree and swore he would blow their brains
if they would not abandon the furs .
As they had no
arms to defend themselves he got the furs by robery . 1 ( sic )
Such entries are rare since European competition in these
instances came to the rescue of the Cree . Force applied to
the Indians by one Eurooean Company was retaliated by threats
at that Company from the other competing Company . The Hudson
Bay Company wished the Indians to exercise free choice to
choose the best post and believed that the Indians should
be encouraged by fair treatment rather than forced to trade
with them .
Even following the union of the North West Company with
the Hudson Bay Company, the Cree still obtained the advantages of competition from competing posts of the same
Company or from independent traders .

This was exemplified

by a Flying Post Indian who turned up at Brunswick House .
Asked why he had changed posts, he stated that he had been
too badly treated, and that unless he was given credit he would
to the American post at Mississagi, as his friends
2
did, and obtain credit from the opposition .
Brunswick
travel

House gave him credit, rather than "lose such a valuable
1 . Hudson Bav Comn_anv Archives . April 3, 1802 . B75~
2 . Ibid ., Sept . 10,
. B1 /a/54 .
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Indian to the Company ." 1
The pattern of dominance prima facie

may appear to

favour the European because of his superior technology and
the dependence of the Cree on this technology .
this dominance, did not, in fact, exist .

However,

Vigorous and con-

tinuous competition had placed the Indian in the customer

position

with a choice of buyers who offered European tech-

nology . The Indian was essential since his highly skilled

techniques

for survival in the woods, his skill in building

and handl.irg canoes, and in trapping made him indispensable
as a collector of furs for the European culture .

Continuous

competition between companies forced these companies. t o seek
the Cree and to yield to their requests in order to obtain
sufficient furs to cover overhead costs of the trade and to
obtain a profit .

The Cree Indian was not in the position

of the American negro slave, but rather should be seen in
the light of a highly skilled artisan who was wooed with
great care and respect .

It was this treatment which permitted

the Cree to reach the optimal period of their development .
4

Processes of acculturation .
I . Selection of Traits Under Acculturation .
Elsie Parsons has noted that "it would appear that
changes ir social organization and in material culture are
made more readily than changes in personal habits ." 2
1 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . Sept . 10, 1831 . B145,/a/5y .
2 . quoted in Herskovits, M . Acculturation : The Study of
Culture Contact . p . 40 .
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Certainly historical sources even as late as the early
1900's, seem to provide anthropological accounts of aboriginal. non-material culture consistent with the ecological
evidence and early accounts of the area .

Tt appears that

the selection of traits under acculturation amonq the
Swampy Cree during the fur trade were primarily material
traits .

Non-material culture appeared to have been left

largely uninfluenced by - the European .
The Moose River basin Cree appeared to have a dynamic
.culture .

Just as their material culture was more responsive

to ecological factors than their non-material culture during
aboriginal times, so material culture was responsive to changes
which would better adapt the culture to the habitat .
Trudeau offers an explanation for this phenomena 1

Jean
All social

systems have internal areas of tensions which become probable
sites of change .

The Cree socio-cultural system offered

insecurity because of the constant need for and the periodic
unavailability of food .

Release from these tensions and

insecurities of life in a culture which traditionally adapted
the best tools"' available to meet the challenge of the habitat,
was a matter of choosing tools which duplicated the work of
their old tools in a more durable and efficient manner .

Con-

sequently tension release, efficiency and reward were import1..

Trudeau, Jean . Culture Change Among the Swampy Cree India
p . 127±:f .
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ant factors in the acceptance of the trapping-trading
complex . '

The "cultural fit" of the new commodities intro-

duced by the Europeans prevented the change from disrupting
the traditional sociocultural systems of the Indians .
The material items selected by the Cree culture are
easily discoverable by examining the inventories of any
Hudson Bay Company post .

The items can be divided into three

catagories, items needed for survival, for adornment and for
consumption . Absolutely necessary items included steel
knives, hatchets, guns, flint, powder, kettles, chisels for
ice, iron. traps, snare wire, and fish twine .

Items for

personal adornment were blankets, lace, linen, sashes,
hankerchiefs, combs, hats, beads, bells, shirts, shoes,
jackets and gimlets .

Items for consumption included tobacco,

brandy and rum, tea, flour, and sugar . 2
These European commodities raised the Cree . standard
of living tremendously, as is demonstrated by . the rapid
adoption and dependence upon the survival items .

European

cutting tools were sharper and more durable than those
traditonal stone and flint tools of the Cree .

Iron axes

simplified the problem of cutting trees for the construction
of canoes or snowshoes . Tepee poles could be obtained with
1 . Trudeau, Jean .
Culture Change Among the S-wampv Cree
Indian . p . 127 et seq .
2.
Inventory, Micabanish House . Sept . 3, 1789 . Hudson
Company Archives .
B145/a/l .
3 . These :words used by ~ailay, A . G .
The Conflict of European
and Eastern Algonkian Cultures . p . 10 .
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greater ease and wood could be choppped for winter fires .
European knives were more effective for cutting up hides
and for cutting sensitive triggers for deadfalls .

European

kettles were stronger, lighter and more durable and capable
of withstanding heat than the aboriginal birch bark containers of the Cree .

Food could be boiled with _greater

efficiency and without the problem of sand and grit in the
food from the hot rocks used in the older method of boiling .
European weapons such as the gun or iron arrowhead permitted
greater ease and success in hunting and promoted the hunting
of larger types of game .

Iron arrowheads and musket balls

penetrated large animals such as moose and bear much,more
deeply than did flint and simplified the problem of safely
killing such animals at a distance .

Iron knives and hatchets

were much more efficient at close quarters in dealing with
these animals and for butchering the carcasses .

The gun

greatly increased the success of the Cree in hunting geese
which were difficult to approach and had to be shot at a
distance .

Steel fish hooks were durable, sharper, and more

effective and reliable than the older bone hooks for
catching fish .

Large quantities of fish, which were dried

and sustained the Cree for long peciods of time, were obtained
from nets made from twine brought T_rom the Europeans .

Iron

traps were also greatly valued by the Cree because of the
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ease with which they could be set without the construction
of a complicated snare or deadfall arrangement .

These

traps provided the Cree with meat for food as well as pelts
for trading .

Even Cree snares were improved by the

introduction of European snare wire for the loops .

Unlike

the old babiche loops, snare wire could not be cut through
by the sharp teeth of animals .

Iron chisels allowed the Cree

to break with greater ease than in the past, the thick ice
of the Northern Lakes to fish or to kill beaver .

In the

Sub-Arctic winter the Cree feared to be without fire, which
could not be started without great trouble, work, time and
ideal conditions .

Return to a cold tepee could quick ;y

spell death by freezing for the Indian whose numb hands would
lack the sensitivity necessary to start a fire .

In 1634

Le Jeune astonished Indians with the ease with which he
could start a fire using French matches and sulphur . 1
Adoption of the European flint and steel by the Cree permitted
much quicker and more reliable means of beginning a fire than
the older methods .

a

..

European awls also became very popular among Cree women
who found them sharper and more effective at piercing tough
hides than the older bones .

Europe«n clothing by the

early ninteenth century also became of importance .

David

Thompson wrote of the great advantage of woollen over leather
1.

Bail-,,y, A. The Conflict of European and Eastern Algonkian
Cultures . p . 55 .

117 .
clothing .

The latter when wet stuck to the skin in an

uncomfortable way and required care in drying to prevent
the leather from becoming hard and brittle or burnt .
Woollen clothing when wet was not uncomfortable and was
1
quickly dried with little difficulty .
European consumption items were also highly useful to the
Cree and were prized .

Sugar was demanded by the Indians

because of the quick energy it provided while on long trapping
trips .

Tea was enjoyed since it provided the only means of

. flavouring the water which the Cree were forced to drink .
Flour provided a substance which was easily stored for the
winter months for times of famine .

Flour was also an, easv

means of carrying nourishment when travelling so that time need
not be spared for hunting .

The increased adaptation to the

habitat offered by these items is most clearly exemplified
by the quickness with which the items were seized upon . One
early writer commented
Hatchets, knives, scissors, needles, and a steel to strike
fire with .
These instruments are now common among the
Indians . They all take these instruments from the
Europeans' and reckon the hatchets and knives much
better than those which they formerly made of stones
and bones . The stone hatchets of the ancient Indians
are very rare in Canada .
Kettles of copper or brass, sometimes tinned in
the inside .
In these the Indians now boil all their
meat, and they have a very great run with them- 2
1 . Tyrrell, J . B . (Ed .) David Thomp ;3 on's Narrative . . . p . 421 .
2 . Innis, H .A . The Fur Trade in Cana(.a . p . 110 .
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Cree of the late eighteenth century expressed their wonderment
that their forebearers had managed to survive without
these items .

Although the myth of the noble Indian has

suggested otherwise, it is apparent that the aboriginal
Cree faced great,difficulties and hardships which were
substantially lightened by the European commodities of the
fur trading period .

The superiority of the European

trading goods created an optimal period in the Cree culture
by permitting a better and more enj.oyable adaptation to the
habitat .

The adoption of European goods was an indication

of the dynamic nature of the Cree culture which integrated
innovations which increased the culture's effectiveness as
a buffer between the Cree and the environment .

The nature of

the new cultural adoption was substitutive since there was
no alteration of the basic orientation of the Cree culture
towards the habitat .
Non-Material Culture .
Property and Marriage .
Changes of property and marriage pattefns- apparent in
the non-material culture were of such a nature as to avoid
altering the Cree identity .

Famine during the aboriginal

period had tended to create family hunting territories among
the Cree .

When beaver pelts became of economic value, the

land on which they lived also became of value .

Harold

Demsetz explains that "property rights arise when it becomes
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economic for those affected by externalities to internalize
benefits and costs ." 1

The adoption of the fur trade and the

new value associated with beaver made it economical to encourage husbanding in order to plan and count on rewards
and to prevent over hunting of land which occurred when costs
F

were borne by all . Husbanding. required the ability to prevent
poaching which in turn created socio-economic changes .
The concept of property was created, and was associated
with hunting territories .

The benefit-cost possibilities

.of preserving the game, Demsetz concludes, exceeded the
problems of cost of internalization and property and conservation -became a common feature among the Cree . 2

^The

Creewere simply adapting to new ecological conditions as
they had consistently done in the past .

The only difference

was that during the fur trade period, beaver was the principal
animal conserved .
Territorial rights were clearly apparent -in the Moose
River basin by 1800 .

The Abitibi Post report of 1824

wrote that the limits'of the territory which belonged to
P

each family_ was as well known by their neighbours as the lines
which separated farms are by the farmers of the civilized
world . 3

The Indians hunting these territories normally

1 . Demsetz . "Towards a Theory of Property Rights ." A .E .R. p .
2 . Loc . Cit .
3 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . Abitibi Post . 1824 . Bl/e/2 .

354 .
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left the young to breed in order to ensure a constant supply
of beaver .

The freedom of the aboriginal Cree to hunt

where they wished continued to be exercised during the fur
trade .

The 1824 Report stated that the poor Indians had a

tendency to poach and to prey on their neighbours "indiscriminantly destroying all before them ." 1

Thus at New Brunswick

House, Mashaway, whose land was not rich in beaver, was
"inclined to encroach upon the lands of their neighbours
the animals are more common ."Ir
where In

1829 one trader

wrote that he had strongly warned the Indians of the "improvidity of killing every animal they meet with, in passing
through the hunting ground of other Indians ." 2

Later~in

1845 the Moose Factory Report complained that an Abitibi
Indian had taken and killed old and young beaver from seventeen
beaver houses which had been left in preserve .

The writer

added :
. . .I need not point out the great injustice your Indians
inflict by thus persisting in their depredations
. . . as well as the still greater injury they do to the
lands of our Indians in thus destroving old and young
and consequently-ruining our Beaver resources . 3
The Abitibi Indian was required to
he had poached .

urn over the furs that

This of course wou'_d not have occurred

prior to 1821 when active competition placed the burden of
1 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . B14`:/a/14 .
2 . Ibid ., B145/a/46 . 1829 .
3 . Ibid ., B63/a/4 . 28 Feb ., 1845 .
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guarding hunting territories fully on the Cree .

Following

1821 the Hudson Bay Company did aid the Indians in guarding
their property, although there seems to be no evidence to support
Denig's statement that the Hudson Bay Company allowed
Indians to trap only certain streams at stated seasons and
prohibited successive hunting of any one place for two or
1
three vears .
The Cree continued to a limited extent to
hunt where they pleased even during the fur trading period .
Those Cree who did adopt hunting territories were reacting
to new ecological conditions in a manner very similar to
their aboriginal practice of creating hunting territories
in time of scarcity to ensure themselves a supply of :meat .
The fur trade was not responsible for a radical change
in the perception of land and property among the Cree .
Intermarriage .
Intermarriage between whites and the Cree was an
acculturative feature of the fur trade .

This poorly documented

phenomena was an inevitable biological result of the influx
of large numbers of white males among a , mixed male and
female native society .

Whether cohabitation between whites

and Cree women was permitted by the Hudson Bay Company
probably depended on the individual Chief Trader .

Initially

all employees were ordered "not to converse, trade or traffic:
with the Indians, directly or indirectly, on pain of for
1 . Denig, E .

"of the Cree or Knisteneau ." M .H .S .B .

1952 . p . 56 .
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feiting all . . . wages ." 1

However, with the development of

inland posts, it was some advantage to the Company for a trader
to have an Indian wife, since he was more likely to renew
his five year contract . Some traders disagreed with this
view . Alexander C.hristie, at Moose Factory in 1825, ordered
that the posts were to prohibit their men from "connection
or intimacy" with Indian women .

2

Christie added in 1826

that Indian women were not to be allowed into the posts
because of the mischief which they caused .

3

Generally

Hudson Bay Company records carry little mention of intermarriage . Exceptional incidents of white-Indian contact were
noted . One such incident involved the murder in 1789<of a
Moose Factory man who had invited an Indian and his wife
into the Company's sloop, made the Indian man drunk, and
4
Although the Cree were opposed
took advantage of his wife .
to such clandestine affairs, many writers have noted that the
Cree "complimented strangers with the Company"of their
wives, and this is not only practiced by the lower ranks
4

but by the chiefs themselves, who esteem it the greatest
proof of courtesy they can give a stranger ." 5

Philip

Turnor in 1779 wrote from Moose Factory that it was essential
1 . Report from the Committee, Appointed to Enquire into the
State and Condition of the Countries Ad -ioininq to Hudson's
Bay and the Trade Carried on T ere . 17 9 . p . 19 .
2 . Hudson Bay Company Archives . B70/a/l .
. .
3 . Ibid .,Julv, 1826 . B70 a/l .
4 . IEid., Oct . 21, 1789 . B135/a/74 . (Moose Factory .)
5 . Carver quoted by Skinner, A . Notes on the Eastern Cree . . . p .
.
Also (-,lover . (Ed .) Andrew 1-:Y rah am's Observations . . . p .
Henry, A . Travels and Adventures in -Canada . p .

58 .
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for the Master of an Inland Post to keep a woman for "half
the Indians that came to the House would offer the Master
their wife, the refusal of which would give great offence
to both the man and his wife . . . ." 1
Cree women were particularly popular with traders .
Harmon reported that so many North West Company traders had
Cree families that their numbers became a burden on the
Company . 2

John Rae found that Cree women had a "pleasing

manner and soft agreeable voices which made them by no means
unattractive ." 3

Mackenzie noted them to be "mild and affable"

and attributed their beautv to the diminishment of the
severity of their labour by their life along lake banks
and their use of canoes . 4

Lacombe in the 1880's wrote that

the Cree had always shown themselves friends of the whites,
and because of this, early traders married Cree in particular
because of the friendliness and hospitality demonstrated . 5
Certainly by the twentieth century early surveying reports mention

many half breeds among the Cree . 6

one hunter at

Moose Factory in 1907'was amazed at the "extraordinary white
features and appearance of young Indian girls, so white was
their skin and certainly the excellent pronounciation with
which they spoke the English language, would deceive anyone
1 . Glover . (Ed .) 'Moose Factory Journals . . . p . XXV .
2 . Harmon, D . A Journal of the Vovages an Travels . . . p . 60 .
3 . Rae, J . "on the Condition and Characteristics o.f Some o-the Native Tribes . . ." J .S .A . 1882 . p . 484 .
4 . Mackenzie , A . Vovages from Montreal . . . p . 118 .
5 . Lacombe, Dictionnaire de la Lanaue des Cris . . . p . XT .
6.
Report on the Exploration and Survev of N . Ontario . p . 37
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not previously acquainted with their ancestry ." 1
Intermarriage and the introduction of white blood
had little effect on the Cree culture .

Europeans who took

Cree wives were already highly familiar with the Cree culture
and adopted many aspects of the Cree way of life from their
wives . Very seldom,did the Cree women gain extensive European
cultural attributes from the marriage and for this reason fur
traders returning to civilization usually left their native
wives behind .

Children of mixed marriages grew up with

Indian children and adopted the Indian culture .

There was

little discrimination by the Cree against half breeds .
Mixed-blood children who were sons of. prominent fur traders
were sometimes given an education in reading and accounts
to become fur traders themselves .

Their ability with the

Cree language remained essential and in either case life
continued to focus around trapping and trading of fur .
It is difficult to discover other traits which were
introduced into the Cree non-material culture by the fur
trade .

The life cycle, specialization, travel . patterns,

recreation and psychology of the Cree all remained similar
to aboriginal practices .

The social organization in spite

of inter-marriage remained as extended family groups with
agamous marriage patterns .
weak .

Political organization remained

Families continued to focus around good hunters and

1 . Carrell, F . "Our Fishing and Hunting Trip in Northern
Ontario ." Rod and Gun , 1907 . passim .
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trappers, who continued to lack firm control of their
followers .

Religious beliefs were untouched by Christianity

until the 1840's .

Even at this date religious instru-

ction was scanty and tended to complement rather than replace
native beliefs .

In explaining the consistency of aboriginal
F

cultural patterns it is interesting to examine the promotion
of cultural traits .
Determination of Cultural Traits .
Traits Promoted in the Cree Culture By Donor group .
It is difficult to determine traits which were promoted
among the Cree for the advantage of the Europeans, and traits
selected by the Cree culture .

Clearly goods for personal

adornment and consumption fell into both categories .

The

Europeans promoted European dress to create an artificial
system of rank and status among the Cree to encourage their
trade with the Hudson Bay Company rather than with rivals .
Indians who were successful in bringing down large amounts
of furs and fellow Indians were granted particular honours
during tracing .

The pre-eminent Indian of the band was alone

invited inside the post to smoke the callimutt or pipe .
After half an hour of smoking the Indian would commence
bargaining, and was given a gift of brandy and tobacco to
carry back to the band . 1
1 . Rich, E,E .

The following day during trading,

(Ed .) James Isham's Observations . . . p . 85 .
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only the chief was allowed into the trading room .

Fin-

ally the chief was honoured with a gift of a distinctive
'captain's' or 'lieutenants' clothes according to his rank .
The full costume appeared as follows :
The chief wore a coarse cloth coat, either red or
blue, lined with baize with regimental Gaffs and
The waistcoat and breeches are of same : the
collar .
suit ornamented with broad and narrow orris lace of
different colours ; a white or checked shirt ; a pair
of va .rn stockings tied below the knee with worsted
garters, a pair of English shoes . The hat is laced
and ornamented with feathers of different colours . A
worsted sash is tied around the crown, an end hanging
out of each side down to the shoulders . A silk
handkerchief is tucked by the corner into the loops
behind ; with these decorations it is put on the captain's
head and completes his dress . The lieutenant i: s ; also
_
presented with an inferior suit . 1
Artificial ranks and distinctions were carried on in other
ways,. At the death of old Captain Questal, a faithful
Moose Factory Indian, the Company gave him an impressive
buriaI with pomp and ceremony .

A wooden coffin . _was con-

structed, the flag was lowered at half mast and a gun
salute was fired . 2

Such artificial distinctions were

essential during a period of competition wIien - it was necessary to gain complete lovalty of the Cree in order to
obtain their trade .

The rank system was incredibly

successful . The Indians were eager to help the Hudson's
Bay Company in order to obtain their uniforms .

Consequently

1 . Glover . (Ed .) Andrew Graham's Observations . . . p . 317 .
2 . Glazebrook . (Ed .) Moose Factory Journals .. p . 207 .
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they returned regularly each summer to the hosts, and, as
Umfreville has noted, attempted to pick up as many Indians
on the way, down the River as possible in order to increase
their self-esteem . 1

This system of ranks was not designed to

alter any aspects of the Cree culture and simply spurred
the Cree on to h

t and trap at greater lengths . The system

of ranks and uniforms led to considerable friendship between
traders and leading Indians .
One of the more important trading items among the Indians
brandy which was given as a gift when the Indians

was

came to a post .

As early as 1717 Thomas McCliesh, a Chief_

Trader, had pointed out :
can have more done
the trade in small furs
for forty beaver in any
is become so bewitching
. . .I

F .

towards the encouragement of
for a gallon of brandy then
other goods in the .factory : it
a liquor amongst the Indians . . . . 2

In 1813 it was a common belief that liquor greatly encouraged
the Indians to exert themselves in hunting and in paying
3
The Abitibi Post Journal noted that "rum
their credits .
answers very well for trade," and found that the Indians were
4 .
"lured to the house in winter for liquor ."
There. has been much criticism of the Hudson Bay Company
and its opponents for their use of alcohol .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

This criticism

Umfreville, E . The Present State of Hudson Bay . p . 57 .
Glover .. (Ed .) Letters from Hudson Bav 1703-10, p . 48 .
Hudson Bav_ C omnanv Archives . Abitibi Post . Bl e/3 .
Ibid ., Bl e/2 .
c~
. Tvrrall, J .E . (Ed .) David Thompson's Narrative . . .- n . 53 .
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was often opposed to the use of alcohol in the great Lake
and St . Lawrence region rather than the more regulated trade
in the North .

Lahontan who was familiar with the Great Lakes

trade found the liquor of New France to be "murdering stuff",
"brew'd and adulterated" in such a form that it "sweeps off
f
men so fast, that one who has not seen the fatal effects of
it can scarce credit'em ." 1
did doubly

Certainly the fur trade companies

distill the liquor to increase its strengtY

in order to reduce transporation costs . Moose Factory distilled
its own liquor and sent it to the inland posts by canoe,
where it was amply diluted with crater to increase the amount
of liquor available for trade and to reduce casts .

F .

It was

diluted liquor which was commonly sold .
In North Eastern Ontario injuries from drunken bouts
were rare among the Cree .

Rival companies regulated the

liquor traffic to prevent injury among the Indians and
to prevent an attack on a post by the Cree .

With only two

or three traders at an unfortified post, it was in the
traders interest to watch closely the drinking of the Cree .
Furthermore the relative scarcity of Indian hunters made
each India.a hunter valuable for his annual fur catch .

Fur

traders knew every Cree of their district by name and the size
of his fur debt .

The dependence of the post upon these

Indians caused the traders to take care that their Indians
1 . Lahontan . New Vovages to North America . Vol . I, p .

47 .
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would not be injured .

In the following description of the

fur trade, dated 1790, during the height of the Hudson Bay
versus the North West Company competition, these points
were still important .
It cannot be ascertained that much evil has hitherto
resulted frorp the spirits distributed to Indians by
the voyagers of this country ; . . . . The Trade's personal
interest and safety have been the best security aqainst
It does not appear that they have given the
abuses .
Indians more Rum than was necessary to prevent them from
carrying their Furs to a distant or Foreign market,
nor has it been customary to make Rum an article of
Its use is rather confined to
Barter in the Trade .
gift at feasts and public talks, where care is taken
to guard against the evil consequences of drunkeness
and debauch . The traders are sensible that their most
permanent interests are that the Indians be induced to
hunt, that they be annually supplied with necessaries,
ammunition, and clothing, in exchange for the Beaver
For, tho' Rum might procure
and furs of their chase .
obtained only by its means
a
year,
yet
if
the hunt of
would
cease
. Murder might result
future industry
evils
.1
and all its concomitant
Descriptions of the effects of alcohol on Indians are
numerous and incredible .

There are several reasons which

explain the highly coloured prose .
deliberately biased .

Many descriptions were

Missionaries such as the Jesuits were

involved icn an attempt to halt the fur trade which interfered
with their Christi anization plans by causing the Indians
to travel in the woods for most of the year .

Consequently

they used extreme, rare and highly exaggerated examples of
drunken bouts by Indians to attack the administration of
New France which was pro -~-.iting from the fur trade .
1 . Innis, H .A . The Fur Tracle - in C anada . p . 268 .

Their

130 .
descriptions of bouts were eclectic from notable incidents
takem from a long temporal range, and did not suggest
every day occurrences .
Secondly the nature of journalism with its focus on
the unusual tended to concentrate on Indian drinking to
excite European emotions .

Death of an Indian_ by famine was

frequent but was seldom noted, while a drunken Indian brawl
near European settlements was frequently recorded by journali_sts and seemed to receive attention in the records
which: survive to this day .

Yet white drinking during the

same period was just as heavy but was seldom reported .

The

existence of heavy European drinking was apparent in the
order by the Governor of the Hudson Bay Company to Factors
to prevent immoderate drinking among European employees and
to seize all brandy and spirituous liquor not belonging to
the Company . I

Such descriptions as the Flying_. Post entry

for July 15, 1845 was symbOli-C

of common occurrences .

The trader noted thata his men .-were lying around all day like
dogs, having grit drunk and fought like cats and dogs all
the previous night . The trader was astonished at the extraordinary pleasure his men obtained from becoming intoxicated . 2
Death-s among the whites from such drunken frays were also
1 . Hu_3son S ay Companv Archives . Oct .
2 . Ibid .,

17, 1825 . B124/a/3 .
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common .

1

Indeed trader Daniel Harmon would rather have

fifty drunken Indians in his post than five drunken Canadians .

2

A third reason for the heavy concentration of writing
on Indian drinking habits was the nature of the scene at the
trading. posts .

Because different groups of Indians were

always coming into the fur post to trade, there was always
the spectacle of drunken Indians near European settlements
to excite and disgust writers .

These writers :Ignored the

fact that these Indians did not drink in the woods and
were sober every day . of the year excepting their short
annual. visit to the post .
Present day chronic drinking habits were impossible
for the Cree .

To gain liquor, the Indian needed to be a

good hunter and only efficient hunters obtained sufficient
liquor to become temporarily intemperate

Traders would

not give gifts of liquor to those Indians who lacked furs
to trade .

Drinking bouts were limited by the amount of

liquor available to one or two days once or-Mice a year,
and the Ciee through experience usually removed guns,
knives, and other dangerous implements prior to drinking
to prevent accidents . To obtain liquor, the necessary furs
had to be trapped. during the remainder of the year .

The

Indian was also engaged in a full time activity of p.l.rsuing
game animals for food and had little leisure time for drinking .
1 . Hudson Bay C omn any Archives . B135/a/89 .
2 . Harmon . Daniel. A Journal of , the Voyages .-

102 .
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In material culture, the Cree did not suffer from his
occasional bouts, since the Company kept the Indian suppliec'
on credit with the necessities of hunting ; --guns, flints,
powder and knives .

Since fur trading companies relied on

Indian furs, leaving the Indian without the vital necessities
for trapping was to defeat the very nature of the fur trade
and would lose the loyalty of the Indian to the company .
Drinking did not suggest new behavioural patterns for
the Cree, for as Dailey has pointed out drinking in excess
was in accordance with "eat-all" feats where everything was
eaten at once . 1

The Indians were genetically no more subject

to alcoholism than the whiteman .

Alcohol can be seen as

offering to the Cree, as to the modern miner or lumberjack,
a temporary pleasurable escape which occasionally took
place between long periods of tedious work .

Alcohol did

not appear to have altered or adversely affected the optimal
qualities inherent in the Cree culture's adaptation to the
habitat du: :ing the fur trade era .
The loss of aboriginal survival traits among the Moose
River basi~ -i Cree was of no more significance to the Cree
culture than the effects of alcohol .

The rapid adoption of

the gun, tAe knife and the kettle was but an indication of
the value and usefulness of these items to the Cree as comp-=red
1 . Dailey, R .C . "The Role of Alcohol . . ." Anthropologica . 1968 .
p . 51 .
Fo r causes of chronic alcoholism ass Psvcholoq i ca l
Abstracts . Vol . 43, 1969 . Number 13086 .
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with their abandoned and forgotten older skills .

The gun

was so effective that, as Hearne noted, "their bows and arrows
are . . . of little use ."i

David Thompson also reported that

older Indians when speaking of their ancestors wondered
how they could have lived by bow and arrow alone . 2

Dr . King

in 1857 suggested some of the problems of using a bow to hunt .
To make an Indian really a hunter with the bow and
arraw, a deer stalker, takes a whole life ; you cannot
re-teach the present generation ; it takes a whole life
to learn to approach at that distance the animal for
which the bow and arrow came into use . 3
Prior to European contact, the Cree were highly dependent
on a primitive technology for exploiting a harsh habitat .
The introduction of useful European trading items enabled the
Cree to exploit this habitat far .more effectively by improving
their success at killing and trapping game,

Europeans were

unable to exploit the Cree by withholding necessary iron
commodities since competition made these items readily
available to the Indians from rival traders .
The Cree, having acquired an iron technology from the
whites, developed skills in using this techriblogy which
A'

enabled them to repair European commodites and construct new
items with consid, :rable ingenuity .

Denig, for instance,

wrote that the Cree had made and acquired iron tools, and
1 . Tyrrell, J .B . (Ed .) Hearne, Samuel . Journey to a Northern
Sea . p . 308 .
2 . Tyrrell, J .B . (Ed .) David Thomoson' s Narrative . . . p- i13 .
3 . Report cf the Select Committee on Hudson's Bav . . . 1857 .
p . 315 .
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were repairing kettles and were constructing tin cups and
other utensils out of old pans and worn out sheet iron
buckets .

Some Cree, he stated, were tolerably good black-

smiths, who could repair a gun lock, cut a screw, make knives,
grates, scrapers and other metal tools . l

In effect the

European culture introduced metal which enabled the Cree
to improve their adaptation to the habitat, and in
time of need to make aboriginal instruments from iron
which were far more effective than the original stone and
bone devices .
In addition to the value of European technology, the
_>
Moose River basin Cree benefitted from the Hudson Bay Company
posts .

They became a place of refuge when starvation because

of accident, illness, or game scarcity, appeared inevitable .
In the 1700's, the posts were stocked with extra supplies
of oatmeal, peas, and salted geese to feed starving Indians . 2
Post Journals frequently noted the arrival of starving Indians .
"Two Indians came in starving,_ supplied them with oatmeal,
..
3
their
peas, a. few salted fish --little brandy to
father ."
Another typical entry states : "Captain's Questach's Family
in, some starved, one poor fellow died . . .

the poor old

Captain cried with joy at having reached the Port ." 4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Denig . "Of the Cree or Knisteneau ." M .H .S .B . 1952, T) . 62 .
Joseph lZobson . i n Report from the Committee . . . 1749 . ,r., . 216 .
Hudson F3av Companv Archives . Bl a 4 .
;laze rcok . Ed . Moose Factory Journals . . . T) . 173 .
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At times Moose Factory sent out supplies to inland Indians
and supported as many as one hundred Indians who were fed
daily. .

Often these Indians were given powder, shot, flints

and tobacco, and were sent off to hunt . 1

Such treatment

as this provided the Cree with a security which contributed
to the- .fu:-- trade period as being culturally optimal for the
Cree . .
Disease .
It i5 difficult to argue that the Cree reached their
cultural climax during the fur trade by discussing disease
since no inforriation is available as to aboriginal diseases
among the Cree .

It must be realized that many - diseases of

the Cree may have predated the arrival of Columbus .

"dany

epidemics among the Indians which occurred during the fur
trade period may also have occurred during the aboriginal
period,. caused by weakness from malnutrition and from the
Sub-Arctic climate .

During the fur trade the Cree may

actually have benefitted from better health,

resulting from a bet-

ter diet due to their improved ability to exploit the habitat .
The Cree also had the services of the doctors of the Hudson
Bay Company, who had developed a practical ability at treating
wounds and setting broken bones .
Now diseases which did emerge among the Cree, did not from
cultural viewpoint alter the material or non-material aspects
1 . Hudson :Bay Company Archives . Dec . 15, 1730 . B135/a/14 .
laze coo . `Soose Factory Journals . p . 183 .
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of their life style .

Disease was regarded by the Cree as

an ecological pressure, similar to famine, and not related
The detrimental effects of disease

to the Europeans .

seem to have been offset by the new technology of the Cree .
The lucrative success of the fur trade in the Moose River
f

drainage basin suggests that in spite of reports of the
horrors of Indian epidemics, Indian numbers were not in
fact declining .

Numerous Cree continued to trap pelts and

to carry them to ?loose Factory on a regular basis, permitting
the Company to maintain at a profit not only a large central
entrepot, but also many small inland posts which faced vigorous
competition by rival traders . Obviously the numbers of. Cree
could not have been declining to permit such competition to
be carried on with profit .
It. seems probable that the large European epidemics
which. swept. the Treat Lakes and Prairies were caused by
the frequent Indian contact with Europeans in those areas .
The large small pox epidemic of the mid-ninteenth century
4

for instance emerged from the large influx o"f American
settlers travelling the Oregon and Mormon Trails to the
Pacific .

Few of these epidemics appeared to have reached

as far North as the relatively isolated Hudson Bay region .
The smallpox and venereal disease that Lahontan found in
the late seventeenth century around the Great
Lakes was never reported in the Moose River basin . l
':

Lahontan  New Voyages to North Ame rica . p . 46 .

In 1776-
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1777 a smallpox

epidemic which struck the Northern Canadian

regions was again not mentioned in the Journals of Moose
Factory or the inland posts!

Since disease affected trading,

sickness among the Indians was normally mentioned, and it
is doubtful that the disease reached the Moose River basin .
Umfreville described a smallpox

epidemic on the Plains in

the 1780's . Attacking the monolopy of the Hudson Bay Company,
Umfreville tended to exaggerate the effects of the disease
by describing dying Indians lying in hundreds .
Numbers began to die on every side ; the infection spread
rapidly ; and hundreds lay expiring . . . . Heads, legs
. . .
and :arms lay indiscriminately scattered about .
.
Such
has
been
the
fate
The very air became infectious
one
in-fifty survive
of many of the tribes . . . . Scarce
it .
2
Again Journals of the Moose River region do not refer to
the disease .

In 1795, however, there was reference to a

fatal sickness throughout the Moose River area which had
carried off some good fur hunters .

In 1822 the Journals

noted epidemical catarrh, a popular term for tuberculosis 4
Flying Post during the 1830's, found that the Cree who went
down to Like Huron to obtain government presents, obtained
an epidemical disease, probably whooping cough .

Generally

writers noted that dysentery, distemper and venereal disease
were commcn among the Cree during the ninteenth century
1.
2.
3.
4.

Denig, E . "of the Cree . . ." M .H .S .B . 1952 . p . 46 .
Umfreville, E . The Present State of Hudson Bay . p . 48 .
Hudson Bav Comcanv Archives . B135/a786 & B1
a/83 .
Ibid ., B135/a/145 .
Tbid ., B80/e/3, & B124/a/2 .
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while graham in particular saw tuberculosis as a major
threat . l

Hind wrote that smallpox

epidemics occurred in

the West in 1816 and 1817, but these apparently were not
large enough to reach Northern Ontario . 2

In 1838 smallpox

was again said to have struck the West, but the Hudson Bay
Company was reported to have introduced vaccine . 3
It appeared that the Cree Indian of North Eastern
Ontario during the fur trading period was generally healthy
Many descriptions of epidemical diseases among the Indians
did not apply to the Moose River drainage basin, because of
the relative isolation of this area .

One reqular visitor

to Moose Factory reported in 1857 that this region was'`
peaceful and healthy .
In the thickwood country they are more under our own
care, under our own eyes . . . .
There are no wars, there
is no loss of life arising from wars .
There has been
no small-pox ; the country has been healthy, and the
means of living, if not abundant, have been sufficient . 4
Disease seemed to have offered only minor difficulties to
the Moose River Cree and did not alter or affect the cultural
optimality of the fur trade era .
Conclusion .
Fisher has araued that one cannot draw a distinction
1 . Glover . (Ed .) Andrew Graham's Obse rvations . . . p . 143 .
Also Umfreville . The Present State of Hudson B ay . -? . 48 .
2 . Hind . Canadian Red R iver and Assinniboine and Saskatchewan Expedition . 1860 . passim .
3 . Denig, E . "Of the Cree .~ r'l.H . S . B . 1952 . passim .
4 . Select Committee on the Hudson Bay Company, 1857 . p . 316 .
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between pre-contact normal evolutionary behaviour and post
contact acculturation since fur trade alterations in the
Indian cultural patterns were voluntary and followed precontact evolutionary lines . 1

The Indians were adapting

to changed ecological conditions which made beaver valuable,
rather than being forcefully directed into acculturated
changes attributable to conscious European intervention .
This factor and the presence of some pre-requisite conditions
permitted the Cree culture to reach an optimal period in
, its adaptation of the Cree to the habitat .
European rivalry was one pre-requisite for cultural
optimality .

The geography of North Eastern Ontario

favoured the cultural climax of the Cree by placing the Cree
in the dominant marketing position .

The competitive

European rivalry based on the Hudson Bay versus the St .
Lawrence access routes which emerged from 1670 to 182.1
depended upon the low, ill-defined intervening--'height of land
between the adjacent drainage basins .
geography producedas

a

The effects of this

primary theme of the-fur trade, a

continuous conflict between Europeans for furs .

Ths conflictt

commenced between rival nations, England and France and
expanded into English competition between rival metropolitan
centres, London, and Montreal .

Even following 1821 the Hudson

1 . Fisher, A .D . "The Cree of Canada . Some Ecological an :'
Evolutionary Considerations ." W .C .J .A . 1969 . ap ssim .
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Bay Company continued to compete with independent fur traders
in North Eastern Ontario .
The Cree were placed in the dominant customer position
with the freedom to choose the buyer .

Competition forced

competing companies to consider the interests of the Cree
by offering high quality merchandise, trust, gifts and
competitive prices .

Fur traders were forced to know their

Indians personally, and to treat them with honesty and
fairness to obtain their loyalty .

The continuous conflict

between Europeans tended to divert attention from a conflict
between Europeans and the Cree . Because European ::. were
competing against themselves for furs they had little
energy to alter the life style of the natives by introducing
such European traits as Christianity, agriculture and school
education .
The characteristics of the Europeans in contact with the
Cree fulfilled a second prerequisited for optimality .
European traders were highly skilled men with a knowledge
of the Cree culture and language .

Since these men were

skilled in their craft as Indian traders they shared Cree
values and were adamantly opposed to any activity which
would destroy their fur trade careers or alter their way
of life . Consequently fur trar.e agriculture never grew
beyond large gardens, designed to supplement the dining
table of the fur trader with vegetables .

One explorer in the
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1880's wrote that "farming in inland posts is a rather
primitive and unscientific type confined chiefly to the
Little attention is paid to
1
The lack of agricdrainage, none to rotation of crops ."

potato as the field crop . . . .

ultural techniques among the fur traders themselves is an
indication of the vigour they expressed in disputing demands
by missionaries for the Cree to obtain a settled agricultural
European traders, being limited in numbers

way of life .

and widely scattered, were prevented by the Cree nomadic
habits from frequent contact, while the contact which did
occur re-emphasized the aboriginal characteristics of the
Cree culture .

The Cree were encouraged to continue to use

the tepee, or the tent, shelters which stressed mobility,
and were not encouraged to adopt log cabins which suggested
a sedentary life .

There was no fundamental reshuffling of

the elements of the Cree culture .

The adaptation of the

culture to new material traits did affect property patterns
but in a wav similar to aboriginal times .

01

Changes did not

4

occur in such aspects of non-material culttire-such as life
cycles, specialization of labour, or Cree psychology .

Pol-

itical and social organization remained fundamentally
similar to pre-contact .

Ecological factors which were

predominant in Cree life before the fur trade retained their
dominance .

The Crees adaptation to the habitat by hun'-

fishing and gathering continued .
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The common orientation of both cultures towards the
fur trade meant that the Cree culture maintained its autonomous nature and internal controls .

The Cree culture had

always introduced innovations which had permitted better
human adaptation to the threatening habitat for survival,
and European material commodities were, in effect, simply
a cluster of innovations which strengthened the culture's
relationship to the environment .

Cree cultural changes

were voluntary and congruent with previously existing patterns
rather than a rejection of one set of patterns for another .
The Cree's chief aim during the fur trade was to make a .good
collection of fur, a practice congruent with

the hunting

of animals for food and furs during the aboriginal period .
For this collection of furs, the Cree required and received
no European education .

A symbiotic relationship developed

which improved the Cree ability to survive along lines
developed by the aboriginal culture, while the Europeans
also benefitted .

The 'Cree culture, can be seen as an 'open

culture' in its relationship with th` Europeans and has
been defined as 'native modified,' in that the basic Cree
identity remained clear cut but with limited material modifications .

Denig summed up the effects of the fur trade

on the Cree, by suggesting an increase in their practical-
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knowledge :
By association with white settlers, they have
acquired a good deal of practical and useful knowledge,
understand to some extent the value of money, are good
judges of the qualities of merchandise, count with
facility and show great shrewdness in their dealings .
They practice economy in their domestic life, trade
only useful articles, take great care of their provisions and make the most they can of everything .
. . .Everyone minds his own business, ulaces his
whole attention on gain, seldom takes offence and
departs as soon as his objects are accomplished . 1
It is apparent that the fur trade period was materially
more beneficial for the Cree culture than the ahoriginal
period since the Cree were better ecologically adapted to
survive along their traditional lines by the use of .a superior
technology,

Steel knives replaced bone cuttihg edges,

guns replaced the bow, kettles replaced birch bark bowls,
traps complemented snares, and flint and steel replaced
pyrite stone for fires .

These items permitted a more

effective exploitation of the habitat, since muskets
were more efficient than bows, traps more effective than
deadfalls, steel knives more useful than stone, iron fish
hooks more reliable than bone, fish twine more adaptable
than weirs, and snare wire more durable than rawhide .
Furthermore ice chisels permitted the capture of beaver in
winter, a difficult task in the past, while muskets made
geese easier to kill .

The presence of the whiteman was

insurance of aid in case of need .

:ill these factors permiL~ed

1 . Denig, E . "of the Cree or Kristeneaux . . ." n . 66 .
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the Cree to reach a culturally optimal period between 1650
and 1900 .
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Chapter IV .

Civilization and_ Its Impact Upon the C ree .

During the fur trading period from 1673 to 1900 both
the Cree and the Europeans shared a congruent perception of
furs as the only valuable resource from North Eastern Ontario .
By the late ninteenth century perception of the North by
entrepreneurs from Southern Ontario was beginning to change .
Southern Ontario by this . date was almost completely settled .
Urbanization was rapid and bustling cities swelled in numbers,
and size .

Railways were rapidly constructed to open

hinterland resources and markets to large mercantilistic
metropolitan centres, while the separate British colonies
were united by confederation on the promise of a transcontinental railway from sea to sea .
In the land of the Cree in North Eastern Ontario,_
there was only one person for every thirty-five square miles
surveyor believed that there was. . not one
One
in 1890 . 1
white settler between Lake Nipissing and James Bay in 1894 . 2
The fur trade with the Cree Indian continued with mutual
P
profit uninterrupted in the Moose Piver basin until the
twentieth century because of a European legal dispute over
sovereignty of the region, the perception of the region as
inhospitable, the inaccessability of the area, and the
1 . Borron, E .B . ' Rep ort on the Basin of the Moose River and
Adjacent Country Belonging to the Province o, Ontario . 1890 .
p . 74 .
2 . in Patterson, J .A . "Nipissing and James Bay Railway
Survey ." O .L .S .R .T . 1894 . p . 83 .
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disagreement over the nature of the resources .
Until the transfer of Rupert's land to the Canadian
Government in 1869 for 1300,000 ., movement of lumbering
industries and settlement northward was restr~.cted legally
by the Hudson's Bay Company charter, and was restricted
pragmatically by `the Hudson Bay Company from its Timiskaming
and LaCloche posts .

With the transfer of sovereignty in

1869, ownership of Northern Ontario, North of the r reat Lake
watershed was disputed by the Ontario and federal qovernments
until the Ontario Boundary Settlement of 1889 . 2

The insec-

urity caused by this boundary dispute prohibited provincial
exploration of the resources of North Eastern Ontario until
1890 . Information concerning the region came primarily from
travel books, diaries, and newspaper articles written by
travellers, journalists, and missionaries concerning their
Visionvisits and work among the Cree Indian . 3
,

of the

region by these Europeans was of an inhospitable, frozen,
1 . Galbraith, J . S . The Hudson's Bay Company_ as an Imperial
Factor . p . 42 .
2 . Biggar, E . Sir Oliver Mowat . Vol . II, p .-- 375 et se . Also
Zaslow, M . The Ontario Boundary Dispute ." in Profiles of
A Province . passim .
3 . Post 18557-c~sinclude : Robinson, H .-7\1 . "A Day With Hudson's
Bay Dog Sledaes . " Lippincott' s Magazine . 1879 .
Robinson,
.
The
Great
Fur
Land
Sketchesof
Life
in
the Hudson
H .M
or
T
Nort
-,1es
an
Bav Territory .
Fountain, Paul .
e :,rea
the Great Lake Region of North i\Tnerica .
Anderson, Rev . D .
Hudson's Bay
The Net in the Bav, . .
Ryerson, Rev . John .
or a Misslonarv `lour. .
Proulx, J . B . A la Baie D u7son . . .
Buc land, Rev . A . R. John Horden, Missionarv Bishop . .
Batty, B . Forty-^',ao Years Pmonast the ?ndians and Fs }-imos .
Barnley, Rev . (7 . "Extract of a l Letter -From kloose T'actorv ."
British North America Methodist Wesleyan "-1anazine . 1841 .
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wasteland . 1

The country was described as dangerously cold

for seven or eight months with ten feet of snow . 2
summer the myriad mosquitos, dreary, low, swampy,

In the
landscape,

overcast skies, and stunted scrubby trees offered little
attraction .

Such a perception stimulated little interest

in European exploration and development of Northern Ontario
1

prior to the twentieth century .
The construction of the C',anadian Pacific Railway
along the infertile crescent of the Canadian Shield on the
North side of the Great Lakes re-emphasized to most travellers
the

view

of apparent barreness and the rocky nature of

the land with its endless grey rocks, scraggly pine and
r
blackened timber . 3

Settlers moving northward- from Southern

Ontario along the Ottawa River and the rivers of the North
shore of Georgian Bay, encountering the rocky hills, lakes
and impenetrable forest of the Canadian Shield, desisted
from efforts to enter and settle the land of the Cree . 4
1 . See for instance : Tyrrell, J .B . (Ed .) Documents Relating
Lahontan . New Voyages
to the Early History of Hudson Bay .
to North America . " Ellis, H . A Vcvage to Hudson's Bay
y the Dc bs, galley and Caliunta, In the' 'ears I7-T6 and
Clerk ot
1747, For Discovering the North ~^est Passage .
for
the
Discovery
California
.
An
Account
of
a
VOvacfe
the
the Westerm
PassacTe
by
Hudson's
Straits,
to
of a North West
Account
of
Americ
a
.
Uo_
bs,
A
.
An
an Southern Ocean or
Northwest
Baw
in
the
the Countries Adjoining to Hudson's
Part of America .
2 . Lahontan . New Vovaqes to North America . p . 213 . See also
Wa_L~e, W .S . (Ed .) John
Ballantyne, R . _Hudson's Day .
McLean's Notes of a Twenty Five ;'ears' Service in the
Hu son's Bav Territory .
Tie Transcontinental Railways ." Science , 1887 .
3 . Hubbaard, 7 .
Anglican Church House . Letterbook, John Horden . SeQt . 1889 .
Newnham, S . The Babes in the Woods . 1885.
4 . An Emigration ~3uice to Ontario . 1 80 . p . 13 .
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Lack of knowledge concerning the land of the Cree tended
to re-emphasize its wilderness nature . Tile Ontario Department
of Agriculture in 1897, for instance, asserted that the land
north of the Great Lakes "has been scarcely touched by the
foot of the whiteman and then only in rare instances by the
hunter and trapper ." 1

This attitude in turn discouraged

the construction of access routes .

Prior to the Canadian

Pacific Railway, the only access to the land of the Cree was
from James Bay by ship, or by a .

'

-monthly summer steamer

( from Sarnia which stopped at Sault Ste . Marie, "lichipicoten,
and Pic . 2

From these points Indians and canoes could be

engaged to travel inland .

With the completion of the' C . P . R .

post offices were opened in Biscotasing in 1894, in Chapleau
in 1836, and at Missinabie in 1894 . 3 From the Mattawa station
the old Timiskaming, Quinze Lake and Abitibi canoe route was
open. to the canoeist .

From the Missinabie Station a route

to Crooked Lake and to the Missinaibi River was available .
From the Biscotasing Station the canoeist could travel along
n
,
1 . Ontaric, Premier Province of Canada . 1897 . "p . 18 . See also
Caiman Pacific Railway . Report o Progress on the
ExniorG tion and Surveys . 1874 . p .
3.
T'atterson, J .A .
"Ni
-p
lnq and James Bav Railway Survev ." C .L .S .R .T . 1894 . p . 107
Parks, ?--XTillian . "Niven's Base Line, 1899 . O . .D .M .A . P . 1900
p . 190 . Niven . "Survev of the Boundary Lane Between Alqoma
and Nipissinq Districts ." O .L .S .R .T . 1899 . Departmen t of
Lands and Forests . Annual Renort
. 1908 . p . VI .
2 . Hunter, -I ."Before t e Cana tan Pacific Railway and Now ."
Rod and gun, 1909 . passim .
Also Province of Ontario . Handbook of Resources . p . 15 .
ices o 1895 ." om
3 . Campbell, F . "Northern Ontario Post
in B .N .A . Topics .
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the route to Flying Post and Mattagami Post and along the
Mattagami River .

The Canadian Pacific Railway in effect

opened the land of the Cree for European exploration, rather
than settlement .
The growth of government information concerning the
resource potential of the Moose River drainage basin was
initially slow .

Reports of the Hudson's Bay Company, the

Church, the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Geological Survey
of Canada and the Quebec and Ontario Departments of Crown
Lands were conflicting, difficult to interpret, and often
buried

i:r1

voluminous Sessional Papers .

Although the British Select Committee on the Hudson's
Bay Company

1749 revealed that some garden crops were
1
grown . at. Moose Factory, the Canadian Select Committee of 1857
brought forward many contradictory opinions as to the agric2
ultural potential of North Eastern Ontario . Letters . from
Bishop Herder_ at Moose Factory suggested that wheat grew
poorly . 3

Survevs of the Canadian Pacific Railway seemed to

indicate large areas -of fertile land, although
. the political
opposition continued to insist that the climate was unfav1 . Report from the Committee, Annointed to En7uir e i nto the
State and Conditions of the Countries Ad -ioin in, to Hudson 's
Bay an-.-I of the Trade Carried on There . pp . 219,
4.
2 . Report of the Select Commltt o,_ AoT) Ointed to Receive and
o ect Information as tothe Riqht of the Hudson's
Bay Cc7,Danv under their Charter, the Renewal of the License
of Occupatif-~, n and the Character of the Soi -_ and Climate
oofth '~errltcry and its Fitness for Settlement . p . -J70 .
Also p, 27,
, 400 .
3 . Anglican Church House . Letterbook of Bishop Horden . Feb .
18,, 1587 .
_

e
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ourable and the soil barren . 1

By the late 1870's, reports

by McOuat and Bell of the Geological Survev of Canada and
O'Sullivan of the Quebec Dept . of Crown Lands revealed a
large expanse of fertile clay soil North and West of Lake
Abitibi, and large crops of vegetables, oats, and barley
at the posts of the Hudson's Bay Company . 2

Such crops

indicated on a small level, Bell affirmed, what could happen
throughout the clay belt region . 3

Judge Borron, who had

travelled the region numerous times during the 1880's,
felt, on the other hand, that the quantity of arable land
fit for cultivation had been vastly overestimated . 3

The

contradictory nature of such reports provided no clear,,perception
for the government of Ontario as to the resources of the land
of the Cree .
By the 1890's continued land and railroad surveys began
to develop a clearer

ccmcept

of the mineral and agricultural

resources of the region which differed radically from the
1 . Fleming , S . C .P .R. Repor t of Progress . . . 1874 . p . 204 .
C .P .R . Report on Surveys and Preliminary Operations of
the C .P .R . to 1881 . p . 44 et seq . For criticism see Berton .
Hansard . 1880 . p .
Pierre . The National Dream . p . 373 .
1483 . , Hansard . Jan . 10, 1881 . p . 322 . Hansard . 1 9 March,
1884 . p . 965 .
2 . McOuat . "Report . . . on the Country between Lake Temiscaman7
and Abbitibbe . " G .S .C .
A . R . 1872 . p . 135 .
Cochrane, A .S . Field 'Motes, Moose Factory to Abitibi . No .
'
1165 . G .S .C .
Bell, R .
Report on an Exploration in 1875,
between James Bay and Lakes Superior and Huron ." r .S .C . A . R .
1875 . p . 339 .
Bell, R . "Report on an Exploration of the
East Coast of Hudson's Bay ." G . S .C .A .R . 1877-78 . p . 7c .
Wilson . C .A. unpublishe d Field Notes and Diary . G .S .C . 1881 .
6/9/8 1 .
O'Sullivan, H . "Lecture on Northern Canada ."
S .G .Q .B . 1897 . p . 101 .
3 . Borron, E . B . "Report on the Basin of Moose River and
Adjacent Country . . ." 1880 through to 1895 . tfassim .
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traditional perception of the North as a land of fur held
by the Cree and the Hudson's Bay Companv .

Althoug'i Lahontan

in the late seventeenth century had reported copper North
of Lake Superior and De Troves had found lead on Lake
Timiskaming, the first adequate analysis of mineral resources
in North Eastern'Ontario was provided by Robert Bell in the
1870's, who had located lignite, large deposits of magnetite,
gypsum, peat, kaolin, hydro-electricity resources and aspen
1
and spruce valuable for pulp and paper .
The nature of the new

vision

of the North Eastern

Ontario region was symbolized by a belief in Moose Factory
not as the regional fur capital for the Swampy Cree, -but as
as a tidewater seaport and industrial centre of an immensely
rich hinterland serviced by railways and ships, smelting
local iron resources with local supplies of lignite and
2
producing pottery, brick, and glass products . The role
played by the Swampy Cree was not suggested, but presumably
these entrepreneurs would have suggested that the Cree would
1

1 . See Caron,j . Journal de 1'Expedition du"Chevalier de
Troves . . . p . 45 . On minerals see Bell, Rohert . "Report
on an Exploration in 1875 ." G .S .C . A .R . 1875 . p . 326 .
the East Coast . . ."
Bell, R . "Report on an Exploration
1877 . p . 6c . On a seaport see Low, A .P . "On Explorations
in James Bay and the Country . . ." G .S .C . A .R . 1877 . p . 99 .
Als o Borron, E . B . " Report . . . on that Part of the Basin
of Hudson's Bay Belonaing to the Province of Ontario ." lt?83 .
Borron . "Report on the Lakes
Ibid ., 1884, p . 43 .
p . 27 .
in the Province of
Mater
and
Water-Power
and Rivers',
Ontario ." 1891 .
Le Bassin "Ieridional de la Baie
2 . Langelier, J . C .
d'Hudson . p . 89 .
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become an industrial proletariat servicing the blast furnaces
and mining the ores and coal .
The influence of this European industrial perception
of the potential and possibilities of North Eastern
Ontario stimulated the provincial government to take an
interest in the region .

This interest was first apparent in

1880 when the Select Committee on Boundaries gathered and
reprinted early reports by Bell and Borron on the agricultural and mineral possibilities of the region. 1

Following

the settlement of legal jurisdiction in 1889, the Ontario
government immediately appointed a Royal Commission on Mineral
Resources .

Again E .B . Borron and Robert Bell were ke!-,

witnesses as to the mineral resources of the land of the Cree .
The outcome of the Commission was the establishment of the
Ontario Department of Mines on March 4, 1891 under Archibald
Blue "to aid in promoting the mining interests of the province . "3The third and fourth annual reports of this department
presented detailed and optimistic reviews of the resources
4,
of Northern Ontario .
Agricultural surveys of North Eastern Ontario during th-=_
1890's revealed that the land of the Cree contained immense
1 . Report of the Select Committee on the Boundaries between
the Province of Ontario and the linoraanized Territories
o the Dominion . 1880 .
2 . Province of Ontario . Royal Commission on ?Mineral Resource!_.
54 Victoria . Chapter 8, 1891 .
3 . Statute s of Ontario .
A . R . 1894 .
4 . Blue, A "The _-_4nterland of Ontario ." O . D .%I .
Blue, A . "New Ontario ." O . D .'!1 .
A . R . 1895 .
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areas of arable land, drained by large rivers and covered
with timber .

The upsurge in the North American economy

since 1886, symbolized by the expansion of the labour force,
capital and industrial output of Toronto, had led to a rapid
2
A technological breakadvancement of European technology .
through in mechanical and chemical pulping of wood, caused
by the demand for huge amounts of paper to feed urban newspaper presses, made black spruce a valuable timber for pulpwood .
Pulpwood depletion in the United States was to put pulpwood.
on the American tariff free list, turning the northern
forest of the land of the Cree into a vast and lucrative
bonanza for the entrepreneur who possessed capital totconstruct pulp plants near the resources .

The position of the

Cree Indian, lacking capital and business knowledge was
necessarily confined to the position of unskilled pulpwood
cutters .
Related to pulpwood was the need to develop an .energy
source to run the mills .

By 1900 the wide use of elec-

1 . E .g . See Department of Crown Lands . The Algoma District .
"Report of r.xp oratory
1884 . passim . Ogilvie, William .
to
Hudson
Bay
."
O
.L
.S
.
R
.T
.
1891 .
Patterson,
survey
Survev
J .A . "Nipissingt and James Bay Railway
." O .L .S . R .T .
1893 . p . 10 9 ff .
Burwash . "Geology of the NipissingAlgoma Line . O .D .M . A .R . 1896 . p . 177 . Niven, A . "Survey
of the Boundarv Line Between Algoma and Nipissing Distric'.- ."
Parks, William . "NIven's Base
O .L .S . R .T . 1899 . p . 146 .
L ni
1873 ." O .D .M . A .R . 1900 . p . 142. .
2 . Nelles, H .V . The Pol_itics'cf Develobment .'p . 92 .
3 . gross, P . The Development of a Forest Policy . . . p . 15 2 et seq .
Gilmour . The Economic ,eegranhv of the Pulp and Paper
p
Industry in Ontario
.
. 30 et sect .
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tricity generated from falling water turned the white
waterfalls of the Moose River escarpment into an enormous
and profitable power resource waiting only the capital to
build the dams to harness the power source .

Again the

position of the uneducated Cree in this perception of the
environment was minimal since trained engineers from
universities were essential to design, construct and
operate such projects .
The third vision of the North which emerged during
the late ninteenth century was related to miring .

Copper

had already been worked at tl ,.e Brunce !dines from 1846 to
1876, while Silver Inlet on Lake Superior had_yielded?three
and one half million dollars of ore by 1868 .

The

discovery of copper and nickel by the Canadian Pacific
Railway at Sudbury in 1883 had created an immense and
The Helen Mine on Lake Superior was

profitable industry .

the centre of exploitation of rich iron ore by the Algoma
1
Steel Company . Entrepreneurs reviewing these developments
w

and reading the reports of geologist Robert -Bell, speculated
on the minerals awaiting discovery in the interior uplands
of the Canadian Shield .

This perception of mineral dev-

elopment through the mining industry again implied for the
1 . Clerctue, F . H . An
Northern Ontario .
Thousand Files of
Last Half-Century
1937 . passim .

Instance of In d ustrial Evolution in
1900 . cassim . lacDouctall, J .B . Two
fold . ~. I)obie, James A . "The
LnNNorthern Ontario ." O .L .S . R .T .
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Cree culture

a total disruption of their old wav of

life in favour of a permanently settled life style closely
regulated by time tables and externally imposed regulations .
Such perceptions of the value of the Northern resources
stimulated many promotional plans for railways to James Bay .

1

Great political pressure, levied on the provincial government,
caused: the government in 1900 to embark on a definite and
aggressive policy of exploring the resources of Northern
Ontario by allocating $40,000 . for an extensive land survey .
This survey was aimed at discovering great new sources of
natural wealth in the land of the Cree "to increase the .
2
industrial wealth and the population of the country ."
The results of this report spelled out the end of the
traditional nomadic hunting and trapping culture of the Cree
'Monumental' in its impact, the land survey revealed to the
Ontario government and to the Toronto press a complete. , detailed
and accurate description of the resources of Northern Ontario . 3
In brief these resources "fully justified the most sanguine
1 . Nipissinq and James' Bay Railway . A Description of the
Country Traversed by this Railwav Between Lake Nioi ssing
and James Bav_ . Also Bailey, J . C . A Svnopiss oL tae
Hudson's Bay Railways . . .
Also Re the James Bav Railways .
Charlton, W .A . Hudson's Bav Railwav via %Ilssai'lzoie . .
Charlton .
Special Report of tl:e O inal Directors of
097 .
the Saul t Ste . Marie and Hudson's Bav Railwav Co .
Patterson . "Nipissing and James Bay Railway survey .
Set,Tell, H . "Transportation ." O .L .S . R .T . 1902 .
2 . Report on the Sur vey and Exploration of Northern Ontario . 1900 .
p. I .
3 . cf : J . S> Dobie in Speight, T .B . "An Old Timer's Backward
Look ." O .L .S .R .T . 1941 . p . 121 .
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expectations in regards to the natural wealth and fertility
of Northern Ontario ." The resources included :
a. tract of arable land north of the heiuht of land,
stretchinc from the nuebec Boundarv west across the
districts of Nipissing, Algoma, Thunder 3av,
comprising an area of about 24,500 square miles or
The soil is clay o= loam,
15,680,000 acres . . . .
nearly all suitable for farming purposes, and the region
is watered by the Moose and its tributarL'es .
2
In addition there was a great pulpwood forest, in some
places one hundred and fifty miles deep, and enormous resources of waterpower .

In effect the land of the Cree had

been. perceived as an "unlimited storehouse o£ wealth,"
"capable of expansion to an extent hitherto l ttle dreamed
of . " 3

The enthusiasm generated by this disccrrerv was .,reflected

in the land surveys during the following ten ;ears which were
altered from a cautious assessment of the potential of the
land for farming to flowerly prose of optimi-n, praise, and
4
The perpredictions of the future greatness of the area .
ception of one surveyor of luxurious fields c'waving grain,
herds of lowing kine, comfortable farm buildins and flourishing
towns with their factories and creameries contrasted sharply
with the Crees perception of their land as a wooded boreal
forest suitable for hunting game for meat and furs .
1 . Kirkpatrick, (1 . B . "Our Northern Heritage ." Empire Club
Speeche s . 1906 . p . 111 .
2 . Report on the Survey and Exploration of northern Ontario .
. Also Department of Crown Lands, Annual Report .
1900 . p,. IX .
3 . Ross, r:,eorge . rettinq into Parliament and After . p . 210 .
Also Department of Crown Lands . Annual Pepor t . 1911 . p . 50 .
4 . Whitson, F . J . "Opinions as to the Settleront of the
Clay Belt ." O .L . S . R .T . 1912 . p . 130 . Als o Speight .
Field dotes . . .
1910 . Unpublished . Dept . of L . & F .

ISO&
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The settlement of North Eastern Ontario following
The region was regarded as a panacea

1900 was very rapid .

for the crowding and congestion of the big Southern cities
such as Toronto by permitting settlement on a new bucolic
agricultural frontier This frontier in turn was seen as a
bulwark agaj.-ist the prosperity of the rapidly developing
Prairies since the clay belt would retain Ontario's population . The plethora of settlement literature which emerged
between 1900 and 1930 stressed Northern Ontario not as the
wilderness home of the nomadic Cree and fur bearina animals,
but rather as an unusually fertile region with sixteen
million acres of land for settlement, three billion feet of
pine timber and nine million dollars of pulpwood . 2

Denig

as early as 1885 had suggested that the coastal salt water
marsh of James Bay possessed such fertility that "the . poorest kind of horse will fatten if let run twentyrfive'to
3
thirty-five days amongst these rushes ." Father Paradis, an
apostIe of colonization,
w

added :

the grass, of these prairies possess a pecular
essence and flavour which imparts to milk and butter
produced from the cattle which eat it, an exquisite
taste, one which you would seek for in vain in our
own climate . 4
1 . Ellis, J . H . "The Call of the Land ." A .I .R . 1960 . p . 11 .
See the Globe . Aug . 28, 1907 . Hopkins, C . The Canadian
Annual Review . 1912 . p . 321 . Englehart . "The Land of
TistTisk r.ing 1911 . p . 135 .
1906 . p . 112 .
2 . Kirkpatrick . "Our Northern Heritage ."
3 . Denig, L . "Of the Cree . . ." M .H .IS .B . 1952 . p . 44 .
i
o --Hudson Bav . p . 38 .
4 . Paradis, C .A .M . From Temiskamg
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Combined with the theme of fertility was a new perception
of the climate as unusually invigorating
suited for agriculture . '

in nature and well

The abundance and fertility of the

soil combined with the expanding industrial economy of
Southern Ontario and new technology were all factors
which created the settlement push into the Northern clay
belt .
There was also the 'pull'

factor created by settlers

at the head of Lake Timiskaming .

Since the completion of

the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1883, settlers had travelled
by steamer from Mattawa to settle in the new towns of
New Liskeard and Haileybury .

In 1901 the Ontario jov4nrnment

had sponsored a land excursion to the area, and by 1902,
with 3,500 settlers in the region,

strong political pressure

was exerted on the Ontario government to place the Cree on
reservations and to construct a railway to provide year round
comrLiunication . 1
With the failure of numerous private ventures to raise
the capital necessary''for the , construction of a railway
towards James Bay, the Ontario government sponsored a railway from North Bay to Lake Timiskaming in order to exploit
The Temiscamincque Countrv .
1 . Generally see Lawler, James .
Its Soil, Timber, Climate and Agricultural '~5 ossibil-, ties .
1901 . passim . For political pressure see Journal or the
Legisla'_ive Assemblv . 28 Jan ., 1902 . Departnent o` Crown
Paradis . From
Lands . innual Report . 1902 . p . IV .
The globe ,
^March, 1900 .
Timiskaiii nq to Hudson Ba-T . p . 38 .
Mail~
and~Fnoire . Sept . 5, 1901 .
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mineral and pulp resources and to make Toronto the head of a
flourishing settlement . 1

This railway brought a rapid end

to the isolation of the land of the Cree .
Begun in early 1902, the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario
Railway

(T .

& N . O .)

hit a large silver deposit at Cobalt

on mile 103 in 1903, opening "the wildest era of speculative
mining in the history of the Province ." 2 Pure native silver,
in large quantities, near the surface could easily be
exploited with the cheapest air compressors .

So rapidly

did population flow into the tented city of Cobalt that this
"richest spot on the face of the earth" resembled Vimv Ridge
3
with its criss-cross network of trenches .
In ten years
three hundred million dollars of silver were produced
from a region which the Hudson Bay Company and the Cree had
trapped for two hundred years . 4 None of this money wealth
was exploited by the Cree who lacked the cultural perception
for this type of activity .
The mining camps of early Cobalt led to the mushroomed
growth of yhite towns:
fr

Cobalt in 1912, possessed a machine

shop, foundry, wholesale supply company, three hotels, five
banks, five schools, six churches, a daily newspaper, electric street cars, electric lights, a telephone service and a
1 . T . & N . 0 . R . A .R . 1902 . p . 53 . Also 1904 . p . 38 .
2 . Dob
J .A . "The Past Half-Century in Northern Ontario
O .L .S . R .T . 1937 . p . 14 2 et sea .
3.
McRae, James . Call Me Tcmorrow . p . 88 .
Parks, W .A . "Coba t Mineral Conditions ." Dnpire Club
Speeches . 1906-7 . p . 184 .
4 . ougall,
ac
J .B . Two Thousand Miles of Gold . p . 49 .
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population of 10,500 . 1

Haileybury at the same date was

connected to Cobalt by an electric railway and was
equally well developed .

Other agricultural towns were

growing rapidly .
The silver discovery led to extensive exploration and
prospecting of the Cree hunting grounds .

One canoeist in

1907 reported that "you see little tents in every direction
you wander and in many instances where you hardly expect to
find a tent squatter, you may perceive the signs of the
prospector's hammer, pick or shovel ." 2

The i:T.mense publicity

given to 'North Eas'arn Ontario combined with the large
profits of the railway resulted in its renewed construction
northward to exploit possible - deposits of gypsum and lignite .
The decision of the Laurier government to construct the
National Transcontinental Railway from Monction to Winnipeg
in 1903 opened the central clay belt for settlement .

This

railway offered a natural terminal for the T . & N . 0 .,
connecting settlers along the-National Transcontinental
Railway with the markets of Toronto .
By 1-908 the T .

& N . 0 . had reached the National Trans-

continental Railway and at the junction lots of the new townsite of Cc,chrane were sold .

A minister of Cochrane in 1913

1 . Northern Ontario, Canada . Ontario Department of Agriculture . 1912 .
2 . Carrell, T' . "Our Fishing and Hunting Trip in Northern
Ontario ." Rod and Cun . 1907 . p . 943 .
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commented that "the people of Cochrane are very optimistic
and seem to see visions and dreams of a great and prosperous
citv ." 1

Rich coal deposits, oil prospects, and iron finds

"unparalleled in extent and economic value in Canada" laid
the basis the Northland Post affirmed,

to a great indus-

trial empire at .Cochrane .
Men and steam shovels will be industriously working
the banks of the Missinaibi River and the Temiskaming
and Northern Ontario Railway extension will be kept
busy hauling iron ore and James Bay Coal to the blast
furnaces of the huge steel smelting works of Cochrane .2
As a result of these works "in a few years Moose Factory
will be as well known as Cobalt ." 3

Such rhetoric suggests

the cultural goals of the entrepreneurs and their optimism
towards the future of the region .

Lack of reference to the

Cree Indian is an indication of the role assigned to the
native people .

Conflicting goals between a sedentary indust-

ial society and a nomadic trapping one removed the Cree from
their older fur trade position of providing skilled valuable
labour to a position requiring displacement of their society .
Settlement disrupted the ecology of the traditional Cree
habitat

Massive forest fires in 1911, 1916 and 1922 not

only burned such European settlements as Cochrane, Timmins
and Haileybury, but also destroyed the game animals on which
1 . Moosonee and Keewatin ^Zailbaq . July, 1913 .
2 " Th-~,__Northland .
June-17, 1910 .
3 . 1 b .i . ,
, 1910 .
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the Cree depended for their livelihood .
The extension of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario
Railway from Cochrane to Moosonee on James Bay in 1931,
opening the old fur trading capital of Moose Factory to
casual European visitors, was undertaken partly because of
the all pervading optimistic atmosphere of the time, and partly
because of the Porcupine, gold discovery which suggested
further discoveries . The search for silver stimulated
by the Cobalt discovery resulted in a major gold discovery
in Whitney and Tisdale townships near Porcupine Lake in 1908 .
The gold discovery proved to be immensely profitable and by
1911 the region was producing wealth at the annual
to $18 .00 per head in Ontario . 1

rAte of $17 .

A railway spur was completed

to the region, and such towns as Pottsville, South Porcupine
and Timmins rapidly grew .

By 1926 the Hollinger mine .alone

employed 2,482 employees in Timmins . 2

Very few .Cree "Indians

were included in these new cities . The Timmins mining region,
leading gold production in Canada, maintained its preeminence through the 1920's and 1930's .
The success of Porcupine provided a rationale for the
extension of the railway, as well a:; the desire to end the
1 . Coleman, A .P . "Ontario Mines and Mining ." Empire Club
Speeches . 1911 . p . 162 .
See also Innis, H .A . The Mining
350
.
Burrows,
A .G . 'The Porcupine Gold Area ."
Frontier p .
1911 .
2 . Burrows, A .G . "The Porcupine Gold Field ." O .D .M . A .R . 1914 .
p . 130 .
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inland status of Ontario by developing a salt water ocean
port, and to develop hydro-electric and agricultural resources .
An optimistic and spectacular romance of an agricultural
and industrial northern empire based on coal, hydro-electricity,
gypsum, iron ore, oil, timber, fish and tourism was weaved
together by promqters from reports of geologists and surveyors . 1
In this tapestry the pattern did not include the older fur
industry or a position for the Swampy Cree since settlement
and the fur trade were incompatible .
Actual construction of the railway proceeded to James
Bay on a pragmatic basis .

Island Falls was reached in 1921

as part of an agreement with the Hollinger Consolidated
Gold Mines Limited which was constructing a hydro dam there .
Abitibi Canyon, the scene of an,one million dollar hvdroelectric project in 1930, provided a second objective .

The

railway was extended to Blacksmith Rapids in 1929 because of
a favourable report on the lignite resources located there,
and by 1931 James Bay was reached .

In the Spring of 1932,

S, B, Clement laid out the Moosonee townsite at the railhead . 2
The town was advertised as being the base of supplies for
the development of Hudson Bay, the centre of operation for
1 . See Ellis, S . C . "Tames Bay Surve "r, 1911" T . & '_d . 0 . A . R , 1911
Kerry, J, "Proposed T . & N . 0 . Terminal on James Bav ."
C, E .
1914, F.nnual Reports of tl,e T .&N .a . Railway prom
1=0 describe the route to James Bay .
Survevs include Maquire, W .S . "Ah,itibi River Survey,, . 1919"
Northland . 1964 .
Also Annual Reports , Department of Mines
1920 et seq .
2,
Lee, , .6"1 . "Southern Ontario Linked With James Bav By_
Rail ." M .T . 1933 . No rthland Post . June 10, 1932 .
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a deep sea and off-shore fishing fleet, and the centre of
pulp and paper and copper andiron mining industries .
Moose Factory, it was hoped, was to be transformed virtually
overnight into a dynamic industrial centre .
In addition to constructing the Temiskaming and Northern
Ontario Railway, the provincial government also constructed
a network of highways and colonization roads to precede
and aid settlement of the Clay Belt .

Slow and inefficient

development of roads to 1912 led to the North and North-Pest
Development Act, with powers to allocate five million
dollars for public works and roads in the North . 2 The
Northern Development Fund under the Department of Northern
Development in 1926 added an additional five million dollars
for roads . 3 By 1927 the first automobile drove from Coch-rane
to Toronto over the newly completed Ferguson Highway and
4
opened the land of the Cree to any casual visitor .
The
development of highways and. the automobile totally ended
the isolation of the Northland .
Next to the fertility

of-the land, the completion of

a network of transportation routes was the most important
factor in leading to and dete rminining the pattern of
1 . Montgomery, Paul . "Ontario's Newest North . . ." Saturdav
Night . July 18, 1931 .
2 . Ontario Statutes . 2 reorge V . Chanter 2 .
See Dept . of
Lands and Forests . Annual Report . 1913 . -o . 88 .
3 . Ontario Statutes . 16 George V . Chapter 10 .
4 . Dept . of Northern Development . Annual Report . 1927 . p . 14
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settlement of the Clay Belt .

In 1901 the census indicated that

settlement prior to the railway, was closely confined to
eight townships which were accessible by a water transportation route along the Blanche River from the head of
Population did not exceed 500 in any
1
township and was generally under 100 .

Lake Timiska'ninq .

By 1911 the Nat' ,-)nal Transcontinental Railway was under
construction and the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway had reached Cochrane, and a branch line had reached
the mining camps of Timmins .
the T .

The settled townships followed

& N . O . and N . T . Railways closely with population

density varying directly with the distance from the
railway .

Of the settled townships more than ten mi1t~s from

the railway, 50% had fewer than ten people, and the remainder
had fewer than 50 people . Of the townships directly on the
Railway, 10% had a population exceeding 500, 30% were
between 100 and 500, and 45% were between 1 and 99 .
By 1921 the industrial development of pulp and paper
4

mills and hydra-electricity had caused rapid Population
growth .

Settlement ha-1 spread out from the ZZational Trans-

continental Railway and the Temiskaning and Yorthern Ontario .
Now 20a

of the townships on the railways possessed

a population over 500, 60% were between 100 and 500, and
20% were between 1 and 100 people p, :2r township .
1.

Dominion Bureau of Census . Vol . I . Population .

1931 .
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By 1931 increased use of the automobile had extended
the settlement awav from the railways .

Forty percent of

the townships along the railways possessed populations
exceeding 500, forty percent were between 101 and 500 and
twenty five percent were between 1 and 100 . The Ontario
Department of Lands and Forests reported :
In this district during the past fifteen years, a
most remarkable change is apparent . Where formerly
black walls of close packed spruce lined the right of
way of the National Transcontinental, settlers hones
and clearances appeared . Visible evidence of the
activities of the populace appear everwvhere from the
highway and the train . . . . Increased land clearances
annually are grarually changing the North of Cochrane
area from the pioneer stage to that of settled orderly
communities .
From Kapuskasing to Hearst there are
about 300,000 acres in the possession of settlers- . 1
The reasons behind the rapid development lay in the
intensive advertisement of the region by the provincial
government and in the ready employment provided to settlers
at the construction camps of such Companies as the Lake
Superior Paper Company or the Canadian Pacific, Canadian
Northern, National Transcontinental, Temiskaming and
A

Northern Ontara;o and the Algoma Central Railways .

The

lake ports, mining camps of Cobalt and Timmins or pulp
mills provided alternative employment .

Settlers were also

employed to cut roads and obtained money by cutting and selling
timber from their lots for sale as pulpwood, telegraph poles,
railway ties or pit props .

Such centres as Michipicoten, Franz

1 . Deportment of Lands and Forests . Annual Report .

1939 . p .

8.
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Chapleau, Cochrane, Timmins, Cobalt, Porcupine,
and Hearst provided rea(qy markets for agricultural produce .
Industrial development of North Eastern Ontario was
also encouraged by the Ontario Government .

In 1912 the

government negotiated an agreement with the Abitibi Pulp
t

and Paper Company, promising the Company a continuous supply
of wood and Hydro-Electric resources in return for the
1
erection of a pulp plant .
By 1914 the mill had been completed
and a model town developed at Iroquois Falls .
population of 5,000 was found in the region .

By 1931 a
A similar

deal with the Kimberly Clark Company led to the development
of the Spruce Falls Pulp and Paper Company with large-mills
2
at Kapuskasing and Smooth Rock Falls .
Prosperous settlements
developed around these centres .
The conditions essential for the cultural climax'of
the Cree were by the early twentieth century no . longer being
fulfilled .

The fur trade had continued in the Moose River

basin as late as 1900 because of the lack of exploration
caused by the Ontario boundary dispute, a myth of the 'frozen'
North, the unfavourable perception of the Precambrian Shield
and the difficulty of access .

Rapid expansion of the pop-

ulation of Southern Ontario combined with industrialization
1 . Dept . of Lands and Forests . Ann ual Report . 1912 . p . Vi .
2 . See Lower, A . R .M . Settlement and the Forest Frontier . ., p .
101 . Cole, A .A . "Ontario's Routs to the Sea ." C . ; .J . 1932 .
A Week in Wonderland . Teachers Third Trite to N or
- tzern Ont
ario . p . 15 .
Paterson, "4 . Carvea from-the- ?orzst, p .
4.
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and the development of mining, pulp and paper and
hydro--electricity, was to create a new environment in the
North for geologists, surveyors and farmers .

Unlike the

fur tradina perception of the fur resources of the North,
the new

vision

t

of the North called for land settle-

ment and agriculture, the development of massive pulp
and paper in6-ustries, and mining for lignite, gypsum,
kaolin, silica sands and iron resources .

With the

concurrent development of hydro-electric potential, a
huge, interdependent industrial empire was visualized .
Unlike trapping which had reinforced the traditional
aspects of the nomadic hunting, gathering and fishing
culture of the Cree with its stress on self-reliance,
and individualism, the new order of life as visualized
by the entrepreneurs called for other qualities -.

Some

characteristics demanded included a sedentary life style
with a sound knowledqe of reading, writing and speaking
the English language, the acquisition of highly specialized skills related to industry, an ability to take
direct authoritarian orders and to obey a rigid time table .
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The traditional Cree skills formerly useful in the fur
trade acted as a handicap to prevent the radical and
rapid cultural change essential for survival and prosRapid settlement

perity in the new industrial complex .

and the new mechanized and regulated society was to bring
radical changes in the traditional Cree culture .
The Effects of Civilization on the Cree .
European settlement and industrialization in North
Eastern Ontario affected all areas of the
culture .

native

Cree

Settlement was to destroy the hunting and trapping

activities of the Cree and ended the possibility for a nomadic
life style . The introducti(Dn of_ Christianity to the Cree
by the missionaries from the 1840's was to commence some
alterations in the Cree religious beliefs .

European . .,

education to adapt the Cree to the new industrial society
was to introduce coercion as a means of forcing the Cree
culture to fit the new tvpe of habitat .

The legal structure

of the Indian Act was to mould traditional Cree band,patterns
to fit the Canadian Indian pattern .

The influence of the

conflicting cultural goals between whites and Indians
was to end the optimal period of the Cree culture by
disinteg ra-._i ng

the traditional adaptation of the culture

to the habitat and by destroying the Cree identity .
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The Approach ,?f Settlement .

Its Effects on TI°appin# .

With the comletion of the Canadian Pacific Railway
in 1885 and the invasion of free traders, geologists,
surveyors, stipendiary magistrates and sportsmen, Cree
contact with Europeans increased quickly .

-his contact

increased more rapidly with the construction of the T . &
N . 0 . railway, the discovery of silver and z-old, and the
completion of the Canadian Northern and National Transcontinental Railways .

At Moose Factory the minister wrote

in 1908 that the post had been favoured with the advent of
a score of travellers, "tourists seeking experience, amateur
explorers seeking material for a book, and miners sq,, oking
gold ."'

By this date because of previous contact with

Europeans 100 of the 400 Cree at Moose Factory could speak
English .

The Moose Factory Cree were clearly at the parting

of ways .

The effects of the change were irmediate .-

George

B arnston, a sportsman, noted one effect of the railways :
. . .As the great civilizer, the railway reaches out,
game and animals are taken for their fur, their
means of su- onort are driven northward, and with
the remnant of a race dying or
them
~~
losing its identity b y absorption into the mass of
society, . . . as it encroaches upon th-e_r hunting
ground .
2
The game was driven northward, but the Cree were not
immediately asst-ilated .

Instead they were anxious to sign a

treaty with th-3 Canadian government .

They complained to tte

l . M . & K . M . Vol . 5, 1908, 5 January .
2 . Isarnston, G . `~ dorthern Ontario C1:noe Trip ." R . & G . 1903 .
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Nova Scotian journalist Charles Tuttle during his visit to
Moose Factory in the 1880's that "we want treaty money and
presents every year .

. . . We have been robbed . We do not ask

much only to be treated as other Indians ." 1

Their wishes

were fulfilled in 1905 when, with the advance of the railway, the federal government negotiated Treaty Number 9 .
The area included 90,000 square miles between the height of
land, the Albany River and the Quebec-Ontario border .

A

present of $8 .00 per head and an annuity of $4 .00 per person
was provided, these rates having been set by the Robinson
Treaty of 1850 .

A census was taken and reservations were

established at Moose Factory,

(500 Cree), Missinaibi., .(100),

New Post (40), Abitib i Lake (400), Flying Post (100), New
Brunswick (200), and Mattagami (200) . 2
By the date of the treaty beaver had become a rarity .
Steel traps, poison bait and the liberal use of castoreum
for which "beavers have a curious infatuation, licking
everything touched by it and . . . drugged into a crazy
stupidity by the very smell"3 greatly reduced beaver numbers
Geologist Parks in 1899 reported

:hat beaver was hunted out

in the New Post area, 4 while then-:port of 1900 stated that
"beaver is fast becoming an extinct animal ." 5

Flying Post

consistently reported a scarcity of game, and Dr . Morris in
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tuttle, Charles . Our 111 orthl and . p . ?80 .
P,a,)ers , Vol . IXX, 1908 .
Treaty :io . 9, in T,`ririo
91,
Laut, A . C . T:ie Fur Trad i, in , !. "i
i ;undary ." O .D .^4 . A . -R . 1899 .
Parks, W . "Tile
Report cn the S'urve ;r and Zxnlor ation of N . Ont . OP . 72 & 82 .
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1905 found game scarce from Flying Post north to moose
Factory . 1

Surveyor Kerr in 1?06 noted the rarity of beaver

along the Mattagami River, and surveyors A . S . Code, 2
Cavana and Watson, 3 and Paul Fountain,
absence of beaver .

also noted the

H . W . Lyons in 1910 wrote after a canoe

trip that "beavers are now fast disappearing .

Indians have

told me that the law against their destruction is not saving
them .

Many dams are found . . . all broken or in disrepair ." 5

Stipendiary magistrate, E . B . Borron, had foretold that
when the country was opened by railways, protection of
Indian hunting rights was essential, or the Indians would be
without a livelihood . 6

This certainly became true .

John

Harden, Bishop of Moosonee, complained that "our Indians
are very hard up ; not a day passes but som: -)ne comes begging
me to give them something to eat .

George Flett came, in a

day or two ago and said he had tasted nothing for three
days . . . . tr7

With the first world war, the bottom completely dropped
from the fur market and the'Moose Factory . Cree starved . 8
However during the 1920's prices rose rapidly to

a new

height due to an increase in the 1)opulation wearing furs . 9
1 . Morris, Dr . R . T . "To Hudson Bay By Canoe ." R . &; G . 1907 .
2 . Dept . o f Cro,..rn Lands . Annual R : port . 1907 . p_- 119.
3 . Ibid ., p . 88 .
Fountain, Paul . The Great TTort ',- ;-jest . p . 104 .
5 . Lyons, 1-1 . W . "'io Moose F-- .ctory~.& G . P-larch, 1910 .
6 . Borron, E . B . -~eoort on the Ea _in o f ,loose t;iver . . .1890, p . 88 .
7 . 11orden, J . Le tter l3_)o r; Jung 2U, lod7 . iday 31, lbb7 .
8. A
Renison, R .
Day !'{ .
Ti ne, p . 94 .
9 . Innis, 11 . A . 'E-he
1he Fur '1F:d :, of C n<id~. . p . 23 .
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Because of the high fur prices, trappers flocked from the
With the completion of the Ontario

railway lines northward .

Northland Railway to Moosonee and the commencement of the
1930 depression, trappers increased and conditions insofar
as trapping was concerned, became worse ; The Royal
Canadian Mounted Police Report for 1927 noted :
Foreigners of all classes are on the move into the
north, ostensibly_ trapping and prospecting . Many
of them are of a shiftless, immoral type who create
trouble and. discontent among the Indians . . . .
These white trappers were single, transitory, and cleaned
out what fur r< sources remained before moving on . 2

The

Indians themselves, in retaliation, to salvage the remaining
fur

abandoned their conservationist attitudes, and Abegan

to kill everyt}zing in sight .

James Dickson fog instance

complained that "the Indian travellers have a deplorable
ingrained habit of killing everything they came across . . .
The Indian has a lust for killing .

He destroys everything

,

he sees,, male and female, calves, fawns and everything else ." 3
This habit was one which was borrowed from the new white
trappers who,set the example on the basis . of` getting game
while "getting was good .

,4

A free-for-all game exploitation

occurred in the Moose River basin by the late 1920's .

With

the depression and the popular use of the seaplane, the
1 . Royal Canadian Mounted Police . Annual Report . 1927 . p . 30 .
2 . Laing,, H . IA . "The Fur Trade Is Sick . The :illustrated
-siiTi . ylUo
Canad .:.an For ~s`, and Outdoors . Dec .,1931 .
Sincicir . .
.L Idea Hits the Trapline.'" F .& O . ~?ay, 1942 .
J
3 . Dick7on, Jar,. ,. s . "?'osterity's Forest Prey of Destroyers . '
Canadian For :~stry i~.aF~~.zine December, 1922 . p . 12
4 . Laing, On . nt
., p . 23 . .,:nderson, J . Fur Trader's Story .
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invasion of white trappers to the easily accessible Moose
River basin increased .

The Department of Indian Affairs

complained in 1931 :
The problem of hunting and fishing Indians dwelling
in more rermcte districts, particularly in Northern
Ontario and Quebec is one of the most serious which
Lack of employment in
confronts the department .
driven
the
white man in increasing
other fields has
territory
. Only recently we
numbers into Indian
trappers
being landed by
have had reports of white
aeroplane in Northern Ontario and Quebec in hunting
grounds formerly used by Indians only . Add to this
that fur is scarce and prices are low, and that there
is less employment guiding sportsmen than in former
seasons, and it will be seen that the position of
these Indians is precarious . )
By the 1930's gave in general seemed to have disappeared .
H . TAI . Sutcliffe in a 1922 survey found moose plenti~dl, but
fur animals rare .

The scarcity of squirrels and rabbits

he thought accounted for the scarcity of other larger animals
which were dependent on them .

In a later survey, Sutcliffe

found that even moose were rare and the amount of furs
bought into the Hudson Bay Company posts was very small . 3
Similarly, "r7 . S . Dyer in 1928 and Speight in 1930 saw few
moose, and r, ported no beaver during a whole summer spent in
the Moos ,~ River drainage basin .

Partly from lack of game

1 . Dept . of Indian Affairs . Annual Report . 1931 . p . 119 .
2 . Sutcliffe, H . .-7 . Diary and Field 1lotes . Lards Branch,
Dept . of Lands and Forests .
3 . Sutcl'- ffe, N . W . "Diary and Field Notes" Unpublished .
Geolof=;i~:al Sureey of Can,-1a .
Dyer, '.1 . S .
ology and ::,economic ;°posits . . ."' O .D .M . A .R .
Sr eiL,ht . Di ary and Field Notes . Lands Brancin, Dept .
1928 .
of Lands and Forests . 1930 .
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and low fur prices by 1936 108,000 Indians were on relief
throughout Canada . 1
The government's reaction to this situation at the
provincial level was the establishment of a game preserve .
The Chapleau Game Preserve comprising 17,260 acres and
centering on Missinaibi Lake was established in May, 192.5 . 2
F

However the Brunswick House Indian Reservation on Missinaibi
Lake which gave Indians the right to hunt caused complications .
Consequently the Reservation was sold to the Province for
$2,2360 . or 13¢ an acre . 3

Efforts were made to re-establish

these Indians during the following twenty years, while the
Indians scatL.ered to the railway towns of Chapleau, )~issanabie,
Franz, Elsas, Peterbell, Oba and Mattice .

By 1946 Mount

B atton Township, in an inaccessible and swampy area was
purchased for the re-establishment of a reservation . .

The

area, unlike the Missinaibi Lake Reserve, lacked all
potential for tourism and guiding .
This easy going attitude towards the l4oose River basin
Indians was apparent in the Annual Reports,_ of the Departm,en ;
of Indian Affairs .

The Department seemed to feel that the

boreal forest .was overpopulated .

High fur prices of the

1920's, philanthropic missionary work and health work had,
1 . Godsell, P . "Fur Feast to Breadline ." F . & 0 . June, 1938 .
2 . Letter from Dent . of Indian Affairs to D: p7 . of Lands ar.d
Forests . Marcn 20, 1946 . in Cr own Lend Files . Chapleau
District, Dept . Lands and Forests .
3 . Loc . Cit .
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the Report stated, increased Indian numbers .

When fur

became scarce, the prices fell, and white trappers created
competition .

"The increased populations," the Report stated,

"are quite probably more than the country can support at
any reasonable level of life ." 1

With the depression, mass

unemployment, and bread lines, the Report seemed to imply
that the Cree Indians should find their natural level of
population .

"It may be that an actual decrease in these

bands is inevitable ; and some of them may e reduced to
remnants of their present numbers ." 2

This did occur to

some extent .
The 1930's were to be hard times for the Cree .

The

decline in fur prices was followed by a refusal of the
Hudson Bay Company to grant credit .

Government policy too

during the 1930's was one which put stress on the individual
to aid himself .
. . .No debt is being given out by the companies_ this
year . This will bear pretty hard on some'Indians,
but it may also act as a stimulant to them and make
them realize that they must get out and rustle and
save enough from their printer hunt to grubstake themselves for the, following fall . They Nave been
slacking off considerable in the last fear years with
the attitude of "why bother to hunt and fish when we,
can get something from the Companwes or Government?" -)
In fact the Cree regarded the Company as their insurance
from starvation .

Withdrawal of credit terminated a two

1 . Dept of Indian Affairs . Annual R--,) ort . 1931 . P . 9 .
2 . Department of Indian :affairs . AnnualRe~7c rt . 1931 . p . o
3 . Royal Canadian ~,Iounted Police . A.:nua l : e ,?urt 193 . -, .
Also Godsell, P . "Fur Feast to Breadlin~ .'`r' .
0 . iy~ .
LSZ
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hundred year old Company policy of paternalism and upset old
The withdrawal bought with it famine and

cultural patterns .

poverty to many Cree l

One Cree told W . A . Anderson :

. . .of the suffering in the old days when all the
credit they could get at the Company store was
from $5 .00 to 50 .00 for their annual outfits at a
time when she forest was stripped of game . . .
Indians fled from the posts, . . . into the forest
in the hope. of finding a porcupine for food or to
chew the soft pulp of the yellow birch bark to
stave off starvation
At Moose Factory, the Hudson Bay Company laid off
Cree employees .

Nevertheless to suggest that actual starvation

occurred is exaggerated .

Willy Moore, an old Moose Factory

Cree Indian, found conditions were not too bad on the island
during the depression .

Geese were caught as usual, and

were traded at the store .
handmade .

Fish was plentiful .

Clothes were

The arrival of the railway by 1932 bought with

it construction work for the Cree . 3
The poor fur situation nevertheless continued throughout
the 19304s .

Even in 1936 in spite of the scarcity of game,

white trappers continued to_flow in, and use highly
4

destructive ..techniques for trapping .
Lately there has been an alarming increase in the
number of :,white trappers who are encroaching . . . .
White trappers are using portion extensively, and
this illegal and vicious practice is becoming a
serious menace to game conservation . . . .
It became
apparent teat failing special protection the Indian
trappers of the northern regions would become
destitute -and indigent owing to the depletion of r a!n(,
1 . Godsell . Ors . Cit . passim . Als o Godsell,
0 . March, 1940 .
on the T1ort~L i - _nd ."
A
.
Anel_
2 . Anderson, W .
of Hudson Bay . . .
3 . Interview wi i W . Tf oore . i-:oo-onee, June
4 . Dept . of Ind:.lan Affairs . Annual Report .

P . "War's Impact
p . 49 .
. p . 12 .
1971 .
1936 . p . 13 .
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Some-action was taken for game preservation lvihich
benefitted the Cree Indians .
registered in 1927 .

In Alberta, traplines were

In 1928 a Dominion-Provincial Conference

approved Indian trapping reserves in principle . 1

In 1932

the Watts of Rupert House pressured the Quebec Government
into establishing a beaver breeding Reserve between Eastmain
and Rupert House ' River . 2

In 1938 Ontario defined and

licensed traplines on Crown Lands in Northern Ontario under
the slogan of a "private fur farm for every trapper la :
on public lands ." 3

It was hoped that trappers would commence

to conserve their fur crop and breed beavers to provide a
constant income and to increase their standard of living .
In 1942 the Kesagami Beaver and Fur Preserve of 7,000 square
miles was established on James Bay . 4
was established or, the Abitibi River . 5

In 1943 another Preserve
Because of such projects,

fur numbers rapidly increased and by 1942 some 50,000 beaver
were estimated to be located on Quebec reserves .

Furthermore

by the 1940Ts a marked advancement had been made in enforcing
Indian registered traplines . . .-Fur prices during the second
world war had"been forced up to very high levels since no
1 . Dept . of T4d,ian Affairs . Annunl Report . 1936 . p . 16 .
2 . Anderson, TW ., A . Op . Cit ., passim .
3 . Sinclair, J . E . A~ i7w Idea rIits the Trapline ." F . & 0 .
1942 . passim .
4 . Dept . of Indipn Affairs . annual ~',enort . 1942 . p . 146 .
5 . Ibid ., 1943 . p . 160 . See also Lunday, "Salvation of Our
Beaver ." 31 ;-4 .
6 . Bonnycastle . R . "Tine Beaver and the Hudson Bay Comp
.
F . & 0 . 1938 . 61 .
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Russian furs were on the world market . 1

Beaver pelts

reached a high of $45, for a prime pelt in 1945 .

In 1946

the Kesagami Preserve was trapped and 772 beaver were taken
and sold for $18,594 . 2

By 1951, 73,759 beaver pelts were

taken generally in Ontario as compared with 26,483 pelts in
1947, and 18,OOQ in 1929 . 3

This take was in accordance with

a beaver quota system adopted in 1947 .

With high fur prices,

registered traplines and quotas, and productive beaver preserves, by 1948 the Department of Indian Affairs exprc=
optimism as to the future of trapping .
. . . As the Indians become accustomed to adjusting
their hunting and trapping activities to
registered trapline systems beaver and r,uskrat
preserves, and other controlled fur conservaticdn
practices, returns will increase, the supply will
become more dependable .
During the 1950's and 1960's, trapping drastically
declined as a full time activity .

In 1971 less than 5 percent

of the Indian population at Moosonee and Moose. Factory trapped
as a full time winter activity .

Indeed within a fifty mile

radius around Moosonee, only thirty traplines were operated .
From these traplines, per trapper, there was brought in an
average of 9 beaver, less than 1 fox, less than 1 lynx, 6
marten, F, muskrat, less than 1 otter, and less than 1 mink . 6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Godsell . "War's Impact on the Northland ." F . &, 0 . 1940 . p . 49 .
Dept . o f Indian Affairs . Annual Retort . 1940 .
quoted in Forest and Outdoors . Au_ust, 1951
. of Indian Affairs . Annual Re ~)ort . 1948 .
Dept
Inter-ie ;-r witn the Dept . L . & F . Conservation Offic- ',
Moosonee, 1971 .
6 . Unpublished survey . Conservation Officer . i"ioosonee . 1971 .
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Two circumstances were principally responsible for this
decl-ne in trapping .

The first was the extremely low price

for furs in the 1950's and 1960's .

Small beaver pelts in

1963 w,--, re valued at about $3 .00 or less, wh=1e the average
price was about $13 . 1

In 1971 the mean fur price at the

North Bay fur auction was $11 per beaver pet, $30 . per
otter, $6 . per mink, $25 . for fisher, $8 . per marten, $18
per lynx, $4 . per coon and $7 . per wolf . 2

7-uch low prices

reduce the incentive to trap since the risi.g cost of
equipment and food has made the activity uneconomical .

The

introduction of the small snow-mobile which has become the
only means of winter transportation

and the practipq of

chartering small planes to their inland tramlines, has made
trapping too expensive to pursue full time .
The second factor which led to the decline of trapping
was the introduction of alternative incomes .
income was from the government .
for the aged was introduced .
pensions were comme"nced .

One reliable

In 1949 a monthly allowance

By 1950 family and old age

Welfare was introduced in the early

1950Fs and today the rates are 'nigh as compared with trap
line ret - irns .

The 1971 schedule ranged from $90 for a

single man to $327 . for a family with six dependents . 3

For

each chi).d over six, $40 . per month was added to the Indian
inco-e .

With the costs of traps, and equipment it is

1 . r ;cr t h Eastern Ontar io . economic SL:rvey . 1966 . Pp . 58 to 0- 0 .
2 . N r ;a Bay Fur Auction . I,:1ean Price List . (Debt . L & F .)1971 .
3 . Scale of Welfare Rate s . Intervievr :vita E . Britton,
Department of'Indian Affairs . Moose Factory . June,
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difficult for an Indian to obtain $100 . a month by trapping
full time, while should he succeed, his welfare income is
cut off .

Conseauently there is little incentive for Cree

with large families to trap .

Other employment such as

construction work on radar bases, the railway, transportation companies and the Hudson Bay Company is generally
easier and more attractive than trapping, while welfare
offers another alternative .

Trapping remains as a part-

time activity only .
Combined with these factors is the effects of long
term acculturation . 1

With the establishment of a boarding

school in Moose Factory in the early 1900's, parents
tended to remain in the village .

B y the 1950's with medical

facilities, stores, community activities, schools, employment and a guaranteed minimum income through welfare at
Moose Factory, village livinL; has become an all year round
activity for most Moose Cree .

Few wish to leave the comfort

of the village for the hardships of the trap line .

Today,

years of schooling bas resulted in the loss of trapping
ability amorft many Cree children and adults .

The decline of

Indian trapping activity and the rise of other activities
has formed an important pert of the acculturative process
which corc:menced in the early twentieth century and which is
increasing in its rate as time passes .
1 . Rogers, r . S . Fur returns from Three Indi an Bands of
Nortliern Ont ario . I'ec2nical Series . D6,,)t . os Lands and
Forests .
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Types of Contacts .

I . Religious .

It is difficult to state an arbitrary date when the
process of acculturation among the Cree speeded up and
radically altered the Indian identity .

The Cree Treaty

of 1905 or the arrival of the railway could, perhaps,
be chosen, although these dates are arbitrary .

Since the

1840's contacts for the Cree had expanded from the fur
traders to include missionaries .

Church believers of the

1830's and 1840 1 s believed that Indians, who road not heard
Christ's word, were doomed to damnation, and there was
great interest in altering the "barbarian" customs of the
Cree to those of the "civilized" Christian whites .

`the aim

of the Churches in most cases was to turn the Cree into a
version of a European culture who attended church regularly .
The Church Chronicle for 1857, for instance, stated :
As soon as the Indians rise to the condition of
civilized man, they spontaneously abandon .-the
hunting-ground altogether . The Christian Indian
feels that it is better to dwell in the society
of Christian men than to tent among the savages . . .
It is better for him to . inhabit his cottage, and
to reap the more certain produce of the field
than to live by the chase . . . . He prefers to have
his children in atten-_ance at school, . . . to hear
the church gong bell and the united prayer and
prai ,3e of the sanctuary, than to echo the sound
of the war-song or to dance around the scalps
of his fellow men .l
This outl(-~ok succinctly presents the goals towards which
missionar :~es were expected to work .
1 . The Church Chronicle, 1857 . p . 29 .
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Cree contact with missionaries during the Nineteenth
century differed according to their geograp :aic area .

The

Oblate Missionaries of Saint Mary Immaculate, an order
founded in France in 1816 to aid the Jesuits and Recollects,
established a Roman Catholic mission at Abitibi Post in
1837-38 . 1

In 18 1-1-0 the Methodist Wesleyan Society sent four

missionaries to Rupert's Land . 2

One of these missionaries,

Rev . George B arnley, on April 27, 1840, set out for Moose
Factory .

He noted a Roman Catholic Chapel frame at Terai~i~ :3iing

and ~ :; Abitibi where many of the Cree wore beads and bowed
before a large cross . 3

At Moose Factory Barnley established

a school for about 20 students and built a small chuych, 4
Barnley preached the doctrines of Christianity but also
concentrated on such virtues as cleanliness and industry,
while attempting to discourage Cree polygamy .

In general the

Indians were "much surprised" and "some interest was excited ." 5
Barnley travelled the James Bay region, and the Mattagami
Post Journal indicates that he reached there on 16 March 181-14,
and taught Indian syllabics, a system of writing devised by
Wesleyan John West at York Factory .
B arnley's most important contribution .

Syllabics was probably
The language consisted

1 . Prouly, J . B . A La Baie d'Hudson . . . p . 44 .
2 . Generally see Riddell, J . ri . % ethodis m in the ~~I i ddle ;Nes t . - .34 .
3 . BarrilEy, G . "Extract of a Letter"
':l OC: 4 S
T` -Mazir_e ,
April 1, 1941 . Also Pugh, D . E . "First missionary at moose
Factory ." T,.oose Talk , June 15, 1971 .
4 . H . B . C . Archives . L135/a/14 5 .
5 . Barn lv . On . Ci t ., p . 147 .
.
6 . H . B . C . Arc,--lives
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of very few symbols which were written phonetically to the
Cree language .

As it was unhampered by irregularities,

the system could be quickly learned in half a day and could
be readily acquired by one Indian from another .

Barnley

did not succeed in printing the language with a press,
although he did print one work using plaster of Paris . l
He passed the system on to his successor, John Horden,
who printed numerous books in syllabics so that by 1900
canoeists wrote : "So general is their knowledge of this
sign language that every Indian camping-place and every
point where canoe routes diverge, become local post offices,
where letters written on birch bark . . . are left for .the
"2
information of following parties .
The influence of the Hudson Bay Company over the
missionaries was enormous .

Barnley departed from Moose

Factory in 1847, perhaps for financial reasons, but .-perhaps
also because he had not exercised his influence according
to Company interests .

Since the Company owned the land on.

which the Church was' built, brought supplies- from Europe for
tr

the Church, and controlled inland transportation, missionaries
were dependent on Company support . 3
1 . Pierce, Lorne . "Watt's Catechism in the Cree Syllabic ."
The No rthland . :,larch, 1959 . passim .
2 . Peel, :-. "low the Bible Cane to t?ze Cree ." A .H .R . 1958 .
passim . Se e T'ic'nnis, U . " Report on the Wini sk and Att'vlapi_shat Rivers
_'
1909 . n . !,'-7 . Also Shear
.' 0 . S . C . ^_ .
F . P . :~3 y `;inter wnd ;-;ord . . P . w .
3 . Shearw~_ter . I bid . . p . 48 . Kerr . A . R ., Subsi stence and
Social Orb--an ra ;;ion of the Runerts --f:ouseCree p . 20 .
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The Oblate Society, for instance, was permitted by the
Hudson E ay Company to preach at Moose Factory, but not to
settle there .

Moose Factory was first visited by Father

Lave rlocnere, an Oblate, in 1846 .

Again in 1847 he visited

Moose Factory, and was refused by Sir George Simpson permission to establish a post there .

Nevertheless in 1848

they were permitted to plant a cross on the lower field on
Moose Factory Island, and services were held there annually
each. summer
.

In 1849 Father H . Clement visit: d Mattagami

Post and found a Wesleyian minister there .

Clement was

welcomed, and found that one of the Cree, baptised by
Laverlochere at Moose Factory two years ago had set .9.,_,good
example of religion .

Mattagami Post was again visited by

the Oblates in 1E_68 and 1869, but remained Anglican, while
Abitibi Post was Roman Catholic .
Following the departure of Barnley, the Church
Mis :~ionary Society of the Anglican Church, sent John Horden
to Moose Factory in 1851 . 2

Horden was ordained in 1852, made

Bishop of Rupertts Land in 1872, and from ,1852 to 1890 made
many vis-f_ts to the Cree Indians at the inland posts of the
Moose Ri,ver Basin .

It is difficult to know when and to

1 . Carr re, G . Histoire Documentaire des Oblats dans l'Est
du Can ada . Ottawa, University of Otta,'Ia Press, 1ynl . passim .
2 . Documents of the Church Missionary Society including
Horde-'s yearly reports are on microfilm at the P .A .C . .
Secor-nary sources include Batty, B . Forty - T,1:o Years
Amon-_^ t t -,-.e Indians and ekimos and 3uckl .,.nd . i~ev . ~ . L; .
John ?I0 r uen,i~; 4~ . . s ionary 31s nop .
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what extent the Christian religion penetrated among the Cree .
The missionaries were generally overly optimistic as to
their success .
some clue .

Certain incidents which occurred offer

For instance, following B arnley's departure, the

Chief Factor at Moose Factory in 1848 was requested to
baptize a dying baby of a Cree not because he wanted to "but
because Amutcheway one of our Indians appealed" to the
Chief Factor .

Clearly Barnley had been partly successful

at converting some Moose ..Factory Cree .

Horden in 1851

admitted that he had little contact for any period of time
with the Cree .

"The Indians depart for their hunting

grounds in the Fall, and it is impractical to follow.,,,them,
as they roam through the country in search of game, and
there are no two families together ." 2

Nevertheless Horden

established a school house at Moose Factory and agreed with
George Simpson that :
I have always considered the Moose Station as one of
the most promising of the Country, the population and
half caste, are orderly and intelligent and well
disposed to receive instruction .3
4

Flying Post on the other hand consisted of "poor creatures
requiring sympathy and instruction moreso , perhaps than any
others . . . ." 4

In 1858 Horden had finished translation of

the Bible and Anglican Prayer Book into Cree syllabics, and
a printing press, which had been sent out in 1854, was used
1 . H .B .C . Archives . B135/a/14 5 .
2 . Horden, J . C :iur c ;-l i .ssion-ry Society . Cl, M5, p . 131 .
Horden . Cl-i ur ::c- I,i sssicr.wry .~OC :i2ty .;e cords . July 21, 1854 :
. Ibid ., June 10, 1657 .
iv

L
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to make 120 copies of birch bark books . 1
avidly read by the Cree .

These books were

Bishop Anderson reported that

" . . .they wore their books to the very last degree ; and when
away from the minister they have their own family worship
night and morning and have their worship on Sunday when it
,2 With the completion of St . Thomas Church in
comes round .
1860, which is still used today, Horden obtained a regular
congregation .

His Cree sermons must have been good since

a British ship surgeon, described the service thus :
I was struck with the earnest way they attended . . . .
When the seats were filled they sat dorm very coolly
in the passageways ; the wom n and children keep one
side and the men the other .
Indian burials too were solemn, according to the AngYican
rites, and the doctor who witnessed a Cree funeral, wrote :
"All looking sorrowful after the service, we all walked to
the Churchyard . . . . they put in the earth in turns . . . ."
It is significant that in spite of inland trips, Horden
found the Indians superstitious as late as 1870 . 5

With a

diocese of 200 by 500 miles, Horden was the nearest clergy:Lam
within 600 miles .

a

Nevertheless Horden in'1882 expressed

satisfaction that "our success has been very great, and
except in remote parts, heathenism has been almost entirely
supplanted by Christianity ." 6

His Church on Sundays was

1 . Ibid ., ClM5 . Sept . 1854, p . 13-- .
2 . in Sele c t Comr-iittee on the HudE on Bay Company ., 1857 . n .236 .
S':i._p Prince Arthu-,
:..
;bur-eon on
3 . Smi t;
Unpublis':Ied diary--London to McDse Factory, June 13, 1857 .
4 . Loc . Cit .
5 . Horden . Chur ch TIssi on -3,.ry So ciety . M7, A80 . 1870 . p . 217 .
a
z
~
.cnof laic Gospel . D58 . Ai, :6 . r; oci . ,r
p
.
~
c`
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"a great .sight crowded with Indians to its Ltmost extent,
and there are few individuals there who can_-ot take
1
intelligent part in the service ."

His con="irmation classes

often included as many as forty-five Indians who were
never absent from class,

and who viewed the ritual with

deep solemnity . 2
By the 1880's Horden boasted that "the°e is scarcely a
single trib y

in the whole of Moosonee who i-,::11 not come into

3
immediate contact with either myself or one of my cler7y ."
Horden had succeeded in training twelve native assistants
including Rev . John Saunders who made an 0 ibway translation
of Pilgrim's Progress .

Rev . John Saunders -,,,-as an Gjibway,

born at Groundhog Lake, and seen by Horden in 1860 .

Horden

schooled him at Moose Factory, and Saunders became a deacon
in 1876,. and a priest in 1879 .

From 1885 he worked from

his Headquarters at B iscotasing and ran churches at Mattagami
Post, Flying Post, Chapleau, and occasionally -a.t New Brunswick
Post,, where he was responsible for initial construction of
the Church in 1892 .

Fathex_Nedelec who visited Flying Post

in 1892 reported that Saunders had little success among the
Pollard, Rev . H . "Moosonee and Its First Bishop ." in
Canadi an C hurc z Magazine and Mission Ne ~,- . June!, 1887 . p . 276 .
_1'ropa> ation of tine Gos ,sz.i . AuG . 27, 1883 . p .433 .
2 . Societ y for
Bebee,
Rev
.
i"i
.
Churcrn at i-attacrami
- on ." The Tvorthlard .
3.
passim
.
1956 .
Edvrards, B . K . "Pilgrimage to Missanabie to the Grave of
For
pass im .
Rev . john Sanders ." Northland, Spring,
.'30,
Chronicl_
.
cons trl.icti on o~ New Post Church see Bath
Letter Book . D .A .C .
.1892 . in
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dozen families (85 people) at Flying Post who although
Saunders died in 1902 after

baptized, were "almost pagans ."
30 years of preaching .
Thomas Vincent .

Another student of john Horden was

A Cree, who was born at Osnaburgh in 1835,

Thomas Vincent became archdeacon of Moose diocese in 1883,
and ran an Anglican Church in Albany with such efficiency
that it was jokingly said "that the last Indian conjurer
only avoided conversion by living on fish and clothing himself in rabbit skins in order to keep away from the post . . .
1 Horden also
and the missionary zeal of the Archdeacon ."
was aided by Rev . D . H . Nevitt who worked at Long Pdr-,cage
House and New Post on the Abitibi River . 2

Before his death

in 1893 Horden concluded that the Moose Cree were the "best
cared for portion of the Indian family in the diocese and
among them the greatest spiritual results have - been-obtained .
Almost all of them, scattered over an immense area, are
nominally, at least, Christian :. ." 3
In 1391 Rev . J . A . Newnham, Horden's'8uccessor, commenced
missionary work at Moose Factory .

He taught school daily,

teaching the Cree children to read and write in Cree syllabics
and in Er ;glish, and occasionally some arithmetic . 4 On his

inland visits Nc -~Tnham reported that the Flying Post Indians
1 . in Reni_son . One Day At A Time . p . 32 .
2 . Societ , t fo r t(-,e : o oc _-,anon of ~.,':ie Gosn-l . 1885 . p . b29 .
t,b . ! . 3vu . J
3 . in Boom, T .C .B . "Moose ;li ssion en James Bay ." The 1dorthland .
1951 . p . 128 . Als o C :~n a_d i .an C :nurcrrran . 19'(1 pa,si,!,, .
Nec-;nham . Letter Book . P .A .C . 1;IG29, 11 .13 . p . 8 .
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and B iscotasina Indians were extremely backward it their
faith .

The New Post Indians were devout Catholic 5 and

were visited yearly by the Oblates . 1
In 1895 Letita hownham, his wife, and a registered
nurse, founded " Latita -louse", a four bed hospital at
Moose Factory .

Tn 1898 Moose College was operated, but was

closed in 1901 . 2

Meanwhile in 1898 John Renison, later

Bishop of Moosonee in 1910, assisted Newnham, and was
. was transferred in 1904 and
:1m
)5'

ordainpd in 1899 .

replaced by George Holmes, Bishop until 1909 .

Holmes was

responsible for the donation of a building for the Anglican
Church Boarding School., which in 1905 taught twenty y0ident
Cree: children. . 3

Church services averaged 60 to 80 Crees a

week, and an Anglican church was constructed at Moosonee in
1909 .

Holmes was replaced by Rev . John C . Anderson In 1909,

Bishop until 1943 .

These clergy inCluenced the Cree greatly .

Ire 1905 Mary Johnston, a nurse at Moose Factory, reported
that the Cree: camped in front of the mission and sang Hymns
around the campfire each night .
goers . 1-r

Lei_

They were splendid church

in his canoe trip to Hudson Bray also reported

that the natives delia lted in attending; church services as
often as possible and responded vociferously .

"Morning and

1 . Shearwood . By Water and lord . p . 64 .
2 . Scanlon, R"v.
Factory . . ." 1 , oosc Tp1.1~
-June 2 5, 1970 .
. J.'"r A y1 . K . K.nua,ry, 1006 .
11 . ibid ., ._ October, 1905 .
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evenin_; prayers ara commonly observed in their tents . . . .
the
'e native earn
camps many miles from post .; we commonly heard
hymns sun ;; in the native lam ua.~>c .'1 ]

In many ways the

church served as a social institution for the Cree who
enjoyed the ceremony and form although Ucy may not have
understood the doctrine .
The Roman Catholics were also active among thn Cree .
I . Caron in 1914 on a trip to Abitibi found the Abitibi CreE :
to cc : 3 oyal Catholics .

Each family, he stated, possessen

pious objects, images, crucifices, crosses, and received
the priests on their knees . 2

New Post with thirty Cree was

rarely visited, but three quarters were Roman Catholi!wn . 3
With the founding of Moosonee, a, Roman Catholic Church wa,-,
established, and the same year, 1931, a Roman Catholic
Church was built on Moose Factory Island . 4

In 1942 the Gray

Sisters of the Cross opened Assumption Hospital at Hoosone<e,
and in 1948 Christ the King Church mission lead completed
by the Oblates .
This chronology presents an idea as to- tUe degree of
contact between the Churches and the Crec Indian .

It also

illustrates three means of contract with the Cree ; by means
of Church services, by the establishment of schools, and by
hospitals .

n. difficult question to answer is the degree to

1 . Leith, C . K Summer and Winter on__Eudson_Day . pp . LI5 Q 1;r; .
2 . C 3.ron, I . "'Di~.
:1o it l. &i - en ranoc . 11 ~ . le . ~) .13
1.9M . p . 69
3 M . c, K_. , . July, 1909 .
4 . Slate Gnze tt eer . pas ,im .
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which Christian ideas were accepted, and influenced Crec
were
behaviour, but it is apparent that by 1900 most Cren
nom inall y , at least, Christians .
whether the new

concepts

A second question

i2

were additive or. sub St--I-tUtj-ve to

tne abor!Zin-l Cree reliZious beliefs?

To what cxteU 6id

the old ideas repain?
Borron's experiences in the Moose River basin in the
1880's SuZgestod thKt Torden and the Oblates had not
ullminated all Indiun nborigiorl bViefs .

Borron noticK

their fear of the insane, and their practice of murdering
the insane by thrusting them. under the ice at Moose Factory . l
This fear went back to their belief in the evil spirl,'
WirdQo .

Ontario hind_ Surveyor Ogilvie in 1891 also

reported this fear and stated that the Cree murdered the
insane by strangulation ."

Dr . Morris in 1907 found that the

Cree were still hanging up skulls in trees, a practice also
recorded at Moose Factory and Abitibi, in order to propitiate
the spirits of dead animals .3

Tuttle in the 1880's found

acld in high esteem

Their

mn are
"4
and exercise great influence . , i,eith in

the moose: Cree "supcrstitious . . .0

tfu-,, dicine,

1912 saw a mad We at Moose Factory win was believed to be
a conjuror by the other Crees .

They feared his power to

conjure them, more than they feared his destructive freedom,
1, Burron, E . B . Unort on the B .Pla of ifudsor Bqy . . . 1890 .
p.
Lcratory wurvcys . ,
2 . 07ilvie,
Bay
By
P
.
67 .
3 . Morris, A . "To Hudson
passim
.
Eastern
Cree
.
.
."
SkinQqr,
A
.
"Notes
on
the
See also
4 . TuLtlu, Charles . Our
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and complied with his demands for numerous material ob ject, :i
of value .

The Moose Factory factor. remarked that his
so great was their fear of conjurinn . 1 .

Indians would leave,

Leith and. Shinnor both found that on killing animals the
C cce continued to place tobacco in the jaws of trig: bear
and decorated the skulls, while Shinne r also found tne
Again such practices indicate veneration

bear feast custom .

for the aboriginal spirits .
Sa indon, an Oblate p i" i_vo t a,L

,'tri o

eve ins,. .; Lo fJ 6fur iny 4 :-

1920's, found that the Cree Indian there had not yet; been
deeply touched by civilization since he continued to be
totally engaged in a daily fight for survival .

~A# I-

Si 1'Indian est aujourd'hui encoure un titre incoulte,
1'a, b, c, de la civiltrossier, pour ainsi dire
isation, etranz;er a` 1' esprit social, cela est du en
Au jourd' hui
grande partic
son milieu primitif .
there-K-there
;
est
retenu
dans
un
vulgaire
Ame il
.
Cette
pour
la
vie
materielle
la lutte quotidienne
vie pour lui cst si_ difficule qu'elle s'empare de
Tous
toutes ses energies et devient une hantise .
vivre
.
I?n"
cette
vie°.,
ses efforts tendent vers ce but
lui
At
absorbe
c'est la chasse, la y5che ; tout en
par cette necessite .--~

a

There are other scattered examples ofadherence to older
A'

beliefs .

Cooper found that a

7

foot R .C .M .P . constabl e was

regarded with awe by the Indians as a conjurer, and consequently no Indians "will try to escape because: of his
1
magic power ." i McAustin in a survey along, the Missinai.b i
River in

1908

suffered the death of one of his men .

His eight

l . LOU, C . K . A ;um mo r and Winte r on Hudso n Bay . p . 51 .
2 . It) _i. d ., P . 51 Also C ~~a_rlncl,A3F a,r Customs . . ." O .U .S . P .R .
. 1928 . p . 22 .
Sa. indon . L> > : ,_ ion n aa1 
Algonquin
Supreme Being .  p . 68 .
fl?ortmrn
11 . C")oper, J_'lie ;

1914 .
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Wdlan workers quit,

work and it was impossibic to obtain

other indians to replace thcm because or their fear of the
death . I
Clearly the Wee retained some aspects of thcir
old religious balinfs into M twentieth century in spl&_~
of the wor% of the misnionaries .
Non-material values of the Cree wore not greatly
altered during t!

F

fur trade pAriod because of the sub-

stitutive nature of thn Christian ruligion .

The compariso -n

M God and the devil with Manitou and Windigo by thu Urn ,_,
permitted an easy substitution of the concepts .

In addition

the presentation of faith and salvation as a matter strictly
between God and the individual fitted with the indiv"I'dualistic
type K Crua socicty .

Tne notion of the miLsionery and of

the shaman both fuifilled for the Crec the analogous role
of a bridge between this life and the supernatural w6r1d .
Thus as Rousseau has noticed tho indinns could retain thoir
old ways, with a patina of Chrintlanity and call thcmnelve :''
Christians . 2 It is doubtful that the fundamental dogmas and
the decline of the old shibboleths took plaUc until cot-n7)ul,_',ory
Al

education had been operating for a generation .
The effects of the adoption of the Christian roligion
because of its similarities with aboriginal beliefs are not
ac pronouncud as might bn beliaved .

Little cultural As-

ruotion occurred anonj An Me of Noose Factory From W.,
1 . KcAuktin . hap"M vnd Field Notes . . . L :ndw Branch, Dept .
L P F . 1919 .
2 . 1"unnevu s m, w j, "Lu DualiGme RoligLeux d(-',s Muplades X .
10 Purct BuraLIO ." P . 118 .
'
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184o'> to the early t.went, cth century .

The late fur tradInL -,

period to 1900 remained culturally optimal for the Cree .
Christianity did not turn the Cree into farmers or inspire
them into a sedentary as opposed to nomadic way of life .
it did end polygamy and the ill wined more humane treatment .
The fear of Windlgo and the unknown harmful forces of the
wilderness underwent a beneficial decline but did not
disappear .
(_1 ;J

Personality characteristics of the Cree exemplified

hospitality ant

1

)1JGncsu were already con`;ruent . :!_tli

Christianity, while the withdrawn shy nature of the Cree
did not undergo alteration .
Today at Moose Factory Cree church attendance, like
Church attendance elsewhere, is undergoing a decline .

At

St . Thomas Anglican Church the evening Cree Language service
has been dropped while only a few older Cree attend the
afternoon service . 1.
11 .

Church Education
Toe Church and later the government schools did succead

in drastically altorind; Cree culture throuzh education .

Prior

to 1905 school classes were mainly summer affairs, since Cree
children followed their parents to the winter traplines .
Their effectiveness at acculturation was minimal .

With the

e ;tablis~ment of reservation villa es, tie Churu~nc establis 5c:d
boar. dingy, schools to teach Cree: c lildrcn all year around .

At

Moose Factory, hordcn in 1 SJO beG%.t"1 tt1c first small boar dingy;
1 . Interview wit;K Rev . Louttit, 01:' it . Thomas AnClican Cnir" : .
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school for 2 or.. 10 select Ktudents who were trained to enter
the cl cr} y .

In 1905 a large boarding school was begun .

Although the building was burned in 1914, it was rebuilt a,
a residential school for 100 children .

Wis school was

replaced by the Dent . of IndiRr Affairs in 1954 with the
240 pupil, 1

OO : E

Vactory Rnsidential School .

The House

Factory Public School_ for local_ Cree was built in the early
1960's . 1
n llYl O .

A boarding school was also established at Vapleau,
TM ac :}ol in IYl P posre2s 'd 1.u6 _ . .

r

3

a dormitory, school house and outlying buildings .

o1:

V

Enroll-

ment was 24 children who were taught to take care of the
farm and garden, to saw wood, provide water and run errands .
Girls were taught sewing and mending .

I ...

As the school was

Anglican "special attention was given to moral and rcli ious
training . "2

Recreation was typically British and included

football, rowing, skating with some canoeing and snowshoeing as additional Cree elements .

At Moose-Factory in

1912, 23 children were taught "nice habits" 3 and such skills
rouEh .manual labour and ploughing .
as farming, carpentry,
w

The

direction of draining was clearly designed to alter_ t5e Crec
culture from its nomadic trapping orientation towards agriculture .

Cree boys were given the skills to become hired

farm hands, arid. Cree girls were trained as domestic servants .
l . Ministikok, li'eb, 1971 .
2 . 0011 .Munf of Irdian Affairs . Annual Report . 1912, (Report
of the Super i .ntencient of
aducat ori .
r
r
hr . p1. "'I . January, _i9OU;, .
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In 1932 tire Indian boardin

school~:. adopted the Ont~rrlo

curriculum, but ,;tres :> remained or, domestic sciencE: :~, manual.
trainini ,

the us(: of tiic: L;ni;l :i sh la.ni;u~~i e and readi n ~ .

pro,,-1_d(- for proniisin,
Assistance wa . -. :d
erir,~:r ri_r.i;rl scr~ooL . -'

Indian. students to

In 1 91~~`7 the Indian education pro~i ram

was fitted into the larger Canadian community throui;h the
encouragement of Indian youth to attend non-Indian public.
scilools . 2

Scholarships were offered, and an adult education

Indians were established in major cities . 3
In 1966 a charter incorporated the Moosonee Education
Centre, and set the objectives as the conduction of , ,ud_ies
in eduCational,

vocational_, recreational, social and

cultural needs of the residents of James and Hudson's -Bay .
The school offered courses to the Cree in heavy equipment
and. preventive rna :intenance, sewing, handicrafts, building
construction and academic upgrading . +

Nortlraern College r)as

also slanted its courses tolviards Cree needs by offer. ini
guiding,

camp cookin6 , Goose Camp opc rat;ion. t,rainirig and.
rI

band leadership training courses .
Education'- A Pro c ess of Acculturation .
1.n contrast to the eara .y fur trade contact, where the
accultur-.t1 ve proc, ;;s wa ; Tar i ;ely voluntary,
l. . Dent
. of 1i,id lari
2 . I'-d . , 1T)_7 .
4.
5.

ia . ,

Li)

_

the later

1()32 .

I95~5 .

Jr1'c)r" r :atior) provided by R .G . Fov:ler, Director, Moo ;_onee
1'7 7?_ . Northcrr) Collc =;~: of Applied Arty; arid
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;ccul'.urative, process clad many compulsory feature ;-, .
P;ducation,

('or instance, under the Indian Act s- was compulsory

from the are of

6

1'Jit;h the arrivaa of a comp

to 16 .

mechanical civilization education vras essential to adapt
t~- 1E:°

Cr(,E-,

to rr{p :i_d1y ch~it~t 1nt

tcc ~noa.o_;a .c : , and to i_n:;ti1.1

in hira work habits, motivations and conformance to ste -,dy
routines in order to adapt him to the requirements of t?ie
industrial

society .
by

Ir, ti)e process edu(:ation w,,~ .; seen

4i1=iC i

£).

'

4vCiltf~.

t

cU .LtUY'~ ,1

1Ci~~Yli,1_t;y C!")'J ~_.C1

be imposed, and residential schools have been used as the
means by which the persevering Indian community could be
changed into a 'white' oriented community .

Directiv,--~ ri~

l.r=i"d doi,-n for the Oblate Fat1lc rs Residential Scrjool :l.

.1-958,

:i_1'?

for instance, aimed at the assimilation of they "rE~c . 2

The child was to be isolated as much as possible from
native background, ideally ti,.enty-four hours a day,
montr:s a year to prevent

'exposure'

alS

--t~%" elve

to tiiie lndiar. c~.il.tLre .

Upon graduation it was hoped that the young; tr :zns-cultural_
Indian would integrate into a non-1:ndian c:o'rnr ;.urlity, ard
would remain permanently settled away from his community of
origin .

In contrast the 1 awt; lornc Report on Indian educ<ati.o11

has

stt d the aim of

~'_ .

Su= ~ c

T71 (-T

_

j';iviflt

of Cria.d :_. .

_i.d :.~ti_~_~ . 1~;E? u~~a~; i .en for

tllc Indian economic
190` .

JYCdian

Vol . .

11,

cotTi21C('

Cl~lapter 8l .

A ccul t urati on .

Ob1,,:t~ :
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so that he, could function in but not be assimilated by the
:l.
white economic community .
This approach towards education as an acculturative
force way, to cause identity conflict among Cree youth .
Crew children spent the first six years Of their life with
their parent ., lcArning the Cree language, traditions,
cognitive patterns of thought, norms and skills for life .
He learned to be emotionally reticent in the face of angc -i:,
d to ar1daf'c fear, hunt; `r and pain .

ne learned self-

reliance and independence, and was given freedom to eat
what he wished, to choose his bedtime, to explore his natural
surroundings and. t o learn physical skills .

Rewards yere

provided for conformity to the traditional. Cree values such
as the use of the Cree language .
At the age of six the Cree child was removed from his
parents and was placed in a boarding school .

Here he was

forced to use the English language and was prevented from
speaking Cree .

The food and environment was different, and

stress was placed on, survival in a totally. _different and
foreign socif'ty, which seemed very complex .

School , books

bore little resemblance to the Indian way of life, and bore
an anti-Tndian bias symbolized by pictures of Indians with
feathers and stories of "massacres" of white settlers .
1 . Wintrob, R . M . F- Sinde7l, P . S . Educa tion and Nentity
Confl ict; Among Crey, Yout'? . 1968 . Chance, N . ""Acculturation,
and Pei sonolity Adjustment ." A .A . 1956r .
Self-identity,
.'
Also Hawthorne . A Survey o f Contempora ry Indians of Canada .
'Vol . TT . pp . 112 to
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Unlike the traditional life, the compulsory routine of
scheduled events compelled conformity and limited individuality .
11 confuFlon of self-identity resulted .

TherQ was no longer a

conscious perception of anc l s place in society .

Negative

feelings towards the regimentation of school_ life and
separation from families, was followed by boredom with the
traditional way of life and its inconveniences .

Parents

found their children rebellious, disrespectful, and the
Phi, l,lrrn themselves b ,ca? ;. less proficient in the C,1 ut ; 1 .,. nan
mixed English words with Cree, and were hostile towards
If the child continued his education

traditional chores .

into high school he was sent from the residential school
to"white"high schools at T .immins or North Bay .

Edmond

Suckaney, a Moose Foutory Cree, in a letter in Mo ose Talk
reported the reaction
Secondary School .

ofmany Cree students at the Earth Lay

They missed hunting and fishing, and ran

into trouble with city laws .
With new freedom at school the social life was greatly
enjoyed, but many students abused alcohol and drugs . 1 , Should
the student Otzrvive the transition and do well in high school,
a process of assimilation often occurred to the extent, that
the youth ceased to identify himself with a trapping,
nomadic way of life .

T"<e European marginal. outlook was

adopted whereby tou Crec: identified himself as a middle class
white in an industrial soclc;ty .
l. . Moo2 e Tqlk . Fc ;b . 1_5, 1971 .
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Sin , e the early 19001, ; tr)r educe ti orml accu ~ ttar'it :i_ve
process

. :as occurred- at Moose Factory to the extent t ;lat

the Tloosc Cree are now 'European modified'

in outlook .

T 1 :,

process occurred not simply in the classroom but from a.l_l

1_97

0 1 J ;J

1 .8) percc )t; 0 f

TAioose Cree possessed_ education pr , st grade 9, yet the Moose
Cree lived in European style houses, held

'European'

salaried jobs, and. were bilingual in Cree and Engli :>
y11
of ,
au :ii_:
Syllabics used in ti ;(:: cor;"nunity newspapers are now int,ersptrrsed with frequent ; English words for many common iteirrs,
and few of the Cree youth are said to be interested- _in
learning the syllabic code .
becorrinr less used .

The Cree language is also

Willy Moore, a 73-year old Cree at

Moosonee, lamented that his young; nephew speaks not~ini b t;. t,
a common characteristic of young Cree children,
also reported by the public school. teachers q .t P.Irooson~-:e Grad
T4o0Se fccHctory .

Today Cree children come to kindergrartcr)

fully equipped with,a good cotrra=.nd of En:~lisr) at the age
or

six . l

At"one time, Cree c iildren were shy to t«lk Fn,--lisr>

while r~o:7 they are. ashamed to talk Cree .

t^1il.lie Denechoan's

observation t')at the lrrd.i_~Jr) :; "are a dying; race y

not this

l . if)tervic -v,s with Rev . Louttlt, St . T'hornas Anglican Church .
1 , ,'~nnE
Kinder -arten tca.c ric~r Lit t :ie 1, oo ~One(:--.
1~duca li .ron cf'nl.rr' .
1_,o_
-vlel l PI )''I'), prr. lcipal or the 1'"1,,)o sie
Jo :-in
_K_n_) ;)_ton, T~1oo .>o))!~e lr);ia .an~V r :i :L~ z% e, (tid ernploye ; a t tit(
moo ;:,ol1ce Po ;t (J .L'l'ici ; .
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generation but the next will. die," I carries much truth .
the disappearance

of the language the last and the strongest

cultural heritage which has blocked assimilation will have
passed .

The approach towards education which favoured

schooling for compotcnce in while society, rather that for
what i , left of ;Indian society, is leading to rapid
integration .
Of,'1e r W:aite C ontact; AEenele

.

The Legal S tructu re

in addition to the Hudson Bay Company, the C urch a

rA

the School system, other historical contacts of the the
1900's have included the establishment of a Royal. Canadian
Mounted Police outpost at Moose factory in 1926, "toyc:ope
with conditions said to be existing, among; the Indian ., of
that district ." 2

Annual Rcport of the R .C .M .P . seem to

indicate little crime of a serious nature other than occasional references to drinking and wife-beating ., Today.
the R .C .M .P . post is still at Moose factory i;0t local.
juri:cdiction for most crimes is undo the Ontario Provincial
Police stationed at 14oosonce ,.
tf

An examination of local. court,

eases involving Indians over the last year indicates that
drinking and petty theft are, the usual problems, 3 although
drug abuse among the young is rising .
Drinking, even before the establishment of the Liquor
Control hoard o(' Ontario o? tlet at Moosonve in 19(0, was
1 . quoted in Robert son, Heather . Reserv ations are for Indians .
2 . loyal Canadian Mounted Police, Annual Fuport . 1926> . P . 35 .
3 . sue editions o ' local papers, M_o e Talk and Mi nistikok
under Court News .
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The Addiction Research Foundnt _on blames

a serious problem .

Indian drinking on the Indian' :; marginal position and then
cxclunion by racism or lack of education from tho white
culture .

This interpretation ignores historical inform-

ation which reveals that Moose Factory Indians, in the 1390 1, -;
drank "horrid berry wine" and "vile native beer" to become
drunk . I

The Indians also obtained liquor by private _illegal

trade from the: TTudson B,,,, y Company employee3, lone; before,
th(y were


ntt :r pf

P'q

to

obtain white middle class status .

It is probable that, like

early fur trail" drinkinn,

liquor

provided occasional relief from a hard, boring routine
necessary for survival .

with liquor easily accesuibjq and

relatively cheap today,

the escape has become easy, and is

too often taken .

Overcrowding of homes forces drunks onto

the street, and although the Indians may not drink more than
the white population, their problem is more obvious ..,
With low levels of education,

unskilled labouring jobs,

and drinking, Indians are the major users of jails and lockups .
Crimes which are symptoms of'deeper problem;,, are not remedied
rr

in criminal courts, where the Cree often fail to understand
the nature or significance of the Charge, or fail to care .
Many Cree youth become frequent repeaters with their names
reappearing From time to time for convictions of identical
olfences . J

> 93 . _~1 . ~~~, K Iii .
1 . U"
wc ;~r _;~. h ,,ir .~ ,, ,o x~t~r :~ . 1C~_--_}
.
Aug . 7, 1904 .
C
70I ? i75 and' i he L uw tt :a ril!( 1£t ! L'J`~'1_-far(: , T`iov , 1967 .
3 . c -f : Court Rews in backissues of Moose Talk or Mini  tikok .
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The police contact, with the Cree of the Moose Rivo-c
has been important and significant in brinain3 to bcar tHe
white punitive force on thuse who have not moulded thUr
character along lines desired by the white society .
Other contacts with the Cree include the federal Dupt .
of Houlth which .in the late 1940's established Health
Services at Moose Factory .

Since 1942 health service,,,

at Moosonce have been h.andled by tar:: Roman Catholics .
Tuday government conLact with the Cree also 1noladus

thr :

Dept . of Indian Affairs which maintains an office at Noose
Factory, and the Provincial Departments of Social and Family
Services and Child Welfare which checks on complaints-of
The Department of Lands and Forests also exercises

neglect .

authority over traplines and fur quotas, as well as
Indian fire fighters .
Social Organization
.
As a number of anthropological studies of the Czee have
indicated,

1

wage
the jrowth of government subsidies and of
k

labour altered
the meaningful environment Yrom adaptation
Al
to ecological habitat strictures to the requirement : of wage
labour .

While during the aboriginal and the .Cul° trading

period, scarcity of Came forced mobility, a lack of material..
posscssions, and small LKbal groups, a regular lncom,, ;
1 . KnEcrs, Edward . "Chniginn Suttlement Patterns of the Crop
und Ojibwa in Northern Ontario ." S .W .J .h . 1963 . Passim .
'
T
7idlun
.
T rudeau, Jean . Culture Chnnqe A mohn the , Qwamp,,i_ Cruk'.
Cnange
Anon
q
the
W . SaTial and Erono=
Horthprn Ojjhwny .
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guaranteed by welfare payments permitted a settled pattern
of residence and the accamalation of such material On= as
beds, tabTes, stoves, etc . .

RevidentinT Indian villaaeL

were created throuVhout the Moose

River drainnae basin,

with large Croups of persons in fairly constant sociul
interaction .

Sociological rather than environmental controls

took prominence, and kinship ties became Teos and Tess
important, because the Ame degree of cooparation among thc.~
family was not deman6ed .

Pwar-centpred rvthrr thnn fanily-

centered relations became the means of livelihood .

An

increase in leisure time often led to drinking, ga :~,.blin'(,,
and other social interactions among peers .

The decilne of

.
the family led to a Toss of internal controls and regulations
In essence, after 1905 family structure and control was
weakened in favour of peer and village integration .
in the I,~oose

.

Riverbasin the degree and timing of village

integration depended on geographic location in relation to
railways .

The Cree along the Canadian National Railways

were the first to obtain wage labour type jobs which
replaced their trapping activity .

The Department of Indian

Affairs for 1912 found that by that date the Chapleav Crec,
near th<, .t lumber town, were :
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. . . of an :i_ntelligent class, nearly a1. -! speak good
English, and can both read and write . The majority
work around the village, and for the C .P .R . Company
and make good wages ; others rely on hunting and
canoeing and are very successful . The women and
girls hire out as servant  and do most of the
laundry work for the villa e . 1
Until

Moose Factory was opened. by the railway in 1901,

trapping and hunting remained the means of livelihood .

Unlike

the Chapleau Cree, integration into white society was a
slower process .

In 1024 they were "more or less nomadic and

consequently livo in tents most of the year ." 2

ei , ona_i

ThC.

employment opportunities on James Bay as compared with the
year round opportunities in inland settlements near the pulp
mills were apparent .

Trapping remained the primary yctivity

of the Moose Factory Indian during the winter in the 1020's
and 1030's, and consequently social organization continued
to rest on the family unit .

In 1045 the Moose Band moved

from the east shore of the Moose River to 12 square miles on
Moose Factory hand .

here a village was beGun .

The commence-

meet of welfare, employment with the Hudson Bay Company,

'

Ontario Northland Railway, and the Radar Base during the 1050's
led to the rapid development of the Cree village .

Today

village integration at Moose Factory is complete, and employment follows the regular five or six-day week pattern .
Community activities are organized at a 150 member Cree
Misawaynikan Hall and include binZ,oes, dances, movies, clubs
and

;pE`C'.1a1

social activities .

:1 . 0cp«ri;r,ient of .ind :ian h Cf<=i. :i rU
P . 0W ., 1924 .

ToE_'TE;
.

is also a softball

A imual Report- 1912 .
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league during the suNmer .

The Courch provides the con0c

of much social activity, and the Anglican Church Auxiliary
runs a retail servicc for nandicrafts .
Al Mnoso2ee a Cree village has also developed .

Dur!r ,,,

the 1 0.00's conutcuction of a radar base there, companies
offered many high paying jobs for unskilled Crec labourers .
Crew from up the East and West coasts of James Day were
attracted to Moosone" because of the readily available jobs .
Wits the

of the radur base, the Indians,

unemployed, remained at Moosonee as squatters on welfare .
Little trapping is done, but through government grants,
village integration is complete .
Political structure
The Indian Act of 1906 provided that a chief and
councillors of each band would be elected for a three year
period with two councillors for every 200 Indians .

-The

chief and councillors had the power to determino the denomination of their school, care of public health, repression
of intemperalce and profligacy, prevention or trespass,
construction of local public works, and the locatina of tM''
I
Indians on the reservation .
The concept, in the act, of the extensive power of the
elected chicf, was urrnmlliar to the Crou who had niwnyr
found laqd-rs by luttim tlyna emarge naturally when Mcded .
Such lenders weru not nuccssarily obeyod .

Consequently th ,,-

1 . Toe Minn Act . Dominion Skatutes . 1906 . Vol .
Crater 81 .

5
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election of the Mrst Chief at Moosc Fnctory in 1-0/05 was
indicative of the lack of sopkistication of the Me in
politics .

Bishop Unison who was present in 1905 described

an amusinU anecdote .

As chairman he orEanized the election

and two candidntes appeared .

One candidate, White Bear,

was dressed in w new blue capote with the price tag
prominently visible, a red sash, and silt-worked moccasins .
The rival (
:roe, Udrcw 141c .(, aei came f=vmrd in a C~old suJI . 1c,
varie L---atod cocks and tan boots, a uniform ronnivnu
from the mission parcel of clothes .

The latter delivered a

speech which included the synopsis of the discovery of
America, the growth of the British Empire, and a stuey of
the telegraph, steam enZine, motor car and New York slyscrapers,

The Indians stampeded to his side . l

Once elected however, it was difficult for the Chief
to exert real authority .

Although he carried the puwcr of

punis'1ment under the criminal code through fines, not to
2
exceed $10 . or thirty days, the Chief no longer possessed
his old multiplicity of roles, such as being a relACious
or tradinq leader .

To the present time Crec leadership

remains relatively weak .

Leaders are hesitant to make

decisions affect-li ng the band, and members of the band provide
very little feedback as to their viewa of band policics .
1, Mnison . C, ne My At h Tin"t, p Co'-! .
2 . auviPu0
c_,TFr;Ta .* 006
*
. Vol . IT, The Indian Act .
CMDUr Oi .
3 . Ragbrs, E . Awderphip Among the Indians in Evstern SubArctic CrnNdal AnthropoloFica . 2, 1965 . Passim . (p . 275ff .)
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A3 vi l1 .n ,e inVEration increases however this pattern is
breaking down .

The Moose Band, with a well developed

village, is now clearly developint ; a collective outlook .
The Wdi j.ns all feel_ that they belong to the "Moose Band ar
w[1ic : has lived near Noose Factory for numerous generations .
Tnere i s an intezest in band policy, and a desire to improve
the village by undertakinZ collective policies .

Band mana e-

rne .mt has now beaorac a career open for the Cree .

Train n,_-:

includes initially u four week course one summer, followed
by two twelve week management courses at Northern College .
As a result of skilled management, the Moose Band is now
building; a community self-government and self-financ?nf ;
structure .

in

1942)

the band, with aid from the

Japartaen't,

of Unds and Forests, operated at Hannah Buy a goose hunting
camp for American tourists .
in 1967

This concept has spread, and.

the Tidewater Goose Camp was established .

In

1971

a

project was begun with the aid of the Ontario Northland
Railway to run tourist canoe trips from Noose River Crossing
to Moose Factory, over a three day perio! Tor a charac of

V

i0 .

The Band is also running its own garbaCe service, handicraft
sales, and determines the allocation of f innnccs for band
housing .
under the

At Moose Factory Indian political organization
nd i o1, Act

gas been strenEthenec

and fornuli . ed

as v o :oarwd with the earlier fur-trade or aboriginal period .
At Moo sonue however, Indian -political structure remains
non-pi i.  l;c nt .

We lame l ndi ,an village of 1,000 at Moosonee,

21 0 .
is locaW S-uth of the Moosonce business section, and P,
separated from the town by a small creek which is crossQ
by a one lane bridge .

W village is composed of somt

200 shacks which arc built an the proparty of the Ontario
NorthiDnd RAlway .

.,-,
Flany of the indians nru tr%nsicnts fu

along the james Bay coastline .

Most Cree there lack jobs

and since they are squatters there is little attempt to
organize the community to establish better communal 11vin
tArou,h cummunel services or sociul evunts .
problems is their marginal outlook .

OnL or Ln"!L

Antonovsky define=s

marginality as the lasting contact of two cultures with on
culture being dominant in power and reward potentialA

in,

boundaries separating the cultures are permcnblc and pormit
the less sophisticated culture to adopt the patterns of the
dominant culture, which however are not easily harmonized in
the less sophisticated culture .

Nevertheless the promise

of greater rewards tends to lead to 5W disinlegra,ion of
the one culture in favour of the style of livinE of thr olh~c .
Marginality was origAnally 2pparent during--thc fur trrdc with
the desire of the Cree to obtain o whit0clothing, which were
at times less efficient than native furs .

The Cr ; c who was

most famii1kr with civilization received thn grcateLt rcspucl -.
among his peers .

Saindon in the 19PO's found that the

Moosa I+' story C ° .:"
1 . Antonovshy, Apron . "Towards a Rnfinumant of the "Marginal
M nn Conca lpt" . in SocUl F- ~ rces . 19 56 .
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copy the live of the whites, trying; to ent, to
dress to imitate: the civiliz"d .
To arrive at thi,-,
ideal., to resemble the whites, they dream of movie,
towards civilization about which they relate of the
marvels .
Some of our Indians have: already made
trip to civilization .
They a .re con >idered an heroes,
superior to those around them . 1
Thus in the 190K clc cti on of Chief Michael, a_ speech wnic ,. i
dealt, with -his fadiliarity with white technology led to
popularity . 2

Indians favoured were always

r~is

those with

greater familiarity and acceptance into the white culture,

Church, or today ownership of a car or snowmobile .-'

With

the arrival of civilization and numerous contact agents such
as teachers, nurses, government administrators and 'White
foremen, the Cree had undergone a process of extensive interaction with the white culture .

Features of the white culture,

principally life. style and accommodation were adopted .

Today

with typically European jobs, the European modified Moose
Factory Cree have outgrown their marginality JhrouSh
familiarity .

At hioosonee, however,

the Cree

have mikratnd

from isulpt& settlements to- the 'r.& lkgad 'during thl past fifteen to twenty years .

Unfamiliarity with the white culture

combined with a desire to share in the rewards of white
technology has led to an attempt to imitate the white way of
living to the detriment of the Cree culture . 4

Lack of

1 . S<;indon . _
En Missio nna
nt . p . 51 . (translation mine) .
.
2 . c_u_ra ra . p .
0-_
i)iinning R . T'd . " U'hni c Relations and the Mar-inal Man in
ilum-i n On ;^ ni nati on . l8 : 1959 . p . 118 .
1-4 . For simil_~,r comou-/itic s see IIonigmann ; J . J . "Social Disintegration in Fivu Northern Canadian Communities ."
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education, specialized training and ngEressiveness has
prevented the Crce from reachin" the same standard of
living as tqe whites .

Houses on the European model £1.:r', :

constructed from scrap wood and tin, and are dirtier than
the earlier aboriginal style shelters

Although oil welfare,

the Moosonee Indians frequently purchase on time symbols of'
white status such as cars, motor bikes and snowmobiles to
emulate the whites .
sF

Such expenditures sometimes lead t o

vE;ro d"I7rivation of nece sitLes .

C) Myte rial Culture
1.

Technology and Exploitative Activities

From 1900 to 1911-0's, Crce techniques connected At :i
trappin`, such as mobile dwellings, and lack

o1'

heavy

material . possessions remained. predominant .

Now tecKnolo -;ical

developments of the twentieth century such as mill sa0n
lumber, nail  , motors, high powered guns, canvas covered
canoe's, and factory made snowshoes were popular and. w1dQy
used by the Cree trappers .

Yet while these devices increased

efficiency in trapping, they also reduced wolf-sufficiency
and increased capital cost necessary for trapping .

With the

radical increase in white trapper numbers during thq 1920's and
reduction of fur profits, tale Crec tended when possible to
look for work based on regular salaries .

Until. the completion

of th . railway, t cre was a high demand for the Crce a :
voyageurs from the railhead to Moose Factory by tourists,

21 3 .
surveyors, Geolo3lAts, explorers,

indian agents and hanU- :

This demand forced Crce wakes up .

One canoeist noted

i n 1 0,10 the

UK.

Cree worked all day as guides for $55 . a ~lnW

and found their own food .
that they . .'c r .

By 1926 however he complained

in such demand thut they could charge 0),-)

for a 16 day trip between Cochrane and Moose Factory and
expect food to be provided as well . I The R .C .M .P . in 1921
found that the Moose Factory Cree trapped during the wintoc
2
,c3 empluymei,-it (, a SUy .
Wj_
t"!----'Y
who had worked at Moose Factory, recalled that there was
much more work for the Cree at Moose Factory before the Rnllwny
come

than after . 3

Indians were employed in the iq;yc

Moose Factory sawmills and helped in the construction of
all the buildings .

Since most of the food was produced

locally the Cree plowed and harrowed the fields, tool,carc
of the horses and cattle, cut wood, hauled water, harvested
the hay, built boats and worked in the blacksmith shop .
There was also work on the ships of the Revillon FAre and
Hudson Bay Company, end in the large freight canoes which
brought mail Ad supplies from Cochrane . 4 The Royal Canadian
Mounted

Police Report recorded that "there is no destitution

amongst these people .

Many . . . have bank accounts, gardens

1 . A & K . M . Knoury, 1911 .
2.
1921 . p . 68 .
3 . Intervir w with W . Moore, June 1971 ,
4 . sou KA,pod, Hurburt . "My Boyhood Memories ." MIKAN(
Junc, 19yo .
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of

own . . . 1 found thn native : hnrc butter hrovidwd for

than any of the Indians T have met on my Northern travels ."'
With the completion of the railway, canoes were no
lonE,ar u sC_ d for .fril'QU travel .
V,I_tiiE

the

i .n.uibi and Abitibi canoe

The railway eliminated th`~

route to Moose Factory and

ludson B 'y ympany inland posts were closed .

The form

at Moose Factory was no longer profitable and was closed .
Major sources of summer income were eliminated .
alt c t"nc1  ivc summer ewploymcnt was w
the developing pulp mills or on the railway .

aL

_._labour

Work in the

industrial system required cultural traits which had not
been developed by the nomadic individualistic Cree trapping
I ...
society .

Regularity in work attendance, conformance to

rules, and submission to authority were not qualities which
the Cree offered their white employers .

A . R . M . Lowe r in

1915 found that the Cree had "never been schooled to real
work outside of the hardships he experiences in his own
method of life: .

His dependence on the Government has

made

him lose whatever amtition he - ever possessed and he is now
utterly impro"Vident ." 2
were made
memb%, r~;

Later during the. 1940's complaints

that the Abitibi bend was poverty stricken, its

hoving "neither the ;kill., training nor temperament to

take Cull advantage of employment conditions in agricultural
area.,

or in war industries . "3

The difficulties of transit. -ion

l . Royal C_,-nadian Mnuntud Police, _innul_i ; port . 1921 . p . ur. .
2 . Lowar, A . R . l . "A Rupo :rt on the __Fish and Fisheries of the
W"Q C-Oat of dames Bay ." 1915 . p . 15 .
1 . XQ, . of :indian Affairs . Ann ual. is .p ort . 1943 . P . 1 5<- .
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1 .
ini~,o <~ netw t ;Yt)r of wxpl_o .~;~~.ti.v;J
activity wc:rc : E, ea_t .
Unur,.lly many Canadian 1ndiNns today are an economicclly
dc,prc : sed group since Uwir increasing

numbers have out-

stripped means of such traditional livelihoods as fishing,
trn9ping, guiding and handicrai'ts .
;.,
confidence,

ThUr lack of aducation

.
s <.~ and bargaining,. power combined with
:~s:~1.VCY2e
,Y?

8.~'.~;Y~Cs

white discrimination has led to poverty . 1

The VII-Dennis

Commission ,_ vported :
i'_' u 1.uC. 1_ tiOYl, povcrQ, and lot social status Lord W,
rUain the Indian population in concentrated pockets,
where these conditions are perpetuated and worsened .
The condition o f the Indian citizen in Ontario, if'
measured by commonly accepted yardsticks of progress
and. well-being2 is so poor that it is almost impossible
to believe . . . .
0,.,
Conditions at Moose Factory are far better than anion '
most Indian bands .

Average annul earnings per capita in

1967 were :x;-',2_56 . while an average of $361 . was earnad per
person per month worked . Nine percent of the population at
Moose Factory is employed less than 2 months,-50 percent is
employed less than six months, while 35 percent i ; employed
more than 4 months . 3 w Some 150 Moose Cree families obtain
regular employment at the Moose Factory Indian Wfair s
hospital and its large heating plant .

The Hudson Bay Company

employs Crees as does thu Ontario Northland Railway, and. Two
I3_, y Enterprises, a transportation firm .

In the summer

1 . Hawthorne, ,1 . 17 . A Survey of C ontemporary Tnd l uns o f C, . . :da .
P) . 1. U .
2 . hall-Dnnni. Rur)ort quoted in Top i cal Quarterly Summer 19(l
.
3 . iiwthornn d . h . A Survey of the Contemporary indinns of
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amploymenL is provided opurating water taxis botwecn QoowA& ..and Moose Unctory .
in nature .

Other employment is more individualistic

Six Or en men construct NoKhcrn FruQht

which sell for between $i ;00 . grid 0800 . .

C .nun,

John Ulucboy N'

Muose Factory is an excullcnt wood carvur, a still sharvd.
b y few others .

Many of the Cree women however are actively

involved in the production of such handicrafts as muklunkc,
gauntlets, headbands, leather bags, moccasins, vests .
and bead work .

Krt time trapping provides fur and nkin ;-:

for such enterprise .
At Moosonee the employment situation is radically
different from Moose Factory .

As transients to the TH''W il

from up the coast, these Cree lack high school education
and familiarity with employment possibilities in ti c: ragion .
With the completion of the major construction projects of
the 1950's, many Cree without employment have yewaihcd at
Moosonee on the welfare roll .

Some Cree are however involved

in Nisku, a local pulp cutting oppration which wmploy : d son , :
15 cutters .

Employment is also gaincd fro? QaidinE .

In 19Y O

2,016 hunters shot over 12,000 goose and ducts and spent
1 Same of this money went to
over $100,000 in the process .
.
Indian guides
Food and Food PrannraLion .
In 1890 E . B . Barron wrote that the Cree in the
River basin :
I . Au u s q T n1k .
j,'-j-nu
,-1ry

197-1-'

Muuz(i
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arc Cond of flour Arvin; acquirad a taste for it, a_
well no oatmcul . Some 10,000 barrels oC flour,
besides biscuit and oatmual are brought out annually .
At Abitibi Qu Indianp cat 400 bags of flour annually .
A large quantity of tea is also used, A lbs, a ho
.`',,'
per annum . 1Mropcan foods were highly popular in the early 1900's
because of t hair case of pruservation wbich allowed the Crw ,~:
to subsist ovef periods of bad hunting in winter .

Hunigmann's

analysis of food consumption in 1948 indicated a heavy concertration of canned food .` An examination of foods salis ti-doy as
wit Wes in untarlu generally .
:
cold at hoor~ Uctory compares ;
So great is the use of European foods such as sugar, polished
rises, jams and canned goods that it is true that some Cree
would shoot and sell a goose in order to buy a smallwaan of
Vick or otner canned meat .

European foods and the welfare

system today have enabled the Cree to remain completely
aloof from dependence on game and other ecological rcstrictions
which had been so important only a century ago .
Dress .
J'hn `., orden in the 1850.1s wrote that the European style
A
of dress wvs,pniversal . Rae reported in the late Y''80' s
that :
They usually wore a blanket coat, a dark blue hood,
one or two T ovan flannel shirts and lcZGings of a
strong blue, red or white cloth . Toey carried a
Fire baa with pipe, tobucco, flint, and stool and
brimstone matches . To balance this they carried
,%

borron . J-:-; . B . Rkport on the W sin of Eudson my . . .
1890 . P . 75 .
donigman, i . J . foodwnys in a MusACE Community . 1948 .
DUSSIM .
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a nmell .-.re and shuuth knife . Over the s6ouldur
thoy wore a powder horn and whot and ball pouch .
The woman's dress was of blue cloth, some 6 to
8 inc Us Crom the ground . LygElnEs were ornamentnd with ribbon or colourful garLarings . 1
Graat black relt hats with down turn`d brims were also

common as were shnw1c, gowns and petUconts amanE the woNen, 2
Such dress was standard until the arrival of the railway and
civilization in 1930 .

The ease of transportation combinad

VU Lho rAlo U the 1940's nnd the expansion of sales
in tnc Hudson's Bay stores led to the adoption of current;
European fashions among the Crce .

Wrist watches, rings,

lipstick, and perfumes all began to be used following the,
depression .

Today among the Cree youth, many of whom board

ir lorgcr northern communities such as Timmins and North Bay
during the winter, current sub-culture fashions are popular
including flare pants, bright shirts, and the non-medical
use of such drugs as Marijuana and L .S .D . .

AdoriCinal and

fur trading customs which were initially abandoned in favour
of the marginal approach towards identification and imitation
of the European patterns of dross, have beelre'- placed today
by completu assimilation of the European cultural trends in
dress .
Housing .
It is impossible to place an exact date as to the transfer
Ape . Jnhn . "On tAw Conditions and Characteristics of ;some
oC thn Entive Tribes U the Hudson's Bay Company's
Tnrr1Wr1P2 ." 1885 . R .S .A .i . p . 485 .
C: ,,, I " ., -;-, (J ,
7ohn Aorden, Missionary Prh
VI no &Wnhrm, Soph_ia . Br,,A)6i, ; !H~VE7~00?
o
AW951
~E 17-1 _00(FId
77717-_
J! ~', .
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of the Cre,'e Indian Prom th,

_1890

tohec to t 'W WE cabin .

s canvoo tents, tepees, log t :nt ,

wer c all being used .

g tent fr%wn~

Bishop ,d~wnham reported t'h%t at Ii< en,-

Wctory in the summer famili .- s slept in cotton
tents, and used their tents
use .

1_? . t .h! ,

of

c7_

nv ?s murqunc

iEwums for cooking and day

The marquees were equipped with wooden floors while;

the wigwams were covered with cotton, birch bar?;., old
bl .^nkets or deerskins and were not very popular . l-

Son

Hewnham, wife of the Minister describe=d the scene in

096 :

The common outside the Mission windows is dotted all
over. with the wigwams of the Indian families and the.
smaller calico tents of the young men and very
picturesque is the scene, the smokey pots bristling
out of the top, and covered helot. : t~rith odd pieces` 01'~~
canvas . . . with here and there a sheet of birch bark .
The 1900 survey report noted that hull-breeds in the Moose
River basin usually had huts or log houses, with a little:
pardon of potatoes . 3

Tullblooded Indians lived "in tent,,

most of the year, a few of thorn build t ; pee s or ait: w <ms in
the winter . . . ." l
WAen Grouping around. posts duri.na the summer
months in the early 1900's, tints were popular, and Abi.tii:>i
fl

Post was described a  "literally white with tents and swarming
with men, women and children and doffs, especially children
end dog, s ." 5

Some indion camps were sops _sticatcd .

Borron

described one house with a good supply of poplar cut and
1 . 1,i F wn h nm Tattorbook . Public Archives of Canada .
Mir W2qds . p . 20 .
2.
Lon of i ort hc rn Onturi o .
3 . Rn port on
W)DO . p . 37tr . Oc . C .it .
lj_

'_~ .~0 11 , vjJ
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rying Per t hp

fivPPIOCC,

a weather* cock pbinted red on c?

pole, numcrou2 trophies of bear, and deer and a permanent
substantial log stage for noat .

The 1900 Exploration a :'

Eorthern Ontario Report stated that the Miss-shlb-a-gec
family in 1900 had plnnt_:d corn, potatocs, and one ona nvur
2
tneir three neatand well kept huts on Lake Abitibi .
Therc was even a horse and fodder cut from marsh grass .
Dickson found that some nomadic families between Matachewan,
1AUZ

N 7nUnzam! "cultivate come squvrL ruw~

potatoes with perhaps a small onion or cucumber bed .''
Most reports described the cabin of the halfbreed, McDougall,
at tie present location of Hatheson in the 1880's nd 1.8J0'
X s
`'he'. cabin was well built with furniture .
tho house .

4

Wigwams surrounded

G : .nerally few of the indians grcw gardens,

although it was common practice to construct swall wooden
houses in winter .

Newnham found that in summcr the Indians

lived in strong cotton tents which were open to sunliEht and
air but during the winter, the Indians who did not travc-1 .
inland to trap crowded
into little log cabins . 0
N

Fountain and

Workman found 1 that these huts could be easily erectnd in six
hours and were square in shape with no windows . -

They were

1 . Borron, E . B . A R :: port on the hudson Bwy Bnsin, 180" l . p . 3Y .
2 . Ontario,
Rnnor L on the Mulopation and Survey 7F`ff~ `
L _rn

WN oring

3 . Dickson, J .

HurUiCcn 0-,-,,te,r_1,o"

~. u,:

1907 .

ion O .I .N . 1904 . p . 110 .
Abitibi Q . ."
TT77FcT_
. 71 `1'v rm,cr int of t Q " "
p.
&)Ulltain .
Workman, j . Qgriculturyl A_ sourRs of- Auit1U ." .M
.D A .n . 1905 .
O
.

4, Kay, G . "T
5.

C
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noWd. for tanir dirtin4ss .

By 1910 IndiRns in thn Lntorlor

of the Moose River basin near Wc nowly constructed railway,-.
nearly all lived in houses ; " 0 very few now have the
or tuores ."

The D partment of Indian Affairs ruportcd that :

. . . Tn the older and more densely settled districts,
odcrn influences are very noticcable on WE reservcs .
Here the ope-room sWckn are fast disappearing and in
their place stands a good class of buildings with
shingled roofs,, large windows and separate bad-room . . . 2
II':

The Ronort attributed this to school graduates who had been
Vc ~onr thcir honor I:̀! : t, clear and coTfortnbi
to refuse

live in old-style houses and surroundings .

To the north at Moose Factory, although some houses
existed by 1915, 3 tepees, tents or log shacks were-still
common .

Barnard complained during his visit to the Loose

Fnetory camp that

t

everything is squalid, poor and in dis-

order . . . If they have any beds they are carefully concealed .

A

Curran in 1907 described one Cree shack at New Post :
. . .1,'1v found that there was but one room v1solutely
devoid of furniture save a big box sLov? . On thc
floor in different places were heaped up piles of
. Tne floor and
dirty fur and dirtier blankets
the walls were covered ,with filth, and the windovi
and door casin9's were chinked with scvaps of fur .
Tne win6ows were covered with dirty paper sacks . . . . 5
Housing rapidly improved for the Cree at Moose Factory with
the completion Of the 1905 Treaty Number 9 .

A sawmill was

1 . Dept . of Indian Affairs . A . R . 1912 . passim .
Vid ., 191K . p . XIX
cf Wil, J . "Econondc
* R'.:sourccs of the Moose River Basin ."
1904, p . 197 .
4 . h . rnavd .
ii :rn Oi'itar_io .
1903 . P . 354 .
5 . Curran, W . T . C-nadn's Vondurtul horthUnd . 1901 . P . 320 .
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established at Moosw Wctory one. aovurnmqU housing
Today tho M')0se Factory band is comfortably

constructed .

housed in lnygc sinaln story colourful framc houses
the Cren Have built Wcmselves with novornmenL financinE .
styin is totally European with oil bufninheaters, plut-,',bin&,

-Jectricity and such large appliancc ,~-,

as stoves, refrigerators and radios .
garbaqe collection .

Ware is regular

D-i short, Moose Cree housing todwy

is SAMIlur to tAah or the middle CZ .- :) :1 whit ;_ culturo .
At Moosonee this stage has not yet been reached .

Sinu!_-.

the Moo sonee Indians are not treaty Indians, governmuK
housing has not been provided .

houses are small sky',-;

constructed fron available supplies, often employing ;; ..=:r_
paper, and cardboard .

Conditions are often extremely crowded

with one family sharing a bedroom .

neat in provided by wood
yet
stoves or coal oil burners, and electricity in not
universal .

WumbinZ and runninE water is not. common znJi
most houses use outdoor privies . I
Since the Noosonus Kee
arc squatters who A not o~..m.' - or lease the land an which thci -c
houses are Onstructod, thcre is little civic pride or concern with the upkaep .

In short, conditions have not greatly

changed from the pattern of housing apparent in 1900 at
Moose Factory .
Conditions in 1971 at Knosonee have shown some imnrovment throunK paternalistic efforts of the UovnrnmnnL .
1 . S-u Buch2vr . "Moosonue and the SquaLters ." Conadian
WPIPqrn . 1966 .

Undci,
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d.irQe tion o :`' the Untral Housing C mmz

: .ion the provincial

government is now developing low rental housing .

Already 15

not hour es huve been constructed and twenty more are s
for _l. jj'2 .

;knt for these houses is calculated on thu income

o ; t hu f mi1

 404

being made for 'h

_eves in the house, I
c stasnment of

>>, un _

are

a1=

>eweroges and w .'.t. =r

works in the I!oosonec: indian village .
The transition from tepee to wooden dwellings in Cry. c :
._ Gi_

.her uniform nor . apid .

now however that the adoption of European housing caused.
b y the education of the Cree has,
acculturative effects .

in turn, caused many

Housing has strengthened sotiol.

organization and the political structure by the establishment of permanent villages .

The desire to accumulate

material_ goods permitted by a permanent dwelling in which
to house teem, has put pressure on the Cree to obtain wnge
labour profitable enough to afford such luxur: : A .

1 :_" ..:

cc

:r,,_

of adoption of European housing was connected with the
advance: of civilization as syn'aoli  cd by the extension of tM
railroad, unN in rarer cases by the effects of intermarriage
and the :resultant introduction of European practices .
lion- M ater ial

Cua_ kure .

TKc : Life Cycl,,:
The principal alteration in thn Crew life cycle

P%<7

;.

introduction of Christian ceremonies and practices, in the-:
1 . Lo Vis itT__ur a fJN % Y U:

Sutrmcr 19'Tl, p . G .
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1340's .
birth .

By the late 1800's baptism e encrAly i'ollo red
Lack of supervision of the child until the vgu of

_six remained an aboriginal fe .ture, but at that sae, a[
.,
1 ;05 the child was removed from the parents and way placed
in the r ,; imLnAd `?. t mosphnre of thE; bonrding school .
Consequently training for survival followed the European
model .

Marriage under Christianity was arran`. .d by the

youth involvod rather than tho parents and pre-marital scx
.~e old pr~actica
was 1c :rco,7 -. IC_c1 t? :pc , n . TThe
:,
of polygamy
diad our
J<'>
Cnnerally marriage occurred at a later age in life than
during the fur trade period, because of the necessity for
the Cree youth to establish himself in a salaried position .
The working period of life was lengthened and lightened by
the minimum wage and welfare, but presented the male with
the challenge of fitting into the structure of a comple=x
white society .

Old age was extended by the old age pension .

Burial was Christian .
Spe cializati on
Unlike the aboriginal pActice based upon min as hunters
..x
who provided for the group livelihood, the arrival ofcivilization permitted Cree women to take such salaried positions as
clerk and saleswomen .

In the sense= that women could now earn

incomes to provide for the family, t :'1^ man's role: had been
usurped .

Troditiopal duties performed by the Cree womcr

also been eliminated or lightened by the introduction of
European foods, clothing and technology .
has been disrupted .

Tic:

role of the male

Uhile formerly it was enough for tai.- :

22 5 .
to

feed

fardly through his hunt inn and Qwpp%,,.-,

ability, it is now nucessury -for him to secure sufficinnt
funds to provide manuNcturcd articles . I Thus albhou~ .
specializaLion has to some degree brokun down, thrre is
still pro2ourq on tile, mrK to provide more for the family
than during the 6rlier pcriod .
Tyavel Patterns
T :~n romovaT of scological restrictions throucA SC)';'!
nt subsidio

and Yage labour rLmuvcd M nuenssity

travel seasonally in search of food .

Exploration reports

until 1910 indicated a seasonal pattern of agglomeration
at the posts in the summer and dispersion to the trapOky .
.?
winter
in the
By living an the lokes, fishing would praviW
food in summer while in the winter the hunters and their
families would return to their individual hunting territorins .
Tne completion of the railway and tile : establishmvnt 0'
reserves altered this pattern .

The rnilway renuited in the

closure of the old Abitibb and the Nissbi posts . 3

T a(,,

new posts were built "on the railways at Marre, Cochrane,
Matt .CC, ntcrbell and Gogam.a .

Indians who could maintain

themselves with employment in these towns, did not havc
lonve in tin wintur to trap .

to

The establishmcnt of villages

on tho reservationc and the resulting social Me, made
1 . M MoTp~on, junn . One Crpc Indipna OC Nnrtn VsWn :
c
11 S -Antchcwun Nstory,
)~
Soring, 195S . p . 44 .
R .Poft on thn
of horthurn MUM . U . do .
3
f . (i(-T
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trappnrs less MIMS to spend thu wintur in solAude in
the woods .

A tendency Mveloped to commute to the Lrappin! ,,

tprritorics,
two .

for shorter pcriods of time, perhaps

N

WSO ,

U .i:

WAML payments and salaried positions have confirmed

the 00"rwtion of Crou

Vi]

lwa : s an6 ramovad Kho necoaniQ;

of spending the winter in the bush .

Today the Chaplcau

District of the Upartment of Lands and Forests is CorceO
to import Cr_
. trappars to fill empty traplines in thAa
ation
With civilization, recreational patterns now followed
European patterns .

Community halls offer bingoos, movies,

dances and other European entcrtainment .
football and bnseball .

Children ploy

Drinking is a common and aspnOMy

troublesome activity .
Disease
The cause of Indian disease in the late nincteAt"n
century was overcrowdinq and Insanitary conditions, malnutrition caused by an unbalanced diet and heavy reliance
upon Europquqfoods, and more : frequent contact; with Me
influx of Europeans who might carry diseases .

W . T . Curran

in 1907 Pointed to "closed, dark unventilntcd houses, often
steeped in filth and rubbish, the accumulation from years
of uou without

Munhan found Ant the Cree

in the 1890's "crond tog'''her into small one-roomed I,
1 . Carron, W . T . Anada's Windorful Northland . p . 121 .
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trappers less willinn to spend tHn winter in solIMP in
the woods .

A tundcncy davploped to commute to the Qvppin,,

turritor!03, for shortcr pcriods of time, perhaps a
two .

wZ01

U .!_

WalfDro payments and salaried positions hava conCifmM

the !"1i
;Zeation of Crop villag~s and rLmovwd LhP nucpsniQ;
of spending the winter in the bush .

Today the Chaplcau

District of the Dnpartment of Lands and Forests is force ,!
to import Crac trappcrs to fill e=mpty trap Uncs in thnic
atio-,
With civilization, recruational patterns now followed
European patterns .

Community halls offer bingous, movies,

dances and other European entertainment
.
football and Mseball .

Children ploy

Drinking is a common and

troublenome activity .
Disease
The cause of Indian disease in the late ninatenhUn
century was overcrowdin ; and insanitary conditions, malnutrition caused by

unbalanced diet and heavy reliance

upon Europquj,foods, and moru frequent contact; with the
influx of Europeans who might carry diseases . W . T . Curran
in 1907 Pointed to "closed, dark unventlintcd houses, often
steeped in filth and rubbish, the accumulation from yaars
tt l.
of use without
Munlam found that the Cree
in the 1590's "crand tuEnthar into smAl one-roomwd 1,]
1 . C4rrwn, 4, T . Anada's Wonderful Northland . . p . 121 .
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s :~ll)YZC1.C .1,

pl-;jcc,

t ;'To

V11_ , :1

jJ

coo),:.In" ";tov ,~' or an op -~:n fir(-

1 .!i` : ) :l

`;ro ;yn up .-.; and sev( n

to four

still

in

a_t !1tt~1?'Jt3pir~?i~ t .

1930

t

Thr:

~

.the Uirtiest that l
yc;t CneouJ-1tered . . .
but
nC v ;= r move
them,
They all live 7. .n
the
Some
or Chl_:11~(
brush on the floor .
of them.
for years, and
i1 a.ve~ not be ::n2clc,aned
the stench
i ; t ::rrifis .
>

. . . unc1.-

.ra .f

~7ndi

ITutrition too

ovcr~~r~~".Td_ LJ~" ; J-=.d to rr~.-Jic; c . : :1(

was a
major :factor of disease .

Europrl

goods such as white flour contained four times less
nutritional valuc than to be found in native foods sja~,,,h
a

rnc,at . 3

Dr . I ,rioore: in a survey of nort;'hern lndian~> found

that a1.1 the Indians examined showed physical defects cau:;F=~d
by

a lacy of vitamins A, Bl, h2 and C . Zi

Consequcaitly it

L" !"
. dell in 13~4s
s urpri :sinp~that disease c'ra ~(^ .
not
wa_lo
ram-pant
~rtrp~:.~~nt .
I_ioro_..

reported frog Moose Factory that W looplnr~, CouLh "r,),-A
I"ca_r_ful v_io-I_cnce, nearly c:vc:ry Itldian rra :
In

180)

4.5

at hlbr .ny ."

V111-looping

?Tit; l

att~:c'FL<:d by- it . . . . t '

Cotz;Sh Rilled 26 pc~oplC <<t ._i ;.o : e F~lctory and
1. D

18,85

a serious

prolonged epidemic Wf

1 . Ti~~ ~"Tnha rn . T .~tt : z1b_oo1~ . Public hrc li.v(,~s of G~ :n«d~. .
tec7 P olice . Annual ',)erJort . 1930 . _n . 10)i .
_~url
? . ho l C ;r%;c;ian
.,, .
1, : ,`3 VCr ~
~ . !`"i~,~rC, ! .
1`11t111 1 1:10t1 11"i
;rie i1' ;rL1}Z . ti ~111P
10
"`i,
V Lvi,,,,n, R . .1-1 .
~e T1~ltrit :i_on <,_rld- il ; -.,1tn o .L J~lmc ."_; B,. , y Lridlrl.11 .
f ) ,el .i.l
,.ry U . ud;y
r:c;cultur~~t ::i_on _:rion,,~ th~_
Ore

ar-

C '

Id . l '_1)')T't. for

ti

III ;_>ii,

19( 2 .

p.

_1.ot1~3.ry ~~C7Cir'~ ;~
='C) :C 1; 1C [~ "o ), _vci ; _~ OI1

it
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ln7luurza vUPWd Ww Ind! uns .~ W' sin in

1806)

the Ws=,

accurrea and thu number of duaths at Mooso Factory almo st
doubled {
;hp num5pr of births, with 17 dwaths ."

180 and in 1889

Burro-

also noted thnt hy could not got guide .-,

b=USP of a W,uslas opi6cmic ill: Alcsinaibi . j

year Bishop jorann, returning

Too swo!_.

Hoosc Factory from Englon(~

by way of the Abitibi River, saw scarcely any Indians an,,
lamented :

:') ,s S n d a way ; many havu dloj~

for Way cannot stand the diseases Europoons urlq~

with them--measles, whooRing cough, diphtheria,
make short work of them .i
.

Moose Factory was generally more healthy than the inland
posts but an examination of the gravcstOncs reveals AirequuU
draths of childrnn and child bearinJ mothers . 5

Mary jonozoon,

an early nurse at the Moose Factory cottage hospital in 1905,
Pound that "time after time I am called upon to sce som( :'
sick baby . . . The mothers never seem to know wbaL to' do for
them ."

Bishop Dnwnham dcspaired al, aiding the Kew,

suffering from the "common,

1 ingering and vory fatal" tubir-

,
culosis sincq the In dians were "so many anU so poor ." "

So

common was tuberculosis that one canoeist visiting Moose
Fnctory estimated that one half sufferQd from it .
1 . Wrden, On . Cit ., 1885 .
2 . Ibid .,
385 .

3.
4.
Y

On attundin,r_ ,-

B"rron . E . A . Unort on thq B-sin oT Ndson W y . . . 1832 .
HorKn
~57 _
o -a La--j1 ''-0 Yn r: > . . . P
0 ff
0 1bbon, K . N . "j : cred to- W A
Ii . - & it . 11 . Ont
., 1905 . Vol . IV . p . 63 .
L ttorbook .
P,A .C .
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Crce church service be found that
" :half the time,,
l

cou¬,hing . . . .n

i iCJ

minister's voica l

cannot be heard_ on account, of the violent.
The disease was univur - al throuEhout t_.h

Moose River bps~_.?7 .An article in.

ilr l

,_ .r_
Northland 'Post for

1910 reuorted th :;t bncnuse of the disease,

"all. over

Ontario' :. hinterland the Indian is melting away like the
snows of his forest home .

They just cough,

one old Indian, "und they soon die ." P
cxplo ..ntioi

o<

cough," said

Leith during hi :,

Hudson's B"y found that mums,r ._ of ni :J cLnu .

crec°:T were often in well advanced stat es of the disease .
They worked without a. complaint until they literally died
in harness ."

Other Crees were not so fortunate .

Curr~~n
.,
was disgusted and_ sickened tl,~ s ce the spectacle
. . .an old ..roman, apparently in the last throes of
tuberculosis, a sickening spectacle, as her
spasms of coughing would be followed by expect-oration without any sanitary precaution whatsoever . At the other end of the room, seated on an
old soap box, was her son, . . . ravished to a
steal eton by a form of tuberculosis which- had).
become located in his nec , completely cncirclin,,
it with running sores . . . .
Influenza and ITm'.asl et as well as tuberculosis . were major
killers .

rf

In 1903 six Cree died within a week from an epidemic

of influenza at Moose Pactory . 5

In 1906 surveyor Nosbitt

found that an epidomic of measles among the Indians at,
1.
2.
3.
1-t .
5.

11yzldman, -I . R . "To Abitibi With Ppospactor ; ." R . &, G . 7.906 .
Northlan d I' : .;t
.
S pt . 2, 1j10
T_:ith, C . K .
A Su mmer arc,._ Hint y r on Hu dson B ay . p .
Curran, a.1 . '.t .
' c, a'.
r 'u 1 H or thian d P . 320 .
1,'\ &_
&
.
.
It if Knuary,
14 .
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Abitibi had prevented him from obtaining a guide . -,.

In 1.901

52 of the 350 Abitibi Indians died from measles . 2

In 1908-9

the population of Moose F, ;ctory was dr;creased by 100 from
influenza . 3

The Crce at New Post were also

attacks
rapidly succumbing to the
of consumption
and scro`i.'ulous diseases, and owing to the decreane
of pLrtrid ge and X'abbit are sometimes at sore
straits for food . .
Concern for the welfare of the Cree led to the es;tab .lish1: :-cnt

of n- hospital a i Noose F .ctory and in 19,') 1 1 Qur`T- ;;'

found 14-s . Namnham, wire of the Bishop, running a "small but
well equipped hospital" in the capacity of a trained nurse . 5
The Indian Affairs department in 1912 described the-hospital
as good with "excellent equipment and room for six or eight
patients .

N-vertheless such a small structunn was not

equipped to handle tuberculosis victims and the,physician
for the National Transcontinental Railway predicted that
"tuberculosis is the one factor which will ultimately exterminate the Indian race . " y

In 1930, the same-, year that

Constable Cowell discovered and treated smallpox at Blacksmi_t12
apids and Moose Factory, - the D~partmwnt of Hdian Affairs
was praising the virtues of the North :
1 . N: sbitt in D-,pt . of Crown Lends . Annual Ropo rt . 1906 . p . 108 .
." A . V G ., 190b . P . 723 .
2 . Pynn, Chas . "Our Northland 04p
3 . Y' . ( ; Y . i4 . V<.;1_ . V] F- No . 3, J,?ly, 1911 . Aiso Skinner, A .
flo es on the f_; s t rn_Crce pnssim .
li . Park - 1
is i.Qs7Q
_- lgoma BB, undary Line" 1899 . p . 186 .
5 . 011, J . "Economic Hwsourc cs of the Moose River BDs . .",

1900 .
6 . D : pt .
7 . DE at .
8 . Wyell

P . 197 .

of Indian Ufairs . Annual Uno rt . 1912 .
of Indian Hairs . Annual R, port 1915 .
Prin uq- 1 hnpo x_t . 1930 . p " 1'3 .
Can_ than ?inUntc :d

23 1 .

lop nPriodic visits op the MOWS of thu

Dapa rtmnnt oP lndi%n ANUrs, and their
instructionE on tho care and cloonliness of
the body and an general habits, the wide opcn
spaces, exhilarating air and carerroo encrvating, nonchalant existence, are sufficiently
compensating factors to maintain a Kir
balance in the scales of life and mortality . 1
Tne MpnKnent of indian Affairs was aware of tuberculnnU--.
but could not offer treatment during the 1930's or early
1940's because of a lack of room in thu :sanatorium s and
lack of funds for maintenance
of such institutions . 2
disease continued among the Cree, and other diseases
developed .

In 1943 it was noted that "venereal disease is

assuming even larger proportions as a serious health problern
.,')
and a menace among the Indian population . "3 This was',
result of the railway and the influx of population to t
north, and the flow of Indians to the cities where they
picked up the disease and carried it with them back to tM
reservations .
During the 1940's Dr . F . F . Tisdall undertook a number
of health studies and as a result health services were
improved . 4 In 1903 the
1
ludson Bay Compunylegan to add
'.
Vitamin B to its flour, and mandatory food payments connected
Y

with the family allowance were begun
.
was completed in 1942 .
1.
2.
3 .
)1 .

The Moosonee hospital

However even in 1946 although health

Dapt . of indlon Affairs
. Annual Ruport . 19.30 . P . 40 .
lbia ., 1930 . p, 10 .
Jklu ., 194P . P . 154 . Sea also 1943 .
Swe MUM, F . F . and Ribertson, E . C . WyngQ of the
A dicin, ! Man'in W aver, Mnrch, 1909 .
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survpy2 wary conductud, they "wern joured to the amount (.)
accommodation which could hp found ." "

With the establish-

ment of the Depnrtmcnt of National A-ul .Y> and W :lfaro
1949 a direnV attack on tubarculosis was begun .

A survey

indicatnd that tuberculosis was thirty times mory prevN!Pnt
among the Indians

than

the national avLrage .

A vaccination policy with Bacillus Calmatte-Guerin vaccinc
was undertaken .

Tnis Vaccine gave six times more favourable

chorc= of onrvivol in = inrectious atmorn
ations against diphtheria, whooping cough, typhoid, and
smallpox were also expanded .

By 1949 the Department of

National Health and Welfare declared that " she nati-ve
population is at least as well protected by these measures
U4
as any other comparable group .
In 1950 a one million
dollar, 135 bed hospital was completed at Moose Factory .
R-sourcgs included a staff of 65, including

chest experts,

laborptory technicians, X-Ray experts, madical - officers,
dietitians, and other less skilled staff .

BY 1952 an

extensive T .B . survey was being undertaken annually, and it
was reported ,that Varked progress in the control of T .B ."
had been made . 5

The death rate had been reduced to 262 per

thousand or eleven times the national fiZure .

By 1965 the

1 . D pa rtment of Indian Affairs . Annual Report . 1946 . p . 224 .
2 . Dcuartmgn t of Nationol denIth nna d0fure . Annual Report .
iq4q . p . iok
3 . ihid ., igig . p . iok
4. GOT cit .
S . loia ., Q02 . P . 35 .
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ob1_i~; ?t :i .on to see t'tiat no

~;overnrn~~r~t, rt::cogs :i.t;i() n o

1i,d i. )n stffers morn lick of medical -tt(_mti.on by reason of
to pay :i'or it" "Jas evidorit ; . l
d 41-d not rc co-ni 7e, or accept
cor:rpua_ ; ory,

f

the

The r;ove>rtl~n(.nt

position of prow :i.ding

medic<~.1 service to tl)e Itzd _an .

IrnprovengF_:nt in medical facilities and in the checking
process has led to a continual. improvement of the general
level of rlealth aronE; Uhf_ Moose
a.

1r;?7~) :r

11"'

c

.cf.ory

C :f:-ee .

Jr;ck

.1-`))Y'i;er d.ur 111g title 1_9'0 1 s, on r?

r:itU :'il

to Moose F ..story this summer was amazed at the general
health of the children i,.rho " ;,ere sickly, undernourisried,
and dying of T .B ." during the 1Q20's . 2
an improvement in mental health .

There has al" been

Such mental diorders

as hysteria, lethargy and hallucination which -1ere describe d
by SaJrndon in the 1920's, 3 have been reduced
nutrition and housing .

better

by

Welfare , refrigeration and

t.nc

h,~D.ve imrprov(::d health, while dcrital ca-r; ; by
dent fists froi :i Coc lr ane has rc-:duced - once serious: df_, nt,,l
dc:c :iy problf~m .

4

:,,-,,-,n 1nrr,?,. , sed
;
Iir,r1rovement , in h

populat :i_on statistics .
Pt_ T)ulation
In 1900 th(- _Lldian birth rate was twicc

the national

of
avcrrj.g(' . 5
irriprovc~d medLc', .). f<acil.ities,
1 . _?!)i ;l .,
cam .
2 . Yvonn( : V c .l~c:rs "T .: I Aurn of 1'
=i .
~ilYldol7 . "1'.1 ; i1tC).1 I~ :L~.'Or( (.:r v i~1?riC] ;j
1'rirnitivc
p . 2.
~ . D_G)t, . o.' National

ad(:r Jaci;"
the Jilrrit-' ; E717
Uc :1l_ .

'7a-nd

eC

G a.

XL, F .: :L . 8; Jun( . .
hrinual i; .post . 1. ,

1971°

.26 .
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r-UtLion,
a

F'

t

to {111y

yoU .t%1

:~lY'oU ,I~OUt

Lhe Ti,=!ose

r~UfVJ-Vi :
?iLvcr

t0

rCtYC'i"1

b' S :Ln

~fl .s.i;Lir~Lt;f ,
Y:Uf!1°=

~ .Z1C~1 :~21

'U}-lc
b'-rs
c['
are on
can br_ , seen In t[lc' ii ollovlin
2

1_970
Mr,ose Factory
A b it .i.b i
T1c ,,r B- .unswiclc.
Post
1" i .at+4~7~%

Missinaibe
Cliaplcau Cree

85`7
x_857
1857
j.881,

1

908
} .906

180

350
150
31-}_
.1_ uJ

1,055
58
198
)l8
139
~ r7

200

62

37

Tie coraparison can?~ot take into account the fact that-1 0"O
fi~;UrC> include only treaty
includes all Indians .

l1idi<

rls w

lilC

the earlicY'

D :creuse 1.n Indian number- in. :;uch

pl«ces as Flying Post has been caused by the sTiift 01' C!-ee
to nearby communities .

The greatest increase ha :, occurred

in the last twenty years as a re s:1)lt o:' goveil . :Dac at
and mcdicra1 care which has lessened dopende nco on v=,_rl_,r,hl
ecological factors . ' Indians today are far -iiealtilier

L

nd

more, nuiacrous than dur in-; the aboriginal or early fur tr:'~_d n
period .

l.
Select Committee on the Hudson Bay Companv . 1857 . p . 317 .
2 . Linguisti c and Cultural Affliations of Canadian Indian
Bands . p . 12 .
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C

c1

on

'C'Ais examinc Lion of the Crec culture in the Mouse River
basin, Rued particularly Pt Moose F _ctory and Wo ;onee ov4r
the last 100 year .- has raised thro question of tha future
and totally
of the Cr :c culture . Wil1 it become a port of
indistingui : hnble from the white civilization?
rapid speed of acculturation tends to suggest that this '::ill_
probably b a the case .

Tachnologi cal development in the

European society nc~s..~ been too rapid for the traditional
adaptation of the Cree culture during the last two goneThe ever increasing speed of this rate of change

rations .

rapidly ended the isolation essential for the surviv<!
the old C . "u cultur a .

of

In transportation alone, not only,

has the European industrial society built the plane: dur1n
the last '('0 years, but the change has diffused to suc"l

an

extent that remote settlements such a > Mao ;one .: now have
tri-weekly scheduled airplane flights at moderate rates .
Not only have the steam sand internQ combustion engiaz Wen
developed but these inventions have spread - to the extent
4

that a daily train visits I"Znosonec, bringing 32,000 tourists
per summer .

Presently under construction to Moosoneo is an

automobile road which will open the settlement to the cars
of moA peopi. : in I? rth l` - urica .
tecnnolo

_ :r

In less than seventy yenr n,

in trNnnsportntion has turned Nurt iern Ontario

from an isolated hinterland to c

popular tourist region .

an, i -tv
Ti c 1. cnsed domnnd > for resources for an industrial .

23 6 .
1, Ne

caused Port5urn Ontario to M porc0.lcd into pulp

concessions, criss-crossed by roads, scattered with forms,
and studded with mining venture ; .

A white: population,

exploding in numbers as compared to Indian ex.punsion, has
widely populated tnt, aboriginal hunting grounds

of

t_ln Once,

and holds jobs in Mw industrial plants .
The effects of this rate of change in white technology
and the incrcc a_, J in. white population hws already destroyed
t :1': (; : . ., ft . -, y

nU.,:

generations ago .

culturc which existed only one

U='

The l9th century contact o£ the Hudson Lay

Company with the Cree, had trained the Indian as voyageurs,
hunters, and trappers .

The arrival of the missionariesl in

the 1<340's had increased the Cree knowledge of the whiWs
by introducing Christianity .

Christianity was easily sub-

stituted for the older religion as was evident by the frequent
prayers, humns and other outward manifestations of belief .
Anverthc less, the acceptance of the Christian Church did
not lead to a deviance from the traditional nomadic trap air; :;
nature of the Crec

society .

Tile Church too was responsi .bl :

for syllabics which strengthened written use of the Cnee
language .
?i~gid change in the C :cee culture came primor i y with
the polarization of the goals of the two cultures .

The

dovelopment of rAlway c,' tho rush for gold werc re_flectior :
of vn n 7vanced wnita technology which saw value in miner=als,
in spruc" pulp, in wKerpower resources, and in agricultural

23 7 .

Thusa intercAs which impl.lcd :purmununt .->

rod-uctlon .

ment clr : %c;d with

N

nomadic hunting and trapping way o_(' 1M .

remove the Indians from the resources which .,'

"'

civilization wished to utilize, reservation
in

i_ .E li .)

in t

were establi shnd

,oF~= : t,1~ai,a tho Crce would bv :cc; ;n:,

sedentary

:
.
and skilled pcopla, suitable as a labour force for tip,
.new industrial mechanized vision .

The means by which t h-.

Cree ware transformed into this labour force: ware
thr -,

i . _ ~ .

g . z in tK . C ruc fur-trading culturp .

The first change was the: destruction of the CreE
trapping livelihood, which occurred with the influx of
competing white trappers, the depletion of furs, and the
insecurity of life based on fluctuating fur prices .

The

fur bearing animals have increased in numbers since the

1940's, but trapping is now unattractive .

The popularity

of easier, more lucrative salaried means of livol ihood has
,
.I,zc. second ~ :~c a:r~~; of cnnnZc,
replaced the fur trade culture .
in the Cree culture was through cduc-tion .

C :)mpu1,sory

attendance at schools run by .the Church and later by the
government

Carcod the learning of the English language, and

taught skills :-which were essential for the, new type of
society .

B .cause of the educNtional process,

skills of the

earlier culture arc being forgotten as is the use of the We
7 un ;u< < e ngon ; soma younEur Cree .

The third major factor in

ch,nnQn~ C c~E, culture was the e:c ta=:blishment of the resurva Lion
village, which replaced extended nomadic family groups with

23 8 .
s(dnntbry and largcr tribal associations .

Ton government,

Aded villngc integration in n numbcr of ways .
was givun nssistancc .

Housing

The governmont promoLud an artIPU!"I

political ntructurn based on the cluction of a cidef and
councillors,

LKAY fornign to thu ~borjgjnnl qnd

trading Cree society .

fur

The government also introduced such

services as welfare, family allowance and old vgc pensions,
which cempnted village ties by making the nomadic trwlinc,
KA no lonner nacassary for 3urvIvA .

Local schooU,

churches, and local social events, as well as other sorvices
such as medical care tended to tighten peer ties in the
village while increasing village integration to the - eAtent
that the Cree village at Moose Factory today is undertaking,
community services and profit raising projects .
;d
Throughout the transition, Cree society has remain,open to change .

The desire of the Crea to obtain the

for
benefits of white civilization, and their admil5tion
the white way of life has led to the rapid abandonment A'
the Cree aboriginal culture in favour of the material lifestyle of tho Europeans .

With opportunitins for salaried

employment during the last thirty ycars, most Ccee in North
Eastern Ontario 4%ve succpedcd. i n obtaining full-time salaried
positions for at Tenst part of the year .

European jobs have

enoblcd the C~cp to purchase Eqroponn tuchnoloqical inventions
most aptly symbolizod by the snowmobile .

Europunn fooK nLv-,

also become incrensingly popular to thp extent that common

23 9 .
aboriginal and fur

trade moNls such an beaver and goos(-,

are now often repInced by conned meat .

Dress today is

European style, with the result that co : tly European
.
clothing styles are followed closely

Acusing and th( :

vccumulation and usp of Eurappan mutcrial objects also
rapidly fall into the European pattern following 1900 .
Tric Ylon-material culture of the Cree also showed an
increvoinS imitation of the European style .

The life cycl(, ,

nnyrud tr~ Aufopunn chvracturistics in its extension of th,
date of marriage in life, the increase in working life, and
ths lengthening of the life span .

Family specialization

of the fur trade culture was broken down to some extent
as were seasonal travel patterns .

Recreation today has

followed the patterns set by Europeans, especially witi-)
reliance on liquor .
With such similarities between the present day Croc
and European cultures, there is a difficulty in terming
the Cree a 'European modified' culture, rather than an
assimilated one .

ThQ Cree culture is 'Europcan modified'

the sense that as a group

in

their achievement of the Europunn

culture, is below that of the national average .

hi_ rginality

in t5c sense of poverty and racial discrimination against
the Cren for certain positions also tended to prevent complet , -,
.
assimilation
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Chapter V .

The Conclusion .

The optimal period in culture is the period when
it meets and benefits from the technology of a superior
culture which shares congruent goals with the weaker culture .
The optimal period is identified culturally by improvements
in the material adaptation of the primitive culture to
impinging forces of the habitat without a decline in
cultural self-identity .

The Swampy Cree of the Moose

River have been used to provide a concrete and specific
example of this thesis .
The question as to the existence of an optimum period
in the Cree culture raises some questions .

The term

optimum, for instance, suggests a certain time period,
while many traits extend through time, so that while
certain periods were optimal for certain traits they were
not optimal for others .

While the aboriginal period was

not troubled by European disease, aborigines did face
frequent periods of famine and

debilitating sickness .

During the fur trade period European disease was a problem,
yet European technology eased the burden of survival .
The use of the word optimal with referer-:=~ to culture
must raise the question of the definition of culture .
Cree culture was defined as habituated patterns of beh-
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aviour by the Indians who interact with one another more
than thev did with outsiders .

The purpose of the Cree

aboriginal culture was to adapt the Cree to the habitat
to permit survival .

The habitat in turn integrated the

culture by forcing co-operation and division of labour .
The Cree culture was dynamic in that it could adapt to
a changed habitat by integrating material improvements
into the culture through a tension and reward process .
The optimal period was one in which the society was
most successful in using its habituated patterns of
behaviour for survival while its social. interaction .
remained fundamentally similar to those of the past . During
fur trade, the aims of the more sophisticated culture
complemented the Cree culture, and intensified and improved
the Cree ability to survive without the introduction of
distorting elements .

The Cree dependence on ecological

factors which integrated Cree society by stressing traditional patterns of behaviour remained .
4

The new material

culture of survival, adornment and consumption commodities,
eased life because European articles were more durable and
efficient, European foods could be preserved for times of
famine, and European luxury items created enjoyment .
Voluntary change, limited European contacts, and directed
contact which re-emphasized the aboriginal cultural char-acteri.stics resulted in a slow moderate alteration in the
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Cree culture .

Non-material culture was not fundamentally

changed since alcohol and disease did not alter the
adaptation to the habitat or change patterns of interaction .

Beliefs, identitv, survival patterns and the inter-

action of the Cree culture remained very similar during
the fur trade period to aboriginal times, while the white
culture had lessened the difficulty of Cree survival .
With the arrival of civilization, beginning with the
missionaries in the 1840's, but radically speeded up by
the commencement of railway construction in 1902, Cree
contacts with whites and their acculturation was greatly
increased .

Contact was made with the police, governmeAt

administrative officials, work foremen and fur trappers .
For the first time changes were introduced into the
Cree culture which were not voluntary on their part, but
which were externally imposed by force .

These changes .

distorted and clashed with the traditional culture because
they altered the meaningful environment from the Cree focus
on ecological factors and the habitat, to a new and conflicting dependence on wage labour, business cycles, and
the need for skills, education and the use of the English
language .

While the Cree were well adapted to the role of

fur trappers and could accept the infusion of a new
material culture which improved their_ adaptation to the
habitat, they could not re-orient themselves from strictly
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ecological factors to a highly complex and technical way
of life implicit in the modern industrial society .

Their

adaptation was slow, painful, replete with anxieties and
frustrations .

Dominance patterns were altered so that

the Cree appeared not as equals with the whites but as
undesirable competitors .

New factors such as time

schedules, and regular_ attendance, combined with insecurity
and tensions caused by a lack of education and skill, lei
to the desire to adhere to the old culture .

Yet the high

cost of capital equipment for trapping and the low price
for furs made this impossible .

Furthermore the mass

media, particularly catalogues, radios, television and s "
magazines as well as European education and white contacts,
had created a desire among the Indian for the European way
of life .

Wage labour has led to the disintegration of the

traditional culture resulting in the rise of Indi,.an

"'

villages, the decline in family organization, and psychologically in the creation of a white marginal outlook .
9'

Indians who could id entifv themselves closely with Europeans through acquaintances with Europeans and the adoption
of European tastes in foods, clothing styles, music,
housing and beliefs, received the most status among
their peers .

To-day even this marginal outlook is being

replaced by complete assimilation .
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The Cree culture which could absorb changes which
correlated with its basic ecological orientation and which
had maintained patterns of soc .1-L~_ interactions based on
use of habituated norms, reached a point of disintegration
when the basic cultural norms were no longer viable in
P

the new white civilization .

Interactions were not limited

solely to the Cree culture but were expanded during the
twentieth century to include the Europeans .

The habituate?

ways of existence became so similar to the broader European culture, that traditional traits and interactions
have disappeared since such traits are no longer relevant
to-day in an industrial societv .

By 1950 this point h'6d

been reached at loose Factory .
It is clear that Indians to-day with the modern advantages of houses, controls for disease and regular income
would have no desire to return to the past .

However,'-the

present day could not be termed optimal from the point
of view of. the traditional__ Cree culture, since the Cree
4

culture has disintegrated
.
tf

It was originally based upon

ecological factors which have now lost their importance .
The optimal point in their culture would have to be
placed during a period when the ecological basis of the
culture was still apparent, while the material culture
was such as to permit the best possible exploitation of
the habitat along traditional lines .

This period could be
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located anywhere from 1670 to 1900 .
The concept of optimality for the dealings of a
primitive people with the white man, and defined as a
period of time when the aborigines have sufficient of the
white man's material civilization to ease the burden of
R

survival, but not yet enough to disrupt their way of
living, has been shown to be a useful approach for analysis
if examined through an examination of cultural goals, and
cultural change .

Tn spite of the difficulties of optimal

traits which do not coincide in time, the difficulty of
pinning an exact time for the disruption and disintegration
of a culture and the problems of defining what was actually
optimal_, it is clearly apparent that an examination of the
cultural goals and interaction of a simpler and a more
sophisticated culture can be usefully done .

The congruence

of the goals of the European fur traders with the goals
of the fur hunting and trapping Cree created an- optimal
period for the Cree culture, strengthening their orientation
towards survival by trapping, with the resultant strengthening of habituated patterns of behavioural and social
interactions .

Civilization reoriented their meaningful

environment from the pursuit of game to wage labour and in
doing so destroyed their culture's ecological adaptation
and made their skills as canoeists and trappers

anachroniF`.(

This marked the intensification of a process of disintegration of their culture until the point was reached where
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the Cree looked on the white civilization as their own .
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Secondary
There are on1--Mt.: :ro anthropological works which relate to the
drainage area diroctly south of James I? :`T. Leonard Yason The Swammy
Cree : A St°,"it' in Acculturati din has pre, -nted a useful survey of
acculturation of the Cr::o gen(:rally, but the book is rather light on
historical information . A good survey of ecological. factors in this
Sub-Arctic near the Moose River basin on the Cree is offered by Rolf
and
Social Orr anKnight's
Fcolo : ' cn.l Factor w in t?- ,== Changing Econoln
ization Among the RuperHouse Cree . Unfortunately Knightts information
as to the introduction of certain technological goods such as the steel
trap is frequently placed c;'.; too late a date. Trudeauts thesis Culture
Chon,the Sw= Cree Indian is unpublished but is available
on microfilm fraa the National Libraxy . The thesis is on cultural.
change at Winisk caused by wage labour created by the Dew Line Radar
Base construction and illustrates intense acculturativel change in a
short period of time . For Cree technology during the aboriginal period.
the most =- ;?lete anthropological summary is to be found in one of
slier ax-ticles, Etho r^c
-rid Ace:xlturation of thc : ..1
Nelson Slave .
There are no historical sources which deal with the background
information of the 1.feose Rivel- basin and this information can only
be obtained by intensi , Te re (hing. Sections of E . E. Rich's, The Hudson
BaY Compa
deal with the fur trade in the Moose River . The later
period aftim" 1870 is to be fouzxl in part in S . A . Pain. The?1ay o_rrth .
A final and very useful book which relates indirectly to the Moose
River basil- , is Science, History and Hudson' s
which offers a wide
range of articles on all. aspects of the reg_`_on .
Pr'
Sources .
1 . Published Travel Ac :-oumts on the Fur Trade .
There are a number of good traveller accounts which describe the
Cree Indians around Hudson's Bay in the 1700ts . Although the Jesuit
Relations are the earliest published source the Jesuits did not
pene-brate into the l"1oose River basin . The travel] ,-rs who did usually
came by ship . James Isham in 1743 wrote a chapter on the Cree . In
1746 an expedition from England to discover the North West Passage
wilt ered at York Factory and two books emerged with information on
the Cree . The Clerk of the ship California believed to be Swaine uoote
one boos and Elli_s wrote another and both were published in 1746 .
Isham wrote a cri.tiaue of Ellis' work . Andrew Graham from 1767 to
1791 recorded his observations of Indian behaviour as a fur trader .
David Thompson during the 1780ts and Samuel Hearne durL-ig the same
period did likewise . In the 1790's Edward Umfreville, a former
emplourt?e of the Hudson Bay Company who joined the North Z,"est Company,
also p:; ;vided a chapter on the Cree . One other book, written by
Arthur Dobbs was written totally from secondary sources since Dobbs
never reached the Bay. The book was published in 17W and is a
diatribe on the Hudson Bay Company,
Very little information ;":-. the Cree emerged from fur traders
during the 1800'  . In the tale 1880's, John 1ZacLean provided an
account of the Crce while Paul Fountain offered an account of a winter
in the Abitibi region . W . T . Curran and C .K. Leith tell of trips to
Hudson Bay through Noose Factory.
Published and Unpublished Hudson Bast' Compa y Records .
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Initially the Chanplairi Society and later the Hudson Bawl Record
Society has published sections of the Hudson B< Y Archives . The books
relevant, to the Noose River basin include the Minutes
N
of the Hudson.
13 r Co^~ ? r , 16 ---1..LM, and from 1679 to 1684 . Letters from Hudso ,. i
Bay to ~,ngland for the period from 1703 to 1740 are also publishe .
Of grc;-.test use is the actual fur trade journals and inland corres
podence i
for (loose Factory which is published fo:B the period
1785
.
Having reap;' 121 the Ixoose Factory Join
this period
1783 to
is undoubtedly the most interesting and valuable of all the Moose
Factory archival, material .
The unpublished,journalsm of the Hudson Bay Company and the letters
to or from Hudson Bay are found in section B of the Hudson Bay Company
Archives, located in Ottawa on microfilm and available courtesy of the
Hudson Bay Company. These records are restricted, and a letter
of permission is needed from the H.B .C . archivist .
Church Hi.storZ.
There are a number of travel accounts by missionaries to 3"Loose
Faotory which include reference to the Cree Indian . These are Bishop
Ander;lont s of 1854, Rear . Ryerson's of 1855, and Proulxt s of 1886 .
A later work is Bishop Renisonts One D
At A Time which includes
a description of the Indian Treaty No . 9 being signed at Moose Factory .
There are two secondar,~ works on Bishop Horden which utilize the `
Church Iiissionary Society papbrs . These were written by Batty and
Buckland with Batty being the most coxiplete work . Sheanr tent s By
ti1ater and Word provides a general description of the travels of Rev .
Nerrnham from Moose Factory during the 1890ts .
The Oblate Fathers also possess Roman Catholic records of their
activities at inland posts . These records have been published by
Father Carriere .
Exploration.
Exploration by the provincial government has left a wealifi of
information on the Moose River basin, much of which contains ,rising
reference to the Cree, particularly their health and accomodation .
This information is located'in the Ontario Department of 1iine reports
which began in 1891. and continue yearly thereafter . (cf : List of
Publications . Vol . I, 1891 to 1965 .) E . B . Borron, Ontariots St'pendiary Kagistrat ,; during the 1880ts and 1890ts spend virtually every
year in the Moose River basin and leaves great detail on the Cree Indian
during that period . The Ontario Land Surveyors during their initial
stu-veys from 1896 to the 1930ts leave descriptions of the locations,
Health and accwodation of the Cree . Their reports are to be found in
the Cr%in Land Reports for Ontario until 1906,
thereafter in the Department of Lands and Forests, Annual Reports .
Their more informal remarks on the Cree are located in the Annual
Reports, of the Ontario Land Surveyors which begin in 1886 . Other
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information on the Cree are to be found in Select Committees, held in
England in 1749 and in Ottawa in 1557 to test the validity of the
Hudson Bay Company charter. These committees e-atnined the welfare o-P
the Cree in order to attack the Company . One other useful.. document

is the Lori: on the Survey and E?cplorat ion c ~ Northern Ontario . This
su ^Vey was. responsible for the _f_.nitial nfon_ : . Lon It[10Prn to
Ontario on the resources of the Moose River basin, and Northern
Ontario generally. From 1900 there are numerous descriptive articles
concerning I-ioose Factory and the Cree, written by tourists who
travelled the Northern Ontario rivers by canoe and wrote their travel
accounts for sportsmen magazines such as Rod and Gun in Canada, 1895 ff .
Federal . Government Documents .
The most useful federal novernment documents are the Annual
Reports of the Royal Canadiai Mounted Police, following their establishment of a post at Moose Factory in 1926 . Of equal value are the
Annual Reports of the Department of Indian Affairs . Until 1936
Indian Affairs was under the Department of the Interior . At this date
the Department of the Interior was merged with the Department- of Mines .,
and Imaign ; .ion to form the Department of Iiincs and Reso$ ces until..,.
1950 . In ---950 three separate Ministeries were created and the
Department of Indian Affairs Reports are found in the Department of
Citizenship and Immigration . Res'.onsibility for Indian health was
shifted to the Department of National Heath and Welfare in 1949
and 10neir reports continue thereafter . In 1965 the prestnt
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development was created . .
The ndian Act can be located in any collection of Revised Statutes
of Canada . Indian treaties such as Treaty No. 9 are to be found in
both federal. and povincial Sessional Papers for the appropriate year-- .
(The original copy of Indian Treaty No . 9 is located in the Legislative
Library in Toronto.)
.'' Documents Directly on Indians .
Un ublishe
The public records collection on Indian Affairs at the Public
Archives does not cbhtain much useful information on the Loose Factory
Cree Indian . Recent Indian documents are under the care of .Miss
Su.'mers at 400 Laurier St . W . They are confidential and access was not
pernitt ed .
The Church 11issionary Society was founded by the Anglican Church
in 1790 to maintain missions for natives around the world . Reports
from Boose Factory are yearly or byyearly, and John Hordenfs Reports
begin in 1851 and continue till 1891. Letters from 1822 to 1876
are complete while letters sent after 1881 have been precised . The
collection, on microfilm, is rather difficult to use and requires both
the inventory and finding aids .
The letterbooks of Rev . Horden and Rev . Newnhamn, being copies of
all their correspondence, are useful but very difficult to read because
of the faded nature of the copies. Newnhamls diary from 1892 to 1898
is very interesting .
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